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by Anthony John Clark 

A brief history is given of the development of resistivity detection in 

archaeology, followed by an outline of basic principles and theory, and 

of the evolution of the Martin-Clark resistivity meters, including circuit 

diagrams. 

The chief outstanding problems are identified as choice of the most 

suitable probe configurations, climatic water balance effects, and speed 

of working. 

For studying the configuration problem, the design of a rapidly operating 

automatic electrolytic tank system is detailed, together with a set of 

simulated archaeological features. Ten configurations are examined, of 

which the Twin Electrode, Double Dipole and Square Array are found most 

effective, with the addition of Wenner for selected purposes. The Triple 

Electrode also appears promising. 

For the climate study, fixed traverse lines were established across 

three silted up ditches of known profile and widely varied size on Upper 

Chalk in southern England, and measured monthly for 19 months. The pattern 

of resistivity response with water balance differed greatly according to 

ditch size. The data, and results obtained by others for Triassic sandstone, 

London Clay and limestone are collated, and guidelines for interpretation 

and the choice of optimum survey times, probe configurations and spacings 

established. Some analysis of the related phenomenon of crop mark 

production is appended. 

In combination, the tank and climate studies show that the resistivity 

anomalies caused by many archaeological features approximate to a 

horizontal high resistivity lamina. 

Examples of surveys using the optimum configurations are given, the 

results being compared with those of magnetic surveys where possible; 

methods of plotting and processing the data are also compared. Some high 

performance survey systems incorporating results from this research are 

described. 
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NOTE ON NOMENCLATURE 

In keeping with standard practice, capitals are used for the initial 

letters of the proper names of geological deposits, but not when discussing 

them simply as materials. 

The names of electrode configurations are normally spelt out when 

first mentioned in a chapter or section, and subsequently are shortened, 

especially in discussion involving frequent repetition. The chosen style 

is always to dignify them with capital initials, partly as an aid to 

reference. 

The terms 'electrode' and 'probe' are used interchangeably: generally, 

'electrode' is used when the emphasis is upon the electrical function, 

'probe' when it is upon use in the field. The same applies to 

'configuration' and 'array' respectively. 

Inconsistencies there must be: for these the reader's indulgence 

is requested. 



1. nrTRODUGTION 

1.1. DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESISTIVITY DETECTION 

At the end of the Second World War, British archaeology faced two disparate 

but related challenges: the superabundant harvest of aerial discovery; and 

the rapid destruction of the riches thus revealed by reconstruction, 

quickening development, and increasingly mechanised cultivation. Many sites 

recorded by air photography in large fields, or when the photographs were 

oblique, were difficult to locate precisely. The adaptation of techniques 

of geophysics to this problem was first demonstrated in 1946 by R. J. C. 

Atkinson, who used soil resistivity prospecting in preparation for his 

rescue excavations ahead of gravel extraction at Dorchester on Thames. His 

resistivity plan of the whole of a completely buried henge monument was 

deeply impressive to the writer, encamped with the RAF nearby and fortunate 

to be present at the birth of this powerful application of technology to 

the revelation of the buried past. Using the Megger ~arth Tester. a 

substantial instrument with a hand-cranked generator, Atkinson worked out 

the basic modifications necessa~J to adapt this geophysical technique to 

archaeological needs, notably the five-probe 'leapfrog' method of worldng, 

and its associated switching (Atkinson, 1953; 1963). 

Ten years later, F. K. Annable and the writer were confronted by a 

similar problem: tracing the extent of the defences of the the Roman town 

of ~rildenhall-Cunetio, Wiltshire, which were partly visible as crop marks 

on oblique air photographs taken by J. K. S. St Joseph. By this time the 

transistor had been invented, enabling electronic apparatus to be 

dramatically reduced in size and power consumption, and increased in 

reliability, and a small transistorised alternating current ~heatstone 

bridge, designed by J. Martin in the instrumentation laboratory of the 

Distillers Company, was tried at Cunetio. The foundation of the fourth

centu~J town wall was readily detected with this instru.'Dent (Clark, 1957), 

but, as the measurement was made with only two probes, the variability 



of contact resistance between probes and soil tended to mask the rela

tively minor effect of buried remains. Specially designed probes, with 
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a crank which acted as a depth stop and also enabled them to be pushed 

in with the foot, mitigated but did not cure the contact problem, and a 

new circuit with the conventional geophysical four-probe arrangement for 

overcoming contact resistance was designed: the circuit, like its 

predecessor, was of the manually balanced null type with audio detection, 

operating at about 1000 Hz, and this prototype (now in the Science 

Museum) was the first instrument to incorporate the Martin-Clark rotary 

turret switch which greatly simplifies the wiring of the 5-probe leap

frog system, as well as automatically keeping the leads disentangled. 

With this instrument, the whole 1 km circuit of the walls of Cunetio 

was traced, two bastions located (see below), 8."ld the west gate of the 

town discovered (Annable, 1958). The further development of the Martin

Clark instruments will be described in Chapter 3. 

From the late 1950's, there was a slow expansion of resis~ivity 

prospecting in archaeology. Various instruments were used, notably the 

Gossen Geohm in Germany (Scollar, 1959), and in Britain the Nash and 

Thompson Tellohm, and continued effective use of the Megger and its more 

refined successor by Atkinson and others. All these instruments were 

more substantial than the Martin-Clark and, for the leapfrog method of 

probe movement, required the addition of a specially made up switching 

system using wafer components. A significant innovation was the multi

probe system for area surveys developed by the Test Branch of the 

Ministry of Works: a complete row of probes at suitable spacing is set 

out across the area to be surveyed, and by means of a switching system 

they are connected to the instrument (a Tellohm) in successive groups 

of four, a line of readings thus being obtainable as fast as the instru

ment can be read and the readings recorded. Once used, the probes are 

moved on to similar positions on the next traverse line, a process much 
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more economical in movement for the probe handler than the five-probe 

leapfrog system. An electronic form of the multiprobe system, with a 

constant current resistivity meter and automatic data logging, is being 

developed by the Ancient Monuments Laboratory at the time of writing 

(Haddon-Reece, forthcoming). Internal switching enables each traverse to 

be repeated rapidly with different configurations and spacings, thus 

increasing the information obtainable from a survey. 

Instruments working on the constant current principle, a new 

generation of resistivity meters, began to appear in the late 1960's. 

Notable among these is the Bradphys, developed by the School of Archae

ological Sciences, University of Bradford, specially designed for 

archaeological detection with the Twin Electrode configuration (Aspinall 

and Lynam, 1970). The Martin-Clark version (Chapter 3) has so far been 

used only experimentally in the field. 

There now exist high frequency electromagnetic instruments that 

measure ground resistivity without contact, notably the Geonics EM31. 

This is, by archaeological standards, unwieldy and expensive and. having 

been developed for shallow geological work, seems to be able to detect 

only the most substantial archaeological features. A more compact version, 

the BM38, has recently appeared and may prove more suitable for archae

ology; but the greater operational speed of such instruments compared 

with conventional resistivity measurement is likely to be offset by 

price - and their overall archaeological effectiveness has yet to be 

tested. If they do prove successful, they will be more suitable for large

scale operators. There should always be a place for the probe-operated 

instrument that is compact, simple and cheap, especially among those 

groups for whom money is harder to find than enthusiastic manpower. Also, 

as this thesis will show, great subtleties of detection can be achieved 

by adjustment of probe spacing and configuration, which may be difficult, 

or impossible, to match with electromagnetic instruments. 



1 .2. RESISTIVITY COMPA..1tED WITH OTH..:!JR DETECTION METHODS 

1.2.1. MAGNETIC DETSCTION. After its introduction in 1958, magnetic 

detection rapidly developed and has become dominant in archaeology - at 

least among operators with fairly substantial funding - mainly because 

4 

of its speed and its powerful attribute of selectivity of human occupation 

and activity (Clark, 1975). However, its effectiveness is greatest for 

fired structures, especially of clay, and the larger topsoil-filled 

excavations penetrating bedrock - providing there is a reasonable magnetic 

contrast between topsoil and bedrock, and the features are not too broad 

and shallow. Resistivity has always remained most generally effective for 

the definition of buildings and other stone-based structures, and, as a 

result of the work described here, it is now finding renewed use for 

subtle surveys on chalkland sites, where magnetic response can be inade

quate because of the lack of magnetic contrast and the shallow and insub

stantial nature of some of the features (see Chapter 7). 

Electromagnetic instruments of the types that depend upon the 

magnetic properties of the soil (e.g. the soil susceptibility meter and 

the pulsed induction meter) suffer from problems of shallow penetration, 

but their most promising function, in identifying topsoils modified by 

human occupation, has hardly begun to be exploited (Tite, 1972; Clark, 

1979), and is very different from the feature locating function of 

resistivity meters and magnetometers. 

Some examples of the relative effectiveness of resistivity and 

magnetic surveys will be discussed in Chapter 7. 

1.2.2. OTHER DETECTION METHODS. Aspinall and Lynam (1970) have demonstrated 

the effectiveness of induced polarisation as an archaeological detection 

technique, using an instrument also capable of measuring resistivity. 

Although apparently able to surpass resistivity in the definition of 

some types of feature, IF has, however, been litle used, probably for two 

main reasons: it requires specially constructed non-polarising electrodes 
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FIG. 1.1. Cathedral Close, Winchester: resistivity traverse showing Roman street (right). 4 ft Wenner 
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which cannot be made to combine the robustness ~~d convenience of simple 

probes; and, as a finite time is required for the IP effect to build up, 

instantaneous measurements are not possible, and the speed of operation 

is thus limited. 

Seismic refraction and reflection, and ground penetrating radar, 

have been attempted, with some indication of success, but their effective

ness to date have fallen far short of the well established techniques of 

resistivity and magnetic detection. 

1 .3. EARLY SURVEYS WITH MARTIN-CLARK METERS 

For all the earliest work, the Wenner configuration (CPPC) was used 

exclusively. A 4 ft (1.22 m) probe spacing was found to be a very gener

ally useful compromise: in many surveys, both wider and narrower spacings 

gave diminished response, and th~ narrower were often accompanied by an 

unacceptable increase in 'noise'. Linear traverses predominated over area 

surveys, mainly because of limitations of time and manpower in those pre

professional days. 

A dramatic early demonstration of the effectiveness of linear 

surveys was the location of the bastions of Cunetio (Clark, 1964; 1969). 

achieved with three traverses: two across the town wall lo,cated its 

position; then, using these findings, a third was laid out parallel to 

the outer face of the wall so as to cross the bastions, which were clearly 

detected. Before the resistivity survey, a trial trenc~ laid out on the 

basis of the air photograph alone, missed the wall by a substantial 

margin. 

The Wenner configuration at 4 ft, with some detailed work at 3 ft 

and 2 ft spacing, was used on the lawns of Dartington Hall to provide 

information for the history of the house (Emery, 1970). The bedrock of 

tilted shale strata gave an irregular resistivity background, but it was 

possible to distinguish the regular patterns of foundations cutting across 

this; the drying effect of tree roots also had to be allowed for. Survey 
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of the central courtyard showed that remains were probably absent there; 

but a survey over the remains of the south courtyard provided information 

that supplemented and clarified the results of a previous excavation. 

The excavations in Winchester provided some of the greatest tests 

for resistivity detection, with results ranging from failure to striking 

success (Biddle, 1965; 1966). Gardens in the Cathedral Close provide a 

substantial amount of open space, subject to little subsequent develop

ment, in the south-east quadrant of the Roman town. Long traverses in 

these gardens revealed the hitherto unknown most southerly east-west 

street, and confirmed and accurately located another at right angles to 

it. These streets were not excavated, but the clarity of the response to 

them is demonstrated by the graph (Fig. 1.1) of one of the traverses; 

and both streets were exactly 400 Roman feet from the next parallel 

streets, centre to centre. 

An area survey on the Cathedral Green.revealed clearly those parts 

of the Old Minster that had not been too heavily robbed, and also gave 

some indication of the plan of the robber trenches that represented much 

of the building, even though these were normally covered by at least 4 ft 

(1.22 m) of overburden which included graves. All these surveys were done 

with the 4 ft Wenner configuration: an attempt to plan another building 

on the Green with the 2.5 ft (0.76 m) Square Array was not very effective, 

and this apparatus produced inadequate and misleading pictures of the 

ditch of the Iron Age defences at Oram's Arbour (Chalk bedrock). This work 

showed that it is important to use a fairly wide probe separation in 

urban conditions to overcome the depth and complexity of the overburden 

to be expected, and for substantial features such as the Iron Age ditch 

to avoid distracting, relatively superficial, effects. The Oram's Arbour 

work could have been more effective if the results of the present research 

had been available. A particularly clear response on one of the Oram's 

Arbour traverses proved on excavation to be a medieval chalk pit, which 



would have been apparent if an area survey had been made. 

1 .4. SCOPE OF THIS THESIS 
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This thesis summarises the contribution of the writer to archaeological 

resistivity prospecting, and attempts to erect signposts for its practice 

and interpretation. Some problems raised are not fully resolved, nor 

could be in the time available to one fully-employed person. It is hoped 

that others will be stimulated to follow them up. 

In Chapter 2, the theory of soil resistivity measurement is briefly 

summarised. Chapter 3 summarises the development of the Martin-Clark 

resistivity meters. Chapter 4 identifies the two most important sources 

of uncertainty in resistivity detection: the choice of the most suitable 

probe configurations, and climatic effects, especially water balance. It 

argues in favour of t:b..e use of a rapidly operating electr olytic tank for 

studying the configuration problem, and the importance of studying 

climatic effects on sites that lie on Chalk bedrock. It also considers 

the problem of increasing the speed of resistivl ty surveying. Chapter 5 

describes the design of a novel electrolytic tank fulfilling the above 

requirement of speed, and the results of its use. Chapter 6 describes a 

series of long-term experiments on Chalk sites, relating resistivity 

response to ditches of various sizes to variation in water input to the 

soil; it also summarises work on three other bedrock types. Chapter 7 

gives a series of 'case histories', demonstrating the application of the 

probe configurations found most effective in Chapter 5, in some cases 

comparing the effectiveness of resistivity with magnetic detection. 

Developments in survey methods incorporating the results of the work are 

also briefly summarised. Chapter 8 sums up the results and indicates 

further work that would be desirable. 



2. FUNDAMENTALS OF RESISTIVITY DETECTION 

2.1. RESISTIVITY OF ROCKS AND SOILS 

Electrical conduction by rocks and soils is almost entirely due to 

electrolysis o£ water contained within their interstices, made conduc

tive by salts dissolved £rom them. Measurements are made in terms o£ 

resistivity in ohms, the unit o£ speci£ic resistance or resistivity 

being the ohm-metre (n m). The water capacity and retentivity o£ 

geological materials di££ers enormously, so that there can be great 

contrasts in resistivity between them; also the resistivity o£ a 

particular material can vary substantially with wetness. For example, 
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a non-porous rock like granite has a resistivity range o£ 107 to 109 

ohm-metres; dry sandstone 5 x 107 to 109 ; dry limestone 700, wet 

limestone 400; dry garden soil 16.7, wet garden soil 0.6; dry clay 14.5, 

wet clay 0.16 (Eve and Keys, 1954). Thus it is easy to comprehend that 

buried archaeological £eatures comprising stone structures buried in 

soil, or soil-£illed excavations cut into a bedrock such as limestone, 

sandstone or gravel are detectable with suitable resistivity measuring 

apparatus. 

2.2. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

To make a measurement, the electrodes o£ a soil resistivity meter need 

only make contact with the sur£ace o£ the soil: the power o£ the method 

lies in the £act that, as the ground is e££ectively a semi-infinite 

medium, the current is not constrained as in a wire and spreads out to 

substantial depths. As already mentioned in Section 1, 8 £our-terminal 

measurement is necessary to prevent readings being dominated by 

relatively large and unpredictable contact resistance. The power source 

o£ the instrument is put across two electrodes called the current 

electrodes (C1 and C2 ), thus setting up a subsur£ace field of potential 

gradient which is sampled without drawing current by a second pair of 
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electrodes called the potential, voltage, or sometimes the detector 

electrodes (P1 and P2 ). Using the basic concept of Ohm's Law, the 

instrument circuit is arranged to give a resistance value in terms of 

the ratio of the current (I) to the potential (V): 

V R=y (2. 1 ) 

R is proportional to p, the mean resistivity of the ground to a certain 

depth, the factor of proportionality and the depth depending on the 

electrode arrangement (also known as the configuration or array). 

Typically, the depth approximates to 1.5 times the electrode spacing. 

As (2.1) depends only upon potential measurement without drawing 

current, and upon the current actually flowing in the ground, it is 

independent of the resistance of contact of any of the probes, and it 

can be readily visualised that in poor contact conditions I will be low 

and V proportionately so, without affecting their ratio. 

There are two other problems for which a soil resistivity meter 

must be compensated. Polarisation occurs if measurement is made using 

direct current, the positive ions of the aqueous electrolyte accumulating 

around the negative electrode and the negative ions around the positive 

electrode, forming barriers to current flow manifesting themselves as 

rapidly increasing resistance readings. Earth currents are another 

source of interference enco~~tered: small DC currents of natural origin 

and alternating currents from the public supply. 

The use of alternating or cornmutated DC current overcomes polarisation 

and DC earth currents, and a detection circuit phase-locked to the 

instrument supply frequency will filter out AC interference. These 

problems will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3. 

In geological work, resistivity is perhaps most used for depth 

studies, exploiting the increasing depth of detection as electrode 

spacing is expanded about a fixed station. In archaeology the prime 
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need is for surveys at fixed probe separation, buried features being 

revealed as anomalous values in lines or areas of such readings. 

2.3. THEORY 

The following analyses (Aitken, 1961, 1974; Aspinall & LYnam, 1970) 

establish the essential equations of earth resistivity measurement. 

2.3.1. SINGLE PROBE. Consider a single electrode probe making point contact 

with the surface of ground of uniform resistivity. A current maintained 

by a battery with a remote earth-return flows from the probe in straight 

radial lines and the equipotentials are hemispherical surfaces so that 

at a radius r the current crossing unit area of such a surface is given 

by j, where 

r 
j = --2 

2rrr 
(2.2) 

Since j is related to the electric field E at any point by the relation 

j 
E 
p 

it follows that 

E - --EL - 2 
2rrr 

(2.3) 

where p is the resistivity. By integration, the potential at any radius 

r is given by 

v = .eL 
2rrr 

This is the fundamental equation of earth resistivity measurement. 

(2.5) 

2.3.2. GENERAL FOUR-PROBE ARRAY. In equation (2.5), substituting R, the 

measured resistance, for viI gives 

P 
R = 2rrr (2.6) 

In the general four-electrode array depicted in Fig. 2.1, substitute for 

r in terms of a and b in equation (2.6) to obtain the net potential 

difference between P1 and P2 due to the sources +C1 and -C2 : 
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I~ we make the condition {3 = a, then (2.7) becomes 

12 

(2.8) 

Rearranging gives 

Or 

p = [ N:1 J rraR (2.10) 

These enable us to obtain expressions for p in terms of R, a and {3 ~or 
(Fig. 5.7) 

the various configurations of probes). The simplification when (3 = a , 

evident from equations (2.9) and (2.10), is relevant to the con~igurations 

found most successful in this thesis. For instance, for the Wenner array, 

p = 27raR; Double ~ipole, p = 67raR; Square, 
2 

p = 2-V'2 7raR; Twin (assuming 

bath pairs of probes are in uniform ground of the same resistivity), 

p = ~aR. The strength of this configuration lies in the fact that, as N 

becomes increasingly large, the ratio of N to N-1 tends to 1, so that the 

background reading level changes little as N is varied; thus it does not 

change more than 3% when the separation is increased from 300: to 3000:, 

and a minimum separation of 600: will reduce this factor to a mere 1 .3%. 

2.3.3. EFF3CT OF A BURIED FEATURE. To avoid undue complexity, theoretical 
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analysis of the anomalous resistivity effects of buried features has been 

mostly confined to horizontal layers of infinite extent (e.g. Uhlir, 1955, 

whence see Fig. 4.1) or to buried spheres • The latter is the more 

generally relevant to the problems encountered in archaeology: the sphere 

alone approximates reasonably well to many discrete features, linear 

features can be approximated by calculating the combined effect of a line 

of contiguous spheres, and it seems feasible to produce reasonable 

simulation of other shapes by using spherical 'building blocks'. 

Various analyses of the resistivity effect of a sphere have been 

produced. The more exact tend to be tedious and inflexible to use (e.g. 

Dieter et aI, 1969), and Lynam (1970) sought to produce an analysis that 

was reasonably exact yet not too computationally demanding, and the close 

comparison of a selection of his calculations with electrolytic tank 

measurements demonstrated that his approach was successful. 

Following Stratton's (1941) solution of Laplace's equation for tte 

analogous case of points external to a sphere of finite permittivity, due 

to the sphere alone, Lynam showed that a sphere may be apprcximated by a 

bipole system with one pole situated at the origin (the centre of the 

sphere), and the other at the inverse point in the sphere with respect to 

the current source. Fig. 2.2 shows an anomalous sphere of resistivity P2 

in a medium of resistivity P1 beneath a two-electrode configuration 

consisting of a current source +I and a potential measuring point P1 at 

the surface of the medium. The equivalent bipole lies on the line joining 

the centre of the sphere to +1, and its length is a2/ro. 

The anomalous effect of the sphere, i.e. the change in potential at 

p due to its presence, is given by: ~ 1 

P1 I a P2- P1 
( 61> - [ ] --, - (2.11) 

11" rO P1+2P2 
r 1 r 1 

Al though not read.ily apparent, it can be shown that this eQuation is 

symmetrical aoout the centre line between +I and P1 , so that the two 
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probes passing in line over a sphere will produce a symmetrical response. 

A corollary of this is that potential and cm'rent probes in resisti vi ty 

are interchangeable, which has been shown to follow from a generalised 

form of Helmholtz's reciprocal theorem (Searle, 1910), and has been 

demonstrated practically by Habberjam (1967). 

It is important that the resistivity contrast term in the square 

brackets tends to a value of 0.5 when P2 is much larger than Pi' and to 

a value of -1.0 if the reverse is the case. This means that resistivity 

measurement is more sensitive to a conducting than to an insulating 

sphere, by a factor of two in the limit. 

Writing the distance parameters as a compound geomet~J factor (G.F.), 

and taking into account the effect of the distant electrode pair -I and 

P
2

, Lynam shows that the potential difference measured in the presence of 

the anomalous sphere is given by 

(2.12) 

where P = ct./ a and V 0 is the potential difference measured in the absence 

of the sphere. Equation (2.12) may alternatively be written as 

where 

p I a 
-rrf1. 

r r P2- Pi ], 
Pa =Pi L1 + L 2 P(G.F.)] 

Pi + P2 
(2.13) 

is the apparent resistivity measured at the surface. The contents of the 

outer brackets are dimensionless, and therefore equation (2.13) applies 

to sphere detection on any scale. Thus simulation in an electrolytic tank 

will depend only on the resistivities of the sphere and of the medium in 

which it is immersed, and on the ratio of a to 0:, sphere radius to probe 

spacing. Bearing in mind that an approximation to any feature may be 

built up from an assemblage of spheres, it seems reasonable to assume 
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that this independence of scale should apply to simulated features of any 

shape. 
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FIG. 2.2. Geometrical arrangement for an anomalous 

sphere ~n the neighbourhood of a two-electrode 

configuration, showing the equivalent bipole of 

length a
2
/ro (adapted from Lynam, 1910) 
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3. THE MARTIN-CLARK RESISTIVITY METERS 

3.1. BASIC PRINCIPLES 

3.1.1. THE 3ASIC NULL BA1AJ.'JCE CIRCUIT. The standard Martin-Clark instru

ments generally available since 1960 have been of the null balance type. 

They have evolved through three versions, all based on an elegant principle 

(Aitken, 1974), of which the original Martin-Clark version is shown in 

Fig. 3.1. C, P, P, C represent the current and potential (voltage) contacts 

with the ground, arranged in the Wenner configuration. Current I from the 

AC source S passes through the potentiometer Pt, calibrated directly in 

ohms, and through the ground via C, C. P, P sample the potential gradient 

created in the ground by I, and the transformer T applies the voltage V 

thus generated between them to the high input impedance amplifier A in 

antiphase to the voltage across Pt. A reading is obtained by adjusting Pt 

to give zero output from A, as indicated by the meter M. When this balance 

is reached, the voltage across Pt is equal to that between P, P and, 

because the same current is flowing through Pt and the ground, the 

resistance across Pt is equal to the ground resistance. 

Readings are compensated for the ground contact resistance of the 

probes in the following ways. If, for instance, the contact resistance of 

C, C is high, the current in the whole circuit is reduced, and the 

voltages across ?t and T proportionately so, and the point of balance on 

Pt is unaffected. To avoid contact resistance problems between P, P, 

there should be little or no current drain from them: for this reason, 

some other instruments have the transformer between Pt and A, and P, P 

feeding directly into A; however, our experience with transistorised 

circuits was that this arrangement produced problems of balance in some 

way related to the as~etrJ of the circuit. ?lacing T across P, P caused 

no significant inaccuracies up to substantial contact resistances (see 

below), the impedance at the balance point being very high. 
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FIG. 3.1. The basic arrangement of the null balance circuits 
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3.1.2. DESI~N FOR FIELD OPERATIon. Four major versions of the ~lartin-Clark 

meter have been produced, and each is briefly described in 3.2 below. The 

main design criteria, with the needs of: archaeology and archaeologists 

very much in mind, have been comprehensiveness of equipment, simplicity 

in operation, low power consumption, reasonable price and compactness; 

the last also greatly facilitating transportation: the instrument, vii th 

leads and probes, is read.ily transportable by post or in a medium-sized 

bag. All instruments (except Type 4 at present) c~~ be held in one hand, 

so that the operator can follow the probe movement and leads can be kept 

short. 

All instruments have been designed to be powered by the Ever Ready 

type 1289 (or equivalent) 4.5 1T dry batter'J with long flat brass termi

nals. Compared with others, this battery has a relatively large capacity 

in relation to its price, has a convenient flat shape, and is readily 

available. 

In geology and civil engineering, resistivity is most frequently 

used for depth studies, exploiting the increasing depth of penetration 

as electrode spacing is expanded about a fixed station, for lines of 

readings at substantial electrode spacings, or for investigating local

ised earthing problems. These either do not need, or are not easily 

adapted to, the high-speed traversing necessa7J in archaeological appli

cations, where the most important requirement is for large numbers of 

contiguous readings at a fixed small probe separation, buried features 

being revealed as anomalies in lines or areas of such readings. To 

facili tate this type of survey when using configurations such as ';flenner, 

with four equally-spaced moving probes, Atkinson devised the 'leapfrog' 

mode of operation with five probes, so that one probe could be moved in 

readiness for the next reading ·.vhile a reading was being taken wi th the 

others, and a special switch to change OV9T the :::~unctions of the five 

probes simult~~eously, enabling both probe handler and instrument 
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operator to work continuously at high speed. For this switch, Atkinson 

made use of available wafer switch components (Atkinson, 1963). The 

Martin-Clark version is a special construction which greatly simplifies 

wiring and has other advantages. 

The switch (Fig. 3.2) has an external rotating turret to which the 

leads are attached. Five equally-spaced connections pass through the 

turret, terminating inside the instrument with contacts in the form of 

2 BA round screw heads. A detente mechanism, which allows the switch to 

be rotated in steps of one-fifth of a turn, ensures that one of these is 

always uppermost and spare, while the lower four engage with fixed leaf-

spring contacts connected to the instru~ent cir8uitry. In operation, a 

reading is taken using the probes 1, 2, 3 and 4. The switch is then 

rotated to activate probes 2, 3, 4 and 5; probe 1, which has become 

spare, is moved to position 6 in readiness for the third reading. The 

reading obtained is"assumed to apply to the mid-point of the array of 

four active probes. Apart from its simple wiring, this for:n of switch 

has the advantages that it is rotated in the direction of travel, which 

is readily comprehensible to the operator; and the tendency of probe :nove-

ment to twist the leads is counteracted. Also initial setting up in the 

field is facilitated because the connections to the probes are in the 

same order as the four live connections to the switch turret as viewed 

by the operator from above. 

Although simple, the probe design has been an important factor in 

the success of the instrlli~ent. It evolved from the offset two-point probe 

that it was necessary to use with the experimental two-terminal instrument 

(Chapter 1). Before its advent, probes were usually s'Jikes pushed. in by 

hand with considera'ble exertion, or knocked in with a h:unmer. which made 

progress both physically and temporally agonising. The standard ?robe, 

h . +h . t" ...". 3 2 . +'., 18" . (1 ) r'I' t . Id t ' s. own ln u."e lnse In .::'lg. ., lS o~ -'I ln8h, cm ..... lame er rIll s ee.L 

rod bent to provide a handle and an offset for insertion ~y foot pressure. 
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FIG. 3.2. Use of the rotary changeover switch and (inset) of the 

standard probe 
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The length 0: the spike 'oelow the offset is 7 lnec.es (18 cm) which gives 

a good compromise between ease and firmness of insertion and adequate 

contact area for most soils. The height of the handle is 14 inches (35.5 

cm), a compromise oet71een convenience in use and in transport. The length 

of the handle and the offset are both 4 inches (10 em), which gives an 

adequate grip for the hand, and enables the foot to give a firm downward 

thrust on the spike ",vi thout slipping off in wet conditions, or tending to 

bend the probe as it would if the offset were wider. The handle points 

away from the offset so that it is clear of the leg on insertion. 

""'[hen measurements are made along a tape, as they normally are. the 

probe is best LJlaced 'Ni th offset and handle at right angles to the ta::Je 

and just clear of it, as Fig. 3.2 shows. This avoils interfering with the 

straightness of the tape, especially if it is stretched along the top of 

long grass, and ensures that any conduction between the offset and the 

ground does not affect the effective probe spacing. A right-handed probe 

handler walks to the left of the probe as illustrated, and the instrwr.ent 

operator is to the right, movement being into the paper. Leads were 

originally connected to the probes by hea''''''J crocodile clips, but the more 

recent are connected by banana plugs pushed into a hole at the end of the 

handle, any strain on the plug being relieved 'oy tying the lead to the 

stem of the probe. The leads are colour coded to aid correct connection. 

A survey with a Type 1 instrUILent in 1963 is shown in Fig. 3.}b. 

3esides the people moving probes and operating the instrument, a third, 

in the foreground, is recording the readings. 'This is a la'oour-intensi ve 

way of doing a resistivity survey. and re2ent ins~~uTents can be sc~ewed 

to a small board so that the operator ~ay ~ecord on paper also attached 

to the Also, the leapfrog p~in2iple :ne e.r:s :;::robe 

is tied to the reading interv:?l , although requireTencs o"!: depth ;enet:!:'?,-

tion and intensity of survey often ma~e it ~esi~a~le that these shoulj 

be different. Solutions to this proble~ :?:!:'8 linked ~ith the efficacy n~ 
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FIG. 3.3. ( a ) Martin- Clark: resisti vi ty meter Type 3 . wi th 
plu g- in leads for 'leapfrog' surveys. ("0) A survey . 'lli th a 
Type 1 instrument, using the leapfrog method 
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different proDe configurations, and a:::-e iiscussed at length in later 

chapters. 

3.2.1. TYPE 1. The circuit of the first version of this instrument is 

shown in Fig. 3.4. Transistor Q1 and transforP.1er T-1, and associated 

components, form the oscillator power supply generating a sinusoidal 

waveform at 520 Hz, 0.2 V peak to peak. T2 is the high impedance 1:1 

transformer (100 H). Q2~ Q3 and Qh amplify the signal from T2, the gain 

being set by the 5 K potentiometer. T3 is a small 1:1 isolating trans-

former feeding the amplified signal to an earphone and to the base of 

Q5 which acts as a rectifier and final stage of amplification for P.1eter 

1f1 • 

Because of their low pm,ar, all 'Eartin-Clark meters have had to oe 

ca:::-efully designed to reject ground voltages, mostly deriving fro:n the 

public 50 ~z supply, especially in the vicinity of built-up areas. This 

circui t, the 1m/est-powered of all, and 7/i t'cl a left-hand zero meter, 

was particularly liable to be affected in this way, resulting in beating 

bet'Neen the instrume:1t ani interfering frequency, often combined ','Ii th 

an o'1e2:'a11 deflection of the meter, possibly exacerbated by phase shift 

in high contact resist2.n~e conii tions. This could be :::i tigated by 

reducing the gain, but t1:e speed of finding the bal3.nce point, and the 

precision of tQe ree.c.ing 0:1C8 found. were both reduced. The auiio 

detector was therefore provided as a11 al ternati ve to t he meter because 

it enabled a null at the instrufnen:' frequenc.y to be recognised in the 

presence of a parasitic freque:1cy; but in practice this was not as 

satisfactory as -,'l3.S J.oped: there 'lias some subjecti vi ty in finding the 

that 

" .j. amOlen u 

~oise could also cause ~ifficulty with the earphones then available. 
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ments by putting a 0.1 F capacitor (not sho',vn) across t'ae prir:.ary of ~3 

to tune the detector circuit to the i~strument :requency. 

Originally, the ranges of the instru.'TIent were addi ti ve, in steps of 

100 ohms, as shown in Fig. 3.4, so that the discrirnination was the same 

for all ra.nges. The basic potentiometer '.vas 110 ohms, giving an overlap 

between ra~ges; it was also non-linear, with the scale expanded at the 

lower end to improve discrimination of the lowest read.ings. It was found 

in practice, however, that the short additive steps often required too 

frequent ra~ge changes, especially at higher readings, because variations 

tend to be in proportion to the general level. Therefore 3. Type In 

instrument 'Nas p:::oduced ','lith ranges of 0-10, 0-100 and 0-1 ,000 O~"TlS, 

obtained by shunting a 1,000 o'n,:n potentiometer. 

The instrument was housed in a zinc alloy diecast box appro:r:imately 

9 x 11.5 cm and. 3 em deep. The rotary changeo'ver S'.'7i tch was machined. :rom 

1 t inch diameter Perspex and was 1 inch long, the leads being soldered 

into 1 inch long, t inch diameter brass tubes (s?acers) threaded 

internally and screwed directly to :11e2 3A screws, recessed in the 

?erspex, whose heads formed the contacts ·.7i t'c1in the instrument. Sleeves 

of PVC tubi~g served the double purpose of ~~ter?roofing and of )reventin~ 

excessi ve flexure lea,d.ing to breakage of tl::.e leads '!Ihere they entered 

the terminals. The connections 'ilere V~7J close-set and difficult to 

dismantle, and were therefore left pe::'IT;:mently in ?osition, and '.'lere 

difficult to repair ONhen there was any breakage at the terminals . The 

objective was a switch so solidly built that maintenance was hardly ever 

required, but it was not fully achieved. 

TDe maximurr: contact resista:'1ce tolerar.ce)f t~is circuit is 

effecti vel:/ 1 0 ~ilohm.s per :?robe. Al :~OU5~- :~e 3.~8Urac:/ rr:;!7]ains ~igh 3.~ 

is 30 i~3ensitive beyond discl'i::Jin-

ation is impracticably low. 
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of interference were large ly overcome '.Jy tr_e ;Teater with 

synchronous rectification with a centre-zero -"- ~ me 'Jer • ...L.n its original for~ 

use was made of an interesting fore::,unner of the integrated 

circuit, the 3ai19Y ~etars solid state oscillator, Series 8011, with 

components f potted' in resin in a sr:;all aluminium can. 'I'his g:l.Ve a 

primary square-wave output of 18 V peak to ]ea~: at 405 5z, :::~rom a 4.5 V 

batter"'J, while a second output s':Ii tched t:::'e transistor Q4, providing 

synchronous rectification for the centre-zero meter ~,11. ?ro:iuction of the 

8011 eventually ceased, and a special oscillator Ti. th similar character-

istics (not illustrated) ·.vas designed for late:!.' instruments. The instru-

ment was provi:ied ','li th ran6Bs of 0-5, 0-50, 0-500 and 0-5,000 obms by 

shunting a 5 K :?otentiometer as shown. 

?robably because ::yf )l1aSe snft caused by capacity effects, 

erroneous rea~i:J.gs cOeLli occur w11en using long twin leads VIi th this 

circuit, for instance ':vi~:t tl18 I1!lin electrode co~figuration, although 

these could '08 avoided by ~~sing separate leac.s for each praoe. 

, 
'Hi th con~act resistance of 1::; ~:ilo:'lc'!ls :;leI' probe, read.ings are 

depressed. by 2 - 3 o hIlls • This means t~1.a t, ·.'ihe:l using the tVIO hlgher 

ranges, rather :ic;her contilct resistances are tolerable; but for the two 

lower ranges, especially the 0-5 ohms, contact resistances should be 

10'lIe:!.' than 10 l=. 
The instruI:1ent originally housed ii. a si:Tlilar tiiecast box to 

Type 1, but only 5.5 c~ deep. A later version ~ade by Geoelectronics ~as 

contair.ed in a box fabricated from rectangtl.::s:!.' sectien ?l[C tubing. 

Continued attecpts '.'lere made te :":nprove tt.e reliabili ty and es-se of 

servicing of :[-_8 connections be 1:71een tl~e leaCl.s e.nd tte t~r::,et sVii tc~. 

Initially, tte leads ~8re l • , .L. 1 -, 1. , ~. +- ' sc::e·,vec. lr:tO vnreac:.ec. ~ lLCr.:. c.l3.IUe ver orass 

spacers, tile tl:reac. g~is:pir:.£" tie ir..st:.le.tion. ?ressu=-ne 80n~5.ct ',vi th tee 

S)2.cers ;:a.ssel 
., . 
GOl.8S In a. met::.l ~late 
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wr..ich, when screwed to tr:e switch, 80mpressed tta ::'langes so that they 

held the spacers against the screws. '::''cle sleeves also provided pl'otection 

against excessive flexure. Although this arl'angement was very easily 

serviced, requiring no solder, it was still not sufficiently reliable. 

In the Geoelectronics version, the spacel'S we=e ecbedded in the switch 

(now of filled PVC) and permanently attached to the screws, while the 

leads terminated in banana plugs held in a PVC plate so that they could 

be pushed simultaneously into the spacers. Sleeves for protection from 

flexure ;'1ere dispensed "Iii th in favour of extra-flexible leads. Previously, 

flat twin flex, with the two cores combined, had been used for the leads, 

because its flatness enabled an,y twisting to be easily recognised and 

removed. The new' leads were light and vulnerable, especially at the 

banana plugs, whether wi th solder or pressure contact, but they did have 

tte advantage of being readily detachable from ~he instrument. 

The later instruments of this type have a switch for selecting either 

the Wenner or Double Dipole configurations, '.vhich is simply achieved ''JY 

interchanging a potential and a curl'ent lead. The advantages of this 

facility, which arose from the electrolytic tank 'Nark, will be discussed 

in later chapters. 

3.2.3. TYP:S 3. Tns was desie',TIed to take advantage of integrated circuits 

and to e::'fect all-l'ound. improvements. A higr"l pl'iol'i ty ','las to o'oviate tr_e 

use of transformers, particularly the high-i~pedance 1:1 transfor.T.er 

which, as well as being heaV'J, was specially wound and. therefore expensive 

and subject to uncertainties in delivery. Also, to overcome any capacity 

effects, it seemed i:r.portant to c.esign a lewer frequency ;JOwer cscillator 

than had. been used. hitherto. 

The integrated ci:-cui ts :3.re RS Cornpone~-~s t:y:;:;e 741 t!:roug~out (Fig. 

as buffe~s to ensure that the in~ut i~pedance of t~e 

differential a~plifi9r A3 is 8onst~nt. ~he ou~~ut of t~is is jalanced by 
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further amplified by A5 before passing to t~e centre-zero meter where it 

is synchronously rectified by the tra..'1.sistor switched by the oscillator. 

The square-wave oscillator is set at 67 Ez, a frequency low enough to 

remove capacity problems, and a minimal tendency to beat with either the 

50 Hz mains used in Europe or the 60 Hz of the USA. The zener diodes 

BZY88 reduce the output to avoid saturation of the detector circuitry in 

low-resistance conditions. Two batteries are used, to provide a COlnI:10n 

rail. ~ith 4.5 V batteries, the output of the oscillator is about 4 V 

peak to peak; but such is the adaptability of the circuitry that batteries 

up to 12 V can be used '.p J. .... required in dry conditions. 

Because of the high input impedance of the circuit, it can tolerate 

high contact resistance. It is little affected by contact resistances up 

to at least 40 kilohms, even when there is a substantial variation from 

one probe to another. Even 100 K in each lead reduces a reading of 50 

ohms only to 43 ohms. With 9 V batteries. the instrument has been used 

successfully in near-desert conditions in the ?Jear East. 

The instrument (Fig. 3.3a) is housed in a weather-sealed P~S box 

16 x 8 cm and 5.5 cm deep. 'rhe readout potentiometer has ten turns and 

a digital dial which saves the operator having to translate an analogue 

indication. The greatly expanded scale :lrovided cy the multi-turn 

potentiometer has made it possible to have only two ranges, of 0-100 

and 0-1,000 OThTlS, yet the 100 ohm range can discriminate to 0.2 ol~. 

There is a iVenner/Double Dipole s'.vi tch, and comprehensive bui 1 t-in test 

circuitry, which works as follows: When the on/Off switch is set to 

~EST, the test ~elector switch above it is activated. EATT 1 and BATT 2 

on this switch check the state of the batteries on the instr1...unent ::ieter. 

'The LEADS test position checks the continuity of the lead.s and the 

turret switch contacts. It connects o~e side o~ one of the batteries to 

the top :ri~~~t-h2..r1i turr9t S71i tci connection, and t~e otr"Ler siie of t~:e 

battery to the rerr.aining three active turret s'Ni tch con:1ections. Linkins 
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in turn the reGote ends of these leads to tte first Gives a Geter 

deflection similar to the batter'J test if the leac.s anc. terrdnals and 

turret switch contacts are in good condition. The fifth lead is tested 

by rotating the turret and testing again. 

For the turret switch, the plug-in concept used in tte last version 

of the Type 3 meter is retained, but the leads terminate in a housing, 

from which they all emerge together through a single anti-flexure sleeve, 

the function of which is aided by tte mutual support of the bunched leads, 

which are of a more substantial high-flexibility type than those 

previously used. Hithin the housing, the leads are clamped to the banana 

plugs without solder, so that field repairs are quite easily made. This 

swi tch has w·orked ver'J satisfact orily. 

3.2.4. TYPE 4. The interim form of this circuit, designed for use with 

the electrolytic tank, is shown in Fig. 3.7. The integrated. circuits are 

shown schematically: those actually used were the early type 72709, and 

required. considerable ancillary circuitry '.vhleh is not shown. The supply 

circuitry, sho'un to the left of C, ?, ?, C, ar:d detection circuitr'J to 

the right, have separate 9-0-9 '! supplies. 

In early experimental me3.suren:ents :.vi th the tank, using the Type 2 

circuit, darkening of the electrodes suggested. that there may have been 

some minor asymmetry in current flow, causing deposition due to polar-

isation. It was therefore decided that the oscillator for the constant 

current instrument should be designed to give as pure a sine wave 3.S 

possible. This is A1 and associated cO!T.ponents. The two 10 K resistors 

3.nd t"VO .047 p,F capaci tors form a 'Hen ::1etwork. Tns attenu3.tes the out;;ut 

by three at :resona~ce, so treat the volt:?:;;e fed bac!: is cutput/3. To 

::laintain oscillation, the loop g3.in must not be less t~'ian uni ty. so t~"e 

squares; if it is less than -tr.:.:-'ee, it will net osci:late. tner:T.isto:' 
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just at oscillation and the output is a good sine wave. If the output 

tends to increase, the increased current :ed back through the thermistor 

tends to heat it and its resistance drops, so reducing gain; and the 

opposite happens if the output goes down. 1'he thermistor is inherently 

liable to be affected by changes in ambient temgerature, but it is sealed 

in an evacuated envelope and run fairly warm to minimise the effect of 

these. 

The constant current amplifier is formed by A2 and the associated 

1 K resistor Rs. For any given input V. , the amplifier will force a ln 

current through the load and Rs such that the voltage across Rs = V .• 
ln 

If V. is a constant, I t.Rs is constant and, as Rs is fixed, I ,is 
ln ou OU1; 

constant. This applies for any value of load until the voltage available 

from the amplifier is insufficient to supply the cur::-ent. 

A3 and its associated circuitrJ is the switching amplifier, via the 

isolating transformer T1, for the phase sensitive rectifier. 

~li th Rs = 1 K, and an out:;JUt vol tags swing of :!:. 6 V, the circuit is 

capable of supplying a constant current of 100 f.1.A into an external load 

(mainly contact resistance between the current electrodes) of up to 59 

kilohms. Al though this is a very small cu::-rent, the instrument has 'Norked 

effectively in the field as well as the tank, the action of the phase-

sensitive rectifier effectively rejecting external interference even cn 

urban sites. The current can be increased with sacrifice of external 

load tolerance. The weakest aspect of the instrument for field work at 

present is the relatively low input impedance of A4, which causes a 1:; 

drop in response per 1 K inc::-ease in resistance between the potential 

electrodes; -but this can be irr:p::-oved by substituting a r:Jodern high- ' 

impedance integrated circuit for A4. ~t ~resen~ Ah allows the instru~ent 

to be used up to 3. JI2ximuIYl ::--es.iing of 2~O ct...l~s. 

_:\...'1. important :::i::erence '::et"Neer: t~is :.ype of instru!T:en: ani t~~e 

others is the.t its oc:t:::;ut is not a direct readout in O!L':1S, '::mt a voltage 
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proportional to the resistance. 1-:; must -therefo::-e ce calibrated , .... agalns tJ 

a fixed resistance, and for this purpose an accurate 100 ohm resistor 

has been built into the instrument for checking calibration, the recorder 

being adjusted to give a convenient scaling for this. The instrument also 

has a small moving-coil meter for checking the batteries: both sets can 

be checked separately, either wi th the instrument swi tched off, or in the 

more realistic conditions when it is running. 

As the instrument is designed to be used with a potentiometric 

recorder, the philosophy for field use of the prototype has been to assume 

that it will ,be used statically (especially with the Twin configuration) 

and to sacrifice easy portability in favour of a substantial long-life 

power supply in the form of eight 1289 batte::-ies. It is therefore housed 

in a die-cast box 18.5 x 11.5 em and 8 ern deep. 

The operating frequency of the prototype circuit is 310 Hz. 
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4. PROBLEMS I~T RESISTIVITY ?[lOSPECTING 

4.1. PROBE CONFIGURATIONS (Fig. 5.1) 

The probe arrangement used by Atkinson, and by many ot~ers. has been the 

straightforward sequence CPPC with equal spacing due to 7.Tenner (1916). 

This is normally called simply the "Venner configuration, but is sometimes 

distinguished as the ','lenner a according to the nomenclature of Carpenter 

(1955). Apart from the ease with which it could be adapted to the five-

probe 'leapfrog' method of working described in Chapter 3, this electrode 

sequence seemed initially to be the natural choice, having had a long 

history of successful use in larger scale geophysics - as well as being 

established in the scientific subconscious as the standard sequence of 

connections for measuring low resistivity samples in the laboratory. 

However, it became clear that the ~enner array was not always satisfactorJ 

for archaeological work: features almost always appeared too wide, and 

verJ many, especially those of high resistivity relative to the background, 

produced complex responses, most frequently in the form of double peaks. 

With experience in interpretation, well separated simple features can be 

sorted out in spite of these effects, but on a complex site interpretation 

can become verJ difficult, and a plot of the survey a poor representation 

of the buried structures. 

An improvement was achieved at the expense of some loss of sensitivity 

by the use of the Schlumberger array (Dunk, 1962; Rees, 1062' Hesse 10o~6a' -' ,. ,-' , 
Rees and V:right, 1969) in which the separation of the potential electrodes 

is reduced relative to the current electrodes. It was made convenient to 

use by mounting t~e probes on an easily carried hinged insula~ed fr~~e-

'!lark, which wa.s pressed ~li th the foot for prooe insertion. :lowever, Palmer 

(1960) advocated the quite different approach of wide:1ing the re lati 'Ie 

separation of the potential ele,.:;trodes .l'nis g8.'f8 high sensitivity. :JUt 

t~e dou~l.~ pea~c effect ·Nas so s.gg::-avated that ?almer TecoIT'll::.enied t~3.-t it 
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should be used l"broadside on l - which assumed that one was 100kL'1g for 

li::lear features and knew which way they were going, and meant that the 

line of electrodes had to be kept parallel to the feature as they were 

moved across it, a tedious and slow process, though ?almer alleviated it 

by linking the adjacent C and P probes in pairs with insulators. 

It seemed to the writer that the d.eficiencies of all these arrays 

were probably due to the large spread of electrodes diffusing the 
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FIG. 4.1. Graph showing variation in the apparent resistivity 
of a layer of relatively low resistivity above a base layer 
infinite in resistivity and lateral extent at va~Jing depths. 
Depth is shown in terms of the probe separation; ~easured 
resistivity in terms of that of the upper layer. 

representation of the limits of features and distorting the pict~lre of 

S83,11 ones. Uhlir (1955) advocated the use of a squa:-e arrangeoent of 

e lect:::-o':.es for :-neasu:-e:ne::lts on small se:niconducto:- sa::1ples, wi tn tb.e 

curre:1-: elect:-ode pai:- opposite to tte potential pai:-. T::e square 3n':;,y 

seamed at-:ractive in sev8:-al ways as a field system: it couli be in t~e 

:o:r~ of 9. t3.Dl9 s'J;;porting t~e i:1.strument ani re8ord.ing s:rs~.e:1~ so tts.t 

there were no trailing leads and it coul~ be o;e:-ated by one person; a~i 

by simple s','/i tCLli:1g, the :11:1ot2.0n3 0: the electrodes could be inter-
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FIG. 4.2. The 2.5 ft prototype square array. The table top is 1.5 ft 
square and supports the resistivity meter and a clip board for recording 
readings. Four orthogonal electrode sequences can be chosen 'Ivi th the 
rotary switch housed under the table top on the left hand side; because 
this is a 12-way Y/afer switch, the cycle is repe3.ted three times, the 
beginning of each cycle being :na:::-Ked by a ;rojecting Dillar 'shich is 
recognised by touch 71i thout distracting visual attention ::ro:11 the table 
top. -:'he length o=~ the legs is 3. 5h ft. 



FIG. 4.3. The prototype square array in use 
before the changBover switch had been added 
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changed orthogonally so tllat t·,vo or eV9n four readings could be obtained 

at each position ani avera{:,-ed to s::Jooth out any bias or distortion that 

might be inherent in the measurement. The theory pu"'::llished by Uhlir 

showed that the detection depth of the square s:rsteo 3~lOUld '8e closely 

comparable with the Wenner of the sa.oe s;:acing (Fig. 4.1), and that 

readings would be at a satisfactoI'"J level of about C. S tilles as great. 

A square array apparatus was constructed (Clark, 1968) with a fixed 

electrode spacing of 2.5 ft (0.762 m) (Figs 4.2, 4.3). The light steel 

Dexion angle used for the legs was folded flat at the ends to form blade-

like electrodes which, compared with normal cylindrical probes, are both 

easier to insert and have a larger sur:ace area per unit cross-section, 

so that insertion need. not 'be as deep. Any relative ','/eakness of these 

slender electrodes was counteracted by the support of those perpendicular 

to them. The table top was of 12 mm plywood, and the supporting struts 

and handles of deal, with brackets of angle aluminiuo. The whole was 

demountable and rapidly assembled by means of captive screws and wing nuts. 

The total weight of the assembly with a Martin-Clark meter is 7 kg. In 

spite of the careful optimisation of the electrode shape, an expected 

cause of difficulty is that the operator is required to push four electrodes 

into the ground si:nultaneously; however, one pushes down with both arms, 

and foot pressure can, if Lecessary, be used on the framework; an~, in 

conditions where tLe surfa.ce of the soil is at all damp, it is only 

necessary to place the asseobly on the ground to obtain a reading. The 

speed of operation will De discussed celow. 

At the saoe time as the square array was ceir.g developed, Habber,jam 

and ~atkins (1967) we=e working inde~endently on tte application of tte 

square resisti vi ty confiiSuration to t~:e ve=y different probleQs of lare;,"8-

3~ale geophysics. 

The superior reso~ution of tte square array compared witt .<.' lInose 

described earEer was demonstrated cn seve::-a::' sites (e. g. Fi,s"S 7.2 2.:'1~ 
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7.3). However, the design was, as an archaeological field system, empiri

cal. Meanwhile, it was demonstrated (Carabelli, 1967; Carabelli and Branca

leoni, 1968) that an unambiguous representation of archaeological features 

was possible with the CCPP Double Dipole (Eltran or ',Venner (3) configuration, 

and Schwarz (1967), followed by Aspinall and Lynam (1970) produced the 

CP - CP Twin Electrode (Two Electrode) configuration, which not only seemed 

to show archaeological features as clearly as the Double Dipole but, with 

only two moving electrodes, could be very easy to use. Peschel (1967) 

showed that the Triple Electrode (Three Electrode) configuration, with 

three moving electrodes and one fixed current electrode (CPP - C), also 

produced single peaks over archaeological features, with some displacement 

and asymmetry that could be overcome by repeating each reading with the 

functions of the moving probes reversed: he also rather optimimistically 

claimed that depth profiles could be constructed from data obtained by 

combination of readings at different spacings. 

By this time, a comprehensive understanding of the functioning of the 

rival configurations, with the objective of optimising archaeological 

resistivity detection, seemed an important priority. Such a study, based 

on the use of a novel electrolytic tank, forms one of the two main subjects 

of the research described here. Considerable use has been made of electro

lytic tanks for simulation in earth resistivity studies (e.g. Carpenter, 

1955; Habberjam, 1969); they have also been applied specifically to the 

problems of archaeological detection, but without producing the broad 

comparative study of the relative merits of electrode configurations that 

is the essential starting point for the further development of the subject. 

Probably the main reason for this is that tanks have been tedicus to 

operate, reQuiring the taking of many individual readings (Hesse, 1966 a; 

Carabelli and Brancaleoni, 1968): time was simply against them. It there

fore seemed important to the writer that a tank should be designed in whi:.:h 

it would be possible to make numerous comparative runs, and to adjust a. 
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variety of parameters, with maximum ease and speed. The design. construc

tion and use of such a tank is described in the next chapter. It should be 

added that, about the same time, a tank with some of the same advantages -

motorised movement of the simulated features and continuous recording - was 

built in the (now) School of Archaeological SCiences, Bradford University. 

A copy of the tank described here is now in use in the Department 

of Geophysics and Planetary ~hysics, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 

4.2. SPEED OF OPERATION 

The slowness of resistivity ~easurement has always been cited as a dis

advantage when it has been compared with magnetic prospecting. The speed 

of operation is dependent upon the type of probe configuration used (as 

well as the instrument and the recording method), and the favoured 

configuration must be one that gives a clear representation of buried 

remains at the greatest speed. The advances in speed brought about by the 

five-probe leapfrog system, and the integrated SQuare Array, have already 

been alluded to, but a full discussion is reserved for Chapter 7, after 

the relative merits of the various arrays as detection systems have been 

established. 

4.3. CLDflATIC EFFECTS 

As the electrical resistivity of the ground is dependent on the content 

of water and its distribution, it has long been realised that the measure

ments obtained are dependent on the weather (e.g. Atkinson, 1963). Al 

Chalabi and Rees conducted a year-long experiment on the buried ditches 

of a Roman defence system on Triassic sandstone at ~all in Staffordshire, 

and there they demonstrated that resistivity anomalies varied in size 

through the year with seasonal changes in water input (AI Chalabi and 

Rees, 1962; Rees, 1962). They concluded by expressing the hope that 

further experiments of the same sort would be undertaken on other soil 

types and in other climatic conditions. Similar experiments have been 

carried out by ~esse (1966a; 1966b) on a limestone bedrock in central 
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France, and by Janes (1915) on London Clay in Surrey. These are summarised~ 

together with the writer's work, at the end of Chapter 6. 

The southern English chalklands are of considerable archaeological 

importance, yet the writer had experienced very variable success in 

resistivity work upon them. They were therefore made the subject of the 

climatological study described in Chapter 6. The test sites also provided 

an opportunity to check some of the results of the electrolytic tank work 

at full scale. 

~esse has made a study (Hesse, 1966a; 1966b) of the effects of 

temperature on ground resistivity ~easurement. At practical probe 

spacings, these are insignificant compared with the water balance, except 

in extreme conditions of the sort discussed in 6.6.2. 

4.4. OTHER PROBLEMS 

The basic technical problems of the effects of length of probe insertion 

and errors of probe spacing have been conside~ed by Aitken (1974). They 

are not a pri:nary concern of this work, but his conclusions for the Wenner 

con:iguration may be summarised as follows. Effect of probe depth: For an 

increase from 5 to 15 cm, less than 2% at spacings in excess of 60 cm; 

probes with a depth stop will overcome even this small effect. Probe 

spacing errors: with 60 em spacing, errors of 2.5 cm in placement along 

A the line of the probes give reading errors of up to 4iC) with the inner 

probes, and 3% with the outer probes. These are either additive o~ 

subtractive, depending on the direction of the error. The effect of a 

particular size of error rapidly diminishes with increasing spacing, and 

it can be calculated, fo~ instance, by means of equation (2.7). Errors 

due to lateral displacement of the electrodes from the straight line are 

relatively insignificant. 

Some problems associated with instr'J.ment design are ·iiscussed in the 

next chapteT. 
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5. RESISTIVITY COlTFIGURA'-rIONS TES ELECT~OLYTIC TAlE{ STUDY 

5.1. DESIGN OF 'THE TAlf£ SYSTElJ 

In designing this system, the need for fine machining was largely avoided, 

the most sophisticated tool used being a bench drill. The basic concept 

is as follows. As in other tanks, end-effects from the tank walls are 

avoided by keeping the electrodes in a fixed position while the simulated 

archaeological features are moved beneath them. Readings are plotted 

continuously by a potentiometric recorder, the moving chart actually 

towing the simulated feature through the tank, so that there is an exact 

1:1 relationship between feature movement and the recorded signal. kl 

essential addition is a continuously reading resistivity meter, and the 

]',Iartin-Clark Type 4 prototype was developed initially for use with the 

tank. 

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.1 and in elevation and plan in 

Figs 5.2 and 5.3. The tank is a 'water play' ta~~ in transparent plastic 

designed for school use. The main framework of the superstructure is of 

slotted aluminiu.rn 'Handy Angle' (a) supported on 'Lab Jacks' which enable 

the structure to be 10'Nered and precisely positioned for operation, and 

lifted clear of the tank for adjustments to be made and so that it may 

be covered between experiments. The sliding and support surfaces are of 

1/16 inch T-section aluminium angle (b) made for sliding ',vindow systems; 

the lower pair have the' crossbar' of the T downwards, providing on the 

inside support and precise location for the sheet of ?erspex carrying 

the electrodes, and on the outside a runway for the feature supports 

(Fig. 5.5) ',vhich are pulled by tYro "eccano elBins (d) passing over two 

sets of sprocket wheels to the top of the apparatus '"here they lie on 

the upper pair of T-section slides, which ~ave the 'crossba=' u)ward to 

provide a broad surface, and are linked to the recorder chart ~h) by 

another piece of the 'I'-section alu~iniQ~. 



FIG. 5.1. The electrolytic tank system . In the foreground 
are the prototype of the Type 4 resistivity meter and a 
standard resistance box for calibration 
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The sub-frame sU:9porting the T-section slides a!1d the crossbar of 

the anomaly support carriage are constructed ?Ii th t inch x 1/8 inch thick 

L-section aluminium angle (c). 

There follows below a !TIore detailed description of the various 

parts of the apparatus. 

5.1.1. THE ELECTRODE SYSTE}~ (Fig. 5.4). The electrodes themselves are 

1 -inch 8 BA rot.Ul.d head brass screws which are screwed by hand into a 

20 cm square t inch thick Perspex plate drilled with a pattern of threaded 

holes that enable all the desired configurations to be obtained (see 

below). The screw threads are gold plated to prevent corrosion (this was 

done by a jeweller) and nuts, soldered in place, act as stops to ensure 

that the base of each head projects exactly 1 cm when the electrodes are 

in position. Small 0.010 inch thick phosphor bronze spring clips soldered 

to the resistivity meter leads are pushed on to the upper ends of the 

screws. 

The round screw heads (dia. 4 mm) are the correct theoretical shape 

(7Ienner, 1916) and, most importantly, it is possible to adjust their 

height so that they produce no distorting meniscus in the water surface 

when this is level with the base of the head. The fine height and level 

adjustment obtainable with the Lab Jacks is very necessary for this. 

Levelling is achieved by lining up the runway rails 'Ni th their o' .. m 

reflections in the electrolyte. 

AIl additional small Perspex plate, sui table for supporting two 

electrodes, was used for experiments with the ~Nin and Triple electrode 

configurations. When using these configurations, the especially precise 

levelling that is required is easily obainable by adjusting the Lab 

Jacks with reference to the widely spaced electrodes, rather than by 

the reflection method. 

rhe ioles drilled in the !'!lain ?ers~ex plate per~it the following 

electrode arc:-ange:nents to be used: 
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FIG. 5.4. The Perspex electrode support plate, and details of electrode 

(8 BA brass screw) and phosphor bronze contact clip 
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Linear, equally-spaced 2.5, 3.75, 5.0 em 

Schlumberger c-c 5.0 em; ?-P 1.5 em 

c-c 7.5 cm; ?-P 1 .5 cm 

c-c 11.5 cm; p-p 1 .5, 2.5 cm 

c-c 15.0 cm; p-p 1.5, 2.5 cm 

Palmer c-c 15.0 cm; p-p 7·5, 11.5 cm 

c-c 11.5 cm; p-p 5.0, 7.5 cm 

Square 1. 5, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 cm 

The diagonal lines produced by the different Square spacings give an 

additional equal-spacing of 3.54 cm and also two possible Schlumberger 

and three possible Palmer spacings. 

The two orthogonal lines scribed on the plate enable the configura-

tions to be centred on a mark on the support frame; and t~ey can be 

turned through 900 simply by lifting the plate, turning it, and dropping 

it back between the rails without any other adjustments. 

5.1.2. THE FEATURE SUP?ORT (Fig. 5.5). ~his consists of a bridge of the 

~ inch aluminium L-section angle (c) able to pass over the electrodes, 

fixed at each end by t inch dia. 4 BA spacers to short lengths of wide 

nylon curtain track (e) that slide on the outer side of the inverted 

T-section rails. Small plastic-coated Terry clips, fixed to the ends of 

the L-section by 8 3A screws, support vertical glass r0<1S (f) to which 

the simulated features are also attached by similar Terr'J clips fixed to 

them. The featare height is adjusted by sliding the clips up ant: dOi'm 

the rod, and allowance can readily be made for the electrode height 30 

tiat its depth can be adjusted while out of the water. 

'rhe drive chain is conveniently anchored by 6 3A screws in t~le inner 

slot of (e), and the slots also oontain t~e ~ea~3 of the lo~er screws 

~or the spacers. 

this 
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and fully supported on the aluminium rails when r~nning ~orizontally. 

The chains are linked to the recorder chart oy a cross-piece of the T-

section alurninium with projecting 8 3A screws arranged to engage wi tll 

the end links of the chains on one side and the sprocket holes of the 

chart on the other. The sprocket wheels (l,leccano ?art 9630) at the top and 

bottom of the vertical chain runs are locked to t~e axles that li~~ them 

across, to retain the chains in synchronism so that the system runs true. 

For the recorder chart, it was found desirable for strength and economy 

of paper to have a permanent backing sheet with some reinforcement of 

the sp;rocket holes attached to the screws, the pieces of chart actually 

used for recording being shor-';er and :::~ixed to the backing sheet with 

paper clips; oy ensuring that the sprocket holes of both sheets coincided, 

a useful mutual reinforcement was achieved. 

This system contains so much friction that the recorder chart wou~d 

be unable to move it without assistance. This is provided by a weight in 

the form of a 2 oz chemical storage bottle containing lead shot pulling 

on the cross-piece between the chains and the chart by means of a string 

and pulley (~eccano Part 23 with spring clip Part 35) arrangement. This 

weight is adjusted so that it just fails to pull tte feature along, and 

only a small amotmt of extra tension is required from the recorder and 

chart. 3ecause of the lack of height for the movement of the weight, the 

11 t ". -I- t·· 1 mh . dl f -1-' 't 1 pu ey sys em Ve.LOCl "y ra lO lS -2' ~. e copper Wlre era e or ['[,..8 DO t-Le 

is attached to it by adhesive tape. 

A PTFE spray is a suitable lubricant for the sliding surfaces. 

However, over-lubrication can cause a jerk'J 'stick-slip' motion, and this 

can oe corrected by gentle application to the lower rails of a very soft 

in·i::"arubber, which ir:creases friction in a controlled way. 

5.1.4. THE ?3CORDER. l'his is a Smith's Servoscribe Des:-: ::oc.elI'-.fpe ITo. 

RE 511.20. The -Nicie range of sensi tivi ties and speeds and the flat oe~ 

design of this instru.1TIent i~a!:e it most sui table for this work. It is u:2ed 
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in the vertical position mainly to save space, although this does at the 

same time give the chart a straightforward TIlll. ~he standard fibre tip 

pen supplied with the recorder, slightly blunted to give a line thick 

enough for reduced reproduction, and with a small additional weight (a 

small crocodile clip was used) to increase its pressure on the chart, was 

found most effective. A suitable running speed for the recorder was 

120 rum/minute. 

A small but essential feature is a microswitch (g), operated. by the 

feature support, that switches off the recorder at the end of a run, so 

that the apparatus can be left to operate unattended. 

5. 1 .5. FIXTURE OF FRAlliE TO LAB JACKS. The frame is supported on four of 

the standard Handy Angle round-head screws resting on inch-square pads 

of 1/8 inch thick rubber on the Lab Jack platforms. Coach bolts with 

substantial heads grip the front and rear edges of the platforms to 

prevent movement; the shanks of the bolts are sleeved with slightly over-

length t inch diameter PVC tubing, the compression of which improves the 

grip and helps to keep the bolts in position. The flexibility permitted 

by this support system prevents the inevitably unequal raising and 

lowering of the Lab Jacks from putting any strain on the ~easuring 

framework. 

5. 1 .6. THE RESISTIVITY METER. This took more time than the whole of the 

rest of the apparatus construction, Decause it involved the development 

of a completely new automatic instrument; but this did not seem 

disproportionate Decause of the potential value of such an instrQ~ent in 

the field as well as in the laboratoT"J. 

At first a jlartin-Clark Type 2 meter was converted from manual to 

automatic balancing. The out-of-Dalance signal was amplified to drive 

the potentio~eter to the balance point, a signal to operate the recorier 

Deing provided by a battery ~nd potentiometer circuit ganged to 

was effective. though rather slow in response, but the -::,otenticmeters 
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were rather stiff, producing a tendency for traces to be stepped and 

lacking in subtlety of resolution. T~e substitution of potentiometers 

with a lighter action would probably have brought about a great improve-

ment, but instead it was decided to design a circuit of the constant 

current type which, after some development, proved to be fully satisfac-

tory. This is the I'.1artin-Clark Type 4 d.escri bed in Chapter 3. 

5. 1 .7. TANK ELECTROLYTE. This is distilled water, to avoid algal 

contamination, made conductive with potassium chloride, which is more 

stable than sodium chloride. For most experiments its resistivity was 

adjusted to give a basic reading of 25 ohms '.vi th a 5 cm Square Array. 

which gave a contact resistance of about 1 .25 kilohms for each electrode, 

well within the tolerance of the resistivity ~eter. The 25 ohm reading 

represents a resistivity of 13.4 ohm-metres compared with 204 ohm-metres 

for the same reading Vl'i th the full size field apparatus with probe 

spacing of 762 cm. It will be recalled from Chapter 2 that no scaling 

factor problems are to be expected from this difference. 

A piece of adhesive tape on the outside of the tank serves as a 

marker to enable the electrolyte depth and thus any background effects, 

for instance from the tank bottom, to be kept constant. 

5. 1 .8. THE SEIULATED FEATURES. All but two of these are 'linear', 25 em 

long, stretching between the supports in the tank. They are as follo'.'7s 

(Fig. 5.6): 

1H. Flat sheet of high resistivity ?erspex 5.0 x 0.32 cm (1/8 inch) 

thick. This and 1L were not so much intended to simulate specific feature 

types as to help in understanding anomalies caused by ~ore complex 

features. 

11. Simila.r to 1 H, Qut in 0.16 cm (16 ,2"2.U,2"8 i - -', 
tUck a.luminium for lOVi 

resistivity. 

2:2. Square-section hig~ resistivity 'box', 5.0 x 5.0 C:7l, ::lac.e frot;] 1/3 

inch thick 2e rs;;ex sheet, glued ':;i th chlorofor:n/Ders::'ex ;nixture. Its 
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1H 

1L 

2 

3 D 

4H 

FIG. 5.6. The basic anomaly shapes used in the tank experiments. Nos. 2 

and 3 represent both the high resistivity (2H and 3H) and low resistivity 

(2L and 3L) versions 
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top is formed from 1H, so that the two can be compared simply by attach

ing 2H to 1 H using rubber bands, without disturbing any other parameter. 

It is used water-filled, otherwise it would be too buoyant, the water 

being allowed to enter on immersion through a small hole in the base. It 

simulates a fairly frequently encountered archaeological feature form, 

typically of mason~J. 

3H. Square-section high resistivity Perspex rod, 1.25 x 1.25 cm, 

representing typically a small masonry feature, or a source of high 

resistivity noise. 

4H. Hollow cylinder of high resistivity polystyrene, 5.0 cm diameter, 

5.0 cm high, made by cementing together the lower parts of two sample 

containers. It is supported close to its base by a 0.4 cm dia. glass rod 

(Fig. 5.5) which v,ras first checked to be undetectable at its minimum 

depth. This simulates an isolated feature such as a pit with a loose 

filling. A small hole was drilled at the top and the bottom so that this 

too could be used water-filled. 

2L. A low resistivity version of 2H made by wrapping it, combined with 

1H, in aluminiQm foil. The foil was fixed in place by means of clear 

30stik, making sure that the adhesive did not cover any of the exposed 

surface of the foil. 

3L. A low resistivity version of 3H made by wrapping it with aluminium 

foil. 

5H (not illustrated). A spherical feature (table tennis ball) of 3.75 em 

diameter, used at the end of the experiments to check the predictions of 

theoI"'J for such an idealised feature, and compare them with the other 

feature shapes tested. It was held in position by a 0.3 cm diameter 

re::'spex rod passed through it at a low level so as to be ur.detectable. 

It was partly filled with water tc ~9duce its buoyancy. 

Attempts to clean the aluminium of the low-re~istivi ty features 

with dilute NaOH solution, to ensure maximum conductivity of the surface. 



were not helpful, because it was difficult to dislodge all of the J'TaOH 

after cleaning, and this affected the resistivity of the electrolyte. 

The tank bottom is 14 cm below the electrolyte surface, and therefore 

hardly detectable by arv of the probe configurations used. A sheet of 

t inch thick Perspex, 60 x 32 cm, was used in some experiments to 

effectively raise the level of the tank bottom to simulate a relatively 

shallow, high resistivity bedrock immediately beneath the feature. 

~NO of the accompanying figures illustrate the different features in 

use. Fig. 5.2 shows feature 1H in position for use at 2.5 cm depth when 

the frame is. lowered. Fig. 5.5 shows feature 4H in use at the same depth 

and passing beneath an electrode. 

5 .2. T AlTK MEASUBE1ffiNTS 

5.2.1. PROBE CONFlGUR4.TIONS. The chief arrangements tested are shown in 

Fig. 5.7, and their dimensions and some notes on them are set out below. 

W = 7[enner (7Tenner a.). 5 cm spacing. 

Sch 1 = Schlumberger. C-C = 15 cm; ?-P 2.5 cm. 

Sch 2 Schlumberger. C-C 11.5 cm; P-P = 1.5 cm. 

This was included in some of the later experiments because, with a 

C-P spacing of 5 cm, it was thought to be more comparable than Sch 

with the other configurations with 5 cm C-P spacing. 

P Palmer. C-C = 15 cm; P-P = 7.5 cm. 

Palmer in fact -;;ended to use relatively closer C-? spacings, which 

produce even more exaggerated responses than the tank measurements 

show; but the spacing used here is suitable for the tank and 

adequately demonstrates the characteristics of the configuration. 

Sq Square. 5 cm spacing. 

DD Double Dipole (':'Tenner (3). 5 Cr;) spacing. 

:'his would r;)ore correctly be called Double 3ipole, but the 

alliterative name of corr~on usage is retained. 



Sch-DD = 'Schlumberger-Double Dipole'. C-C = 15 cm; P-P = 2.5 cm. 

This experimental configuration was achieved simply by connecting 

the Schlumberger in the same sequence as the Double Dipole. 

CPCP = Wenner~. 5 cm spacing. 
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Tw = 'r':lin Electrode ('r',vo Electrode). C-P = 5 cm; distance between centres 

of electrode pairs approximately 40 cm. 

Tr Triple Electrode (Three Electrode). C-P = 5 cm; P-P = 5 cm; distance 

from centre of C-P to fixed remote C approximately 40 cm. 

The basic starting point for the above dimensions 7laS an electrode 

separation of 5 cm for the equal-spacing configurations. In addition to 

the spacings ,ietailed, W was also used at 3.75 cm for a single configur

ation test experiment (Fig. 5.26), and a variety of the spacings already 

listed as possible with the electrode plate as drilled were used for the 

'optimisation' experiments described later in this chapter. 

These configurations include those advocated by various workers as 

solutions to the problems of clear rep~esentation of archaeological 

features by resistivity (Sch, p, DD, Sq, TV1, Tr), which have already been 

briefly discussed in ~hapter 4. il, with which Atkinson first demonstrated 

the feasibility of archaeological resistivity detection, and is still of 

considerable use, is retained as the basic reference and starting point. 

~he possible al ternati ves of Sch-DD and CPCP arose during the tan1e work. 

5.2.2. TrB EX?ERD:NITS.The experiments described below are basically in 

the order in which they were carried out, thus giving an indication of 

the development of the writer's thinking, but with some modifications to 

improve their logical grouping. 

As already stated, the Square array 71as used as the reference 

C onfigurati on for the resisti vi ty o=~ tte electrolyte, -;,hich -,vas adjusted 

to give a 'background' reading of 25 ob..":1S. A reason for this choice -!las 

that this compact configuration suffered insignificantly :rom the 
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orientation effect described below. At this resistivity (13.4 ohm-metres). 

the backgro~~d levels of the other configurations were noted, and their 

mean values are listed below alongside theoretical values for a semi-

infinite homogeneous medium calculated from equations 2.7 - 2.9. Distortion 

due to the presence of the tank walls and base affects the wider configur-

ations with deep current penetration, Tw and Tr, especially seriously, and 

was also noticeable with the more compact linear configurations as changes 

in background reading when the electrode assemblies were turned through 

900; and the values listed are those obtained for the 'end-on' sense of 

measurement (see below), in which the electrodes lie along the major axis 

of the tank and therefore as clear of the walls as possible. Sq was not 

perceptibly affected by rotation and, when the tank base was effectively 

raised by 6.2 cm (Fig. 5.17), reducing the electrolyte depth from 14 cm to 

7.8 cm, the background level of Sq rose only from 25 to 26.5 ohms, while 

W rose from 45 to 50 ohms. 

BACKGROUNJ) RESISTl0TCE LEVELS 

CONFIGURATION OBSERVED (MEAN) THEORETICAL 

Sq ~ ohms 2:.Q ohms 

W 46.4 42.7 
Sch 20.3 19.5 
Sch 2 Not measured 19.7 
P 79.9 75.8 
DD 11.8 14.2 
Sch-DD 47.3 50.8 
CPCP 31.0 28.4 
Tw 140.0 85.4 
Tr 30.0 21.3 

The figures that follow are photographically rec.uced montages of t!:te 

actual traces produced by the electrolytic tapjc system. The vertical 

spacing between the major cha~t lines is 2 em (equivalent to 5 ohms, 

unless otherwise stated), and bet-,.,reen the minor lines, 2 mm; the horiz-

ontal spacings are respectively 6 ccn and 1 C]l. "'~'1e simulated feat~J.res, iT:: 
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cross-section, and their depths are shown to scale beneath the baseline 

of the uppermost t:!:'ace (or the relevant trace) L'1 each :igure, :J: and L 

denoting high and low resistivity. Unless othe~Nise stated, all traces 

in a particular experiment were made with the same instrument and ::-8corder 

sensitivities, and most of the experiments are also directly comparable. 

In most cases the traces are double, comparing the 'end-on' approach 

in which the line of electrodes travels parallel to the direction of 

movement, with the 'broadside' approach, in which the line of electrodes 

is at right angles to the direction of movement. The respective 

substitution for these terms of 'crosswise' and 'parallel' as more elegant 

alternatives was considered but discarded because of ambiguity as to 

whether they meant pa:::-allel or crosswise to the feature, if an extended 

one, or to the direction of movement. 

For convenience of reference, the experiments are described in 

extended captions placed alongside the relevant figures. 



PIG. 5.8. 

Peature 1H vertical at depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD. 

)I, Sch 1, P: High, single peak with electrodes broadside. 

Sq: High peak with C-Cbroadside. 

DD: Trace with the stronger low peaks end-on. 
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This was regarded as equivalent to the most extreme narrow high-resisti vi ty 

feature, and the double peaking effect was expected to be at its strongest; 

overall response was also expected to be strong because the feature '!!ould 

distort tb.e current flow substantially; but the :::'esponses were, i~ fact, 

small, and the double peaking very slight, Sq and DD actually producing 

negative responses. An observation that continually recurs in these 

experiments is that n, Sch and? are closely similar in form, varying 

mainly in scale of response. DD, with its slight, negative response, is 

of no use. Bearing in mind that, in practice, the Sq values are the mean 

of the two curves, tris configuration gives the most satisfactory response 

to the feature. 
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FIG. 5.9. 

?eature 1L vertical at depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, Sq, DD, 8ch-DD. 

W, Sch 1: Low, single peak with electrodes broadside. 

Sq: Low, single peak with C-C broadside. 

DD: Smaller peak, with slower retU:TI to baseline beyond posi ti ve peaks 

at sides, broadside. 

Sch-DD: As DD, but with stronger emphasis. 
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A much stronger response t:t.an "lvi th the similar bigh-resisti vi ty feature 

(Fig. 5.8) , with clearer double-peaking with 'N, Sch and Sq. ? was not 

recorded because of the very large signal, similar in form to 7T, that 

it produced. This is the first experiment including Sch-DD, and its 

response looks encouragingly greater than DD. 

The relatively strong response of the low resistivity feature in 

this and subsequent experiments is broadly in keeping with the theory of 

Lynam (1970) discussed in 2.3.3. Although his maximum factor of double 

response for the low resistivity version of a feature is clearly 

exceeded in this and other cases, extreme divergence from the theoretical 

conditions may be responsible. 
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FIG. 5.10. 

Feature 2H at depth of 2.5 CD. 

~~r, Sch 1, P, Sq, :::m, Sch-DD. 

W, Sch, P: Higher peak broadside. 

Sq: Single peak with C-C broadside. 

DD: Harrower peak, without low side peaks, broadside. 

Sch-DD: As DD, but the narrow peak is also lower. 

W, Sq, DD: Traced by hand from the originals, which became faded and 

damaged as a result of being used for display. 
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Strong responses, indicating that the breadth of the feature is important. 

Little sign of double peaking except with? and, surprisingly, Sq, but 

much broadening of response especially with ~ and P. The double peaking 

of Sq would again be removed by taki~g an average of the curves. Sch-DD 

looks very promising. 
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FIG. 5.11. 

Feature 2H at depth of 5 em. 

W, Seh 1, P, SQ, DD, Seh-DD. 

71, Seh 1, P: ITarrower peak broadside. 

Sq: Lower, narrower peak with C-C broadside. 

Seh-DD: Lower peak, without negative peaks at sides, broadside. 
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There is no double-peaking at all, except for a hint of it with Sq. 'N and 

P give the strongest responses, P most impressively so, although the peak 

is very broad when end-on. TID is the weakest, and Seh-DD loses its 

advantage over it at this depth. 
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FIG. 5.12. 

~eature 1H horizontal at depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DJ, CPCP. 

~, Sch 1, P, CPCP: Single peak broadside. 

Sq: Single peak with C-C broadside. 

DD: Lower peak, without low side peaks, broadside. 

77, Sq, DD: Traced by hand from the originals, which became faded and 

damaged as a result of being used for display. 

~hese traces correspond !!lore closel;;r than any in the previous figures 

to the type of response obtained from ~any archaeological features, for 

which, therefore, the flat horizontal sheet seems a good model. 

These traces deoonstrate especially clearly trE similarity of 

~esponse, va~Jing mainly in amplitude, of~, Sch and ? Notably Sch is 

seen to give no improvement on 71 in definition, and also has a smaller 

~esponse. 

The double-peaking of CPCP is particularly bad end-on, and this 

configuration is likely to be of little value in archaeology. 

Although Sq is again strongly double-peaked in one direction, the 

mean of the two peaks still annuls the effect. 
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FIG. 5.13. 

Feature 21 at depth of 2.5 cm. 

'il, 8ch 1, P, 8q, DD, 8ch-DD. 

P: 3alf sensitivity of other traces. 

W, 8ch 1, P: Larger peak broadside. 

8q: Larger peak ,'Ti th C-C broadside. 

DD, 8ch-DD: Narrower peak, with smaller high side peaks, broadside. 
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Responses, except for DD and 8ch-DD, substantially greater than with 

equivalent high-resistivity feature (Fig. 5.10). Triple peaks with W, 

8ch end-on, and Sq with C-C end-on are in keeping with the theoretical 

treatment of Lynam. There is not a great deal to choose between the 

configurations for ef:ectiveness in defining this feature, although 

Sch-DD is perhaps best. 
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FIG. 5.14. 

Feature 2L at depth of 5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD, Sch-DD. 

W, Sch 1, P: Larger peaks broadside. 

Sq: Larger peak with C-C broadside. 

DD, Sch-DD: Smaller peak broadside. 

13 

The end-on triple peaking has disappeared from W, Sch and P (cf. Fig. 

5.13). The response of DD is verJ slight, and with Sch-DD broadside the 

low peak disappears entirely, to be replaced by two high peaks: thus 

this configuration has a very disappointing performance. 
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:?IG.5. 15· 

Feature 1L at depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Seh 1, P, Sq, DD, CPCP. 

P: ~alf sensitivity of other traces. 

W, Sch 1, P, CPCP: Larger peak broadside. 

Sq: Larger peak with C-C broadside. 

DD: Larger peak, with smaller high side peaks, broadside. 
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The picture with W, Sch, P and Sq is very similar to that produced by 2L 

at the same depth (Fig. 5.13), and, although less substantial, this 

feature actually gave stronger anomalies than 2L '.'lith W, Seh and P: this 

may be due to slight difference in feature iepth, which is ver'J critical 

at high sensitivity, between the experiments; but there must, however, be 

Ii ttle difference in the responses, wbich emphasises the dominant effect 

of the upper surface of the feature. Cf. the equivalent high resistivity 

cases (Figs 5.10, 5.12) in which, although 1H gives expectedly lower 

responses than 2H, the difference is very small. In both the high and Imv 

resistivity cases, it is noteworthy that the larger feature tends to 

smooth the multiple peaks of the end-on response. 

'l'he triple peaks of CPCP end-on confirm the unsatisfactory perfor

mance of this configuration. 
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FIG. 5.16. 

~eature 4H at iepth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD, Sch-DD. CPCP. 

W, Sch 1, P: Single peak broadside. 

Sq: Single peak with C-C broadside. 

DD: Narrower peak broadside. 

Sch-DD: Peaks effectively identical, but broadside lacks reversed 

side peaks. 

CPCP: Flatter peak broadside. 
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This non-linear feature gives a very diminished response compared with 

the two linear features of the same width and depth (Figs 5.10, 5.12), 

and it would be hardly detectable with any of the configurations at 5 cm 

iepth. Wend-on is more double-peaked than with the comparable linear 

feature (Fig. 5.10), and Sch does for once define the feature better 

than W or P. Sch-DD is notable good, but would be expected to falloff 

rapidly with depth (cf Fig. 5.11). It is also observed that, as symmetry 

dictates, the pairs of peaks are all coincident at their centres. 
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FIG. 5.17. 

Features 2H and 21 at depth of 2.5 cm, with high resistivity base. 

W, Sq. 

2H: W: Higher peak end-on. 

Sq: Figher peak with C-C end-on. 

21: W: Larger peak broadside. 

Sq: 1arger peak with C-C broadside. 

19 

This experiment was performed to check whether multiple peaking was 

reduced when the feature, rather than being isolated in a conductive 

medium, was resting on a high resistivity base. A 0.25 inch thick Perspex 

sheet was positioned as closely as pracicable beneath the path of the 

feature, i.e. 1-2 mm beneath it. 

In the high resistivity case, the experiment could not be performed 

with the flat feature giving the clearest double peaking with ~ (1H in 

Fig. 5.12), but the ~endency to double-peak is clearly removed, and the 

end-on curve rises to a strong peak above the broadside-on peak. The 

originally double Sq peak (C-C broadside) also flattens. 

The pattern 6~ven by the low-resistivity feature is little changed 

from the original without the base (Fig. 5.13) except for an increase in 

signal strength perhaps due to the greater resistivity contrast between 

the feature and the mean background value. 

These results taken together confirm the theoretical prediction that 

the response pattern is made up of the integrated effects of the 

resistivities of the features (in the high resistivity case reinforced 

by the base) and their distances from each C? pair. ~his accords with 

the weakness of response to the vertical flat plates in contrast ','Ti th 

the strong response when the plates are horizontal. 
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FIG. 5.18. 

Feature 3H at a depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD. 

il, Sch 1, P, DD: Narrow peak broadside. 

Sq: Higher peak with C-C end-on. 

81 

With this small feature, there are some fundamental differences in 

response form from those obtained with, for instance, 2H (Fig. 5. 10): 

there is a tendency for the end-on response of 'N and Sch to give treble 

peaks, and P even quadruple; and the slightly double peak of Sq has 

become the weaker and occurs when C-C are broadside rather than end-on. 

The similarity to 21 reversed is much closer. These findings were 

pursued in an additional experiment (Fig. 5.26), and their signifi

cance in relation to theory and practice will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 
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FIG. 5.19. 

Feature 3L at a depth of 2.5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, Sq, DD, Sch-DD. 

W, Sch 1: Larger, single peak broadside. 

Sq: Larger peak with C-C broadside. 

DD, Sch-DD: Larger-amplitude peak broadside. 

83 

This feature gave a very much stronger response than the high-resistivity 

version (Fig. 5.18), especially in the broadside direction. End-on with 

W,Sch and Sq, it gave much weaker responses, Wand Sch being double 

rather than treble peaks. ~he superiority of DD and Sch-DD, and of Sq if 

averaged, is clear. 
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FIG. 5.20. 

Feature 3L at depth of 5 cm. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD, Sch-DD. 

W, Sch 1, P: Larger peaks broadside. 

Sq: Larger peak with C-C broadside. 

DD, Sch-DD: Upper peaks broadside. 

W, Sch, P and Sq gave patterns similar to those produced by the same 

feature at 2.5 cm depth, but much subdued. DD is very weak and, in the 

broadside direction, Sch-DD gives a wholly reversed, apparently high 

resistivity, anomaly, so that ~either of these configurations is of use 

in detecting tIns feature at such a depth. 
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FIG. 5.21. 

Feature 3H at depth of ~. 1.5 r.m - just missing electrodes. 

W, Sch 1, P, Sq, DD, Sch-DD. 

W, Sch 1, P, DD: Simpler trace with central dip, broadside. 

Sq: High central peak with C-C broadside. 

Sch-DD: Trace with high central peak, broadside. 
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This set of traces was produced as an extreme case in an attempt to 

simulate the 'noise' superimposed on resistivity measurements by such 

surface or near-surface irregularities as ,iee:? plough furrows or large 

rocks. It is difficult to simulate t~e true conditions: probes are rarely 

inserted above a furrow, although this has been lmown to occur just after 

ploughing, when long cavities can exist oeneath the nel,vly-turned soil 

(Haddon-Reece, pers. com.); and rocks are rarely linear. 

In spite of their apparent wildness, the end-on patterns in fact 

accord quite well with theoretical response profiles for a buried sphere 

as calculated by Lynam (1970); the two sides of the P pattern are 

interesting in being similar to separate Tw reS';lOnses. 'The broadside 

pat-terns are basically simple, but complicated by the central dips which 

must be due to masking of the electrodes upsetting normal patterns of 

current and potential distribution as the feature passes close beneath 

them. 

The symmetr'J of the traces produced. by Sq means that the averaging 

process would smooth out the effect of this tYIle of phenomenon ver'J 

successfully. 
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FIG. 5.22. 

Feature 1H horizontal at depth of 1 cm. 

Tw, 7l, DD. 

All measurements end-on except where stated below. 

The experiment was designed to test the relationship of T-ll to other 

configurations. Each configuration was allowed to take up its natural 

level and, with the electrolyte at its normal concentration (Sq = 25 OTh~s), 

the recorder was set at a chart span of 0-200 ohms to accommodate the high 

background level of Tw. In order to obtain adequate response at this 

reduced sensitivity, the relatively shallow feature depth of 1 cm 'Nas 

chosen. 

The r:f trace is close to its normal level at 48 ohms, and shows 

normal twin peaks for this type of feature. In the trace above, one 

pai~ is moved away to give, in effect, a ver'J extended Palmer. The 

separation is then made as great as the tank allows (31.5 cm), to give 

~v trace (a), with a base level of 139 ohms. 

Traces (b) and (c) are repeats of Tw to test its properties, separ-

ated artificially by ~eans of the recorder zero adjustment. In (b), the 

'moving' (left-hand) current and potential probes are interchanged, ani 

in (c) they are turned through 90° to the broadside direction. These 

show that the position of the Tw peak is independent of electrode 

orientation ani that the end-on response is the same whichever way round 

the electrodes are placed, but that the response increases in amplitude 

',vhen the electrodes are broadside, at least with a feature of this form 

whose c.epth is 0.2 times the electrode separation. 

DD is also compared, at the original recorder settings, on the 

separate piece of chart at the bottom.-:::'he 'righer ]ea;( is ·.vi th the 

electrodes broadside. 

The e:cperiment d.emonstrates that, Vii th the feature used, at this 



ratio of depth to electrode spacing, all the configurations produce 

end-on response peaks identical in amplitude and position, centred over 

the feature. Broadside defines the position equally well, and gives a 

greater and variable amplitude, the response increase over the end-on 

approach for the three configurations being as follows: 

iN (curve not drawn) 3.94 

Tw 2.18 

DD 1. 70 

Twin, in this simple case at least, can be seen as the result of 

expanding Wenner lmtil it becomes two effectively independent electrode 

pairs; although it is more correct to see the other configurations as 

various ways of compounding the basic Twin. 
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FIG. 5.23. 

1. Feature 19 horizontal at depth of 2.5 cm. 

2. Feature 18 horizontal at depth of 5 cm. 

W, 8ch 2, DD, Tw. 

1. W, 8ch 2, T-",: Higher peak broadside. 

DD: Narrower peak, without low side peaks, b:::-oadside. 

2. W, Sch 2: Higher, central peak broadside. 

DD: Lower peak broadside. 

Tw: Higher peak broadside. 
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These two sets of measurements 'Here :Lade (a) to check the effectiveness 

of Tw in relation to DD at the two depths used as standard in this work; 

(b) to look at the rather nar:::-ower Schl~~berger, Sch 2; (c) to measure 

the response to 1H at 5 cm depth, which had not previously been tested .• 

1. This duplicates Wand DD measurements previously made (Fig. 5.12) 

as a check on calibration. The present response is stronger by a factor 

of 1.09, which is within the expected accuracy of the system. Sch 2 is 

slightly more compact and rather stronger in response end-on than 8ch 1 . 

The mean response of Tw is 1.5 times better than DD, and second only to 

71 broadside. 

2. The closest comparison for this is Fig. 5.11. 77 is strong but 

very double-peaLed end-o~. Sch 2 is very poor. With DD, the broadside 

peak has sunk below the end-on. ~v broadside is still the larger peak. 

The mean response of T-N is 2.3 times better than DD, and again approaches 

close to W broadside. 

A slight drop to the left of T-,v, away from the ! fixed! electrodes, 

is a normal occurrence in the tank, presumably as a result of some 

distortion caused by the constricted conditions. 
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FIG. 5.24. 

Tr. 

1. Feature 1H horizontal at depth of 2.5 cm. 

2. Feature 1H horizontal at depth of 5 cm. 

3. Feature 2H at depth of 2.5 cm. 

4. Feature 2H at depth of 5 cm. 

Broadside peaks all centrally positioned over the features and symmetrical. 

1. Higher peak broadside. The symmetry of the two peaks is a little 

distorted by a slight negative peak on the end-on trace tmvards the remote 

current electrode. Sensitivity closely similar to Tw in Fig. 5.23. 

2. Higher peak end-on. There is the same slight distortion of 

symmetry as in (1). 1Tean response 0.7 0: Tw in Fig. 5.23. 

3. The end-on peak is the bigger 3nd is substantially displaced 

towards the remote electrode. The separate upper peak (artificially lifted 

wi th the recorder zero control) is the end-on trace with the CPP group 

turned round. It is similar in shape but lower than the 'normal' end-on 

trace, but is not greatly displaced. The difference bet71een these could 

be an artefact of the restricted conditions in the tank. The overall 

response is comparable to SQ and DD (Fig. 5.10); "::7; would probably be 

stronger (cf. Fig. 5.23). 

4. High peak end-on. A comparable response to W, and much better 

than Sq or DD (Fig. 5.11). ~v is likely to be similar (cf. Fig. 5.23). 
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FIG. 5.25. 

1. Feature 23 at d.epth of 1 cm. 

2. 3.75 cm dia. insulating sphere at depth of 0.4 radius = 0.75 cm. 

3. 3.75 cm dia. insulating sphere at depth of 1 radius = 1.88 cm. 

1. 71, DD end -on. 

2, 3. Wend-on. Electrode spacing 3.75 cm. 

This experiment was designed to compare the approximation to theoI'"lJ 

(specifically that of Lynam, 1970) of the ideal sphere and the square

section linear feature 2H. The cases were made closely comparable by 

~aving the electrode separation equal to the width of the feature. The 

difference bet',yeen the lineari -'cy of 2H and -'c~e singularity of the sphere 

should be unimportant, because Lyna~ has shown that the effects of a 

sphere and a long cylinder of the sa~e diameter are Closely similar (cf. 

Figs 5.10 and 5.16). 

The two sphere traces are in close accord with the theory. In the 

upper 2H trace and the upper sphere trace, the ratio of feature depth to 

w·idth is the same (0.2) and, if the features were comparable in effect, 

the traces would be of the same shape, which they are not. Using the sa:-:1e 

theory, Haddon-Reece has calculated (Haddon-Reece, forthcoming) that JD 

over a sphere would give a double peak, rather than the clear single peak 

obtained with 2H. 

Thus with this re2.ationship bet'Neen electrode spacing and feature 

width, the square-section feature is shown to give a much smoother response 

at shallow depths than the sphere, but the comparability increases rapidly 

with depth, as is shown by the similarity in shape between ~ over 2H and 

~ over the deeper sphere. The ratio of depth to width for -'che deeper 

sphere (0.5) is the sa~e as for 2H in ?ig. 5.10, and for 4H in Fig. 5.16, 

71i -'c1'. 'flhich the com;;s.rabili ty is reasona-:Jle. -=''-''.e closest similarity -'co -+;:le 

sphere in curTe form is provided by 2L in Fig. 5. 13. 
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Habberjam (1969) obtained strikingly similar results for W over a 

sphere. 
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FIG. 5.26. 

Feature 3R at depth of 1 cm. 

DD, W, Sq end-on. 

These 'stop-press' traces wec:e produced because ?revious experiments 

(Figs 5.18, 5.21) had suggested that this small feature was behaving 

much more like the theoretical sphere than were the larger ones, with 

the 5 cm electrode spacing. When the feature was raised to a shallow 

depth comparable to those assumed by Lynam for most of his theoretical 

calculations, this similarity was confirmed for J"J and ~ and the traces 

shown, veY'J different from those over the larger features, were produced. 

In these conditions, Tw would also be eX'Jected to ?roduce aiouble peak 

similac:- +'0 DD, ':Jut could not be tested because of an instruC1ent def3ct. 

Sq, with averaging, would appear to give t~e most c;.nambiguous res ~)onse. 

FIG. 5.26 
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5.2.3. O?'I'I=.~=SA=-'IOIT OF SL3CTROJE SPACIDG. A li;:r.ited se::r:ies of eX;Jerir:::e"t2 

was carried out to ascertain t1:e probe spacings giving optimum response 

",i th two of the more prooising configurations, Sq and DIl. In the ideal-

ised conditions of an electrolytic tank, there are four variables: electrode 

spacing, and the shape, size and depth of the feature. The experiments were 

confined to the square-section features 21 and 3R. Families of cu::-ves 1,'1e:'e 

produced for feature depths of 1.25, 2.5, 3.75 and 5.0 em for DD and 5.0, 

2.5 and 1.75 em for Sq. These curves are not illustrated. 

For Sq, pairs of curves fo::r: the tvlO orthogonal orientations were 

produced in the normal way, and the r:1ean central value was used; for JJ, 

either the central peak value or, where tl:.e res:sonse was ir: the form of 

a twin peak, the oedian height of the peaks and the central t:::.~ough. ?rom 

these were obtained the graphs shovm in Fig. 5.27, in which the optimur:1 

electrode spacing is plotted against tr"e feature depth, both in terms of 

t1:e length of the feature side. The graph for Sq, being based on only 

three electrode spacings for each depth, is very app::r:oxirr.ate, but contaics 

enough information to show t'::lat, like the DIl curve, it is a straight line. 

It is interesting that the DD curve, wit1: this type of feature at least, 

can become a douole peak if t'r:.e electro'::e spacing exceeds certain lirni ts 

on either side of the optirnuD, and these limi ts are indicated ver"J 

approximately by broken , . 
J.lnes. 

Comprehensive data of this type would oe of 2,Teat value in planninz 

surveys of high quality, and need to be collected for other confisurations, 

notably 'I\v. 

5.2.4. lLITSOTRO?Y -.7ITI-I ":'E3 S;;::;U;'.?~ .!ill3..:~Y. T':le possi':;ility 0: llsiYlg Sq to 

detect features i:1. terr:;s of resistivi ty anisotropy ·S2..S oriefly investiz-

ated. ?or t':lis, t~e 91ect~o~es a~e co~necte~ in t':le ~anner of a ~heat3t0na 

,?otential r:1easured 'oetwee::1 -l;he ot'::ler diagon2..1 pair. "ver ur:iforrr: ;TO];:""!., 

cu~::::,:mt riistri Jution lS S~'TIr:1e trical,::.nd Z8::::'0 potectial:::'i::e~enc8 is 
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recorded, but resistivity gradients will upset this balance. In -She t2.n:-;:, 

feature 1 H gave strong double pealcs with a central reverse peak, which 

was annulled by averaging orthogonally in the usual way. In the field~ 

si:nilar experiments produced cOr:J.plex and uncertain results compared ·.vi th 

those obtained when t~e configu:::'ation was used normally. It was t'r..erefore 

decided that there was little to be gained by pu:::'suing this approach. 

Hesse (1966a) also considers the use of anisotropy, and, with an extended 

rectilinear configuration, obtained results comparing approximately with 

W, but in no way superior. 

5.3. CONCLUSIONS 

Practical experience has shown that, on many archaeological sites, discr9te 

or linear features give twin peaks wi tn the ','renner and related arrays 

(e.g. Figs 5.28, 6.11; Linington, 1961). In the electrolytic tank, the 

closest simulation 0: this was achieved with a horizontal, thin, high-

resistivity feature, and it is clear that many archaeological features 

of a variety of shapes and cross-sections oehave as though they vvere of 

this form. The reasons for this will be investigated in the next chapter. 

The laminar resistivity model produces anor:J.alies of great simplicity, 

even at the shallowest depths, and the anomaly form for feature 13 - a 

symmetrical peak centred oet'aeen each C? pair - d.id not :::hange "basically 

from the greatest depth to the shallowest at 0.5 Cr:J.. Sch and? are s~'1O'.'m 

to have no fundamental properties that 710uld make either especially 

preferable to 0, which seems a good compromise between them, and all three, 

VIi th the lar:1inar feature, snOi'l extend.ed CJ.ouble peaks ·.'1i th the electrodes 

end-on. These effects are not so ma:::-ked with sQuare-section features, or 

indeed with the lm'7-res:"stivi ty la~.1inar :eature 1 L, so that it \'7ould seem 

tl:.at, in looking for low resisti vi ty features, the choice of configuration 

is less critical tha,l1 '.7i tic. hig~, :;Jrovided "',;1:;.8 ]rooe s:;Jacin.s i3 COT;C:'3YlSu:::,?te 

~ith, or 3~aller f9a~ure size (see t:;.e diffi81~lti8S in ?ig. 5.13). 

The confisuratioDS th3.t 9:.1er:se 23 es~ecia2.ly successf:_ll -:0-: c~efini'~S" 
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small or complex features are Sq, DD and perhaps Jest of all, ~7. 

Sq, although sOi!lewhat cumbersome, has the advantage that readings 

in two directions can be easily combined. ~~e smoothing introduced by 

this gives it an inherently low noise level, and any unidirectional 

weakness of response, COII'JTIOn to many of the configurations, is compensated 

for. This can be true even if the relationship of probe spacing to feature 

size and depth is such that the clarity of response of even the best of 

the other confi&,urations breaks down (e.g. Figs 5.21, 5.26). 

DD produces a clear, unambiguous response, unless the probe spacing 

considerably exceeds the width of tte feature, but its effective depth of 

detection is limited because of the increasingly subtractive effect of 

the alternate CP electrodes at s'Teater de:;ths (see equations 2.7 - 2.,:). 

'I'his is a valuab::'e configuration and, when it is used in combination 

wi th W, with which it is readily interchanged, and Tvl, the complementary 

information produced can help greatly in elucidating subsurface conditions. 

This is discussed further below. 

Sch-DD, although extremely sensitive at shallow depths, falls off 

even more rapidly with depth than DD. It may prove to have applica.tions 

but, as it has four moving electrodes 'Hi tll unequal spacing, its avrk7rard-

!'less is against '.I-l u. 

Tw arrived late on the scene, probably because, at first sight, it 

seems so Q~likely to work, and because there is little call for a 

configuration 'IIi th its properties except to sol'1e the special probler:Js 

of archaeology. It gives an unambiguous single-peak response like that 

of TID, although both break dovrn to twin peaks ',vhen probe SIJacing exceeds 

feature size at shallow depth; but Tw has better sensi ti vi ty at depth 

·vhich, indeed, exceeds tr_at of all the tested configurations e:cce]t '7 

and? in their mos-'c advantageous orie"tations. Also, purely practicalLr, 

it is very easy to use, especially v;i th linked electrodes, although one 

:::ust make allowance for the contribution of tte fixed electrodes to 
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readings (see below), and the instrume:lt used oan tolerate, or .:;:ompensate 

for, the high oasic level of readings. 

Tr seems to have ~otential that has been little tried. Against it is 

its tendency to give an asymInetrical response: acco:-ding to the tank 

results, this does not seem to be serious, but ?eschel (1967) showed that 

in theory, with 301m diameter sphere at 0.5 m depth (1 m to its centre), 

and with 0.5 m probe spacing, there is a 0.7 m displacement of the maxir.1Um 

response with the probes end-on. Peschel suggests overcoming this by taking 

the mean of two readings at each point with the probe connections reversed; 

this produces a rather heavily suppressed peak, but one that is at least 

centred over the feature. It is possible that the use of the sphere 

approximation emphasises the asymmet~J of response, as it does othe:

extreme effects (cf. Fig. 5.25). The three moving probes of Tr are rather 

more cumbersome than the two of Tw, but in its favour is the fact that it 

is almost as sensi ti ve as Tw at ,lepth, and th3.t it gives a much lower 

basic reading which is dependent only on the moving electrodes. It merits 

further investigation. 

Fig. 6.17 gives some practical illustration 0: the funotioning of 

the different con:igurations, and may be compared with Fig. 5.22. ~he 

relati ve base levels of 'N, Sq and DD are in close accord '.vi th the theo~J. 

','Ii th C-C broadside, Sq gave a peak value of nearly 50 ohms; this was 

pulled down by the averaging p:-ocess, but wi th the compensation of overall 

lower noise than the other configurations at this spacing. As in Fig. 

5.22, the baseline of Tw is high compared with the others, and 71 gives 

double peaks over the single ditch. Tw, being biased toward deep detec

tion, fails to detect the ditch at all at 5 ft spacing, and only produces 

an anomaly over the shallow berm when reduced to 0.5 m. At ~his s~)3.cing, 

the noise level is higl1, "but this is '2ompens3.ted :-O!' by the stre!1gth of 

the signal so that, when reduced to resistivity (Fig. 6.18 aid A):Jendix 

I), the noise is not so eviient. The ":1oise -::as 'Jro-oably also exacerbate: 
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by slight errors of spacing caused by the use of separate yrooes, although 

Schwarz (1967) has found that, even with linked probes, a reduction to 

40 cm spacing gives excessive noise, at least in stony soil. This, and the 

quite abrupt onset of the response to the berm between 2.5 ft (0.762 m) 

and 0.5 m, indicates that probe spacing with Tw becomes very critical 

below about 0.75 m. It is interesting that, at 2.5 ft, although DD detects 

the berm while Tw does not, both produce a closely similar signal over the 

ditch. This is paralleled by the responses of these configurations to 

feature 1H at 1 cm depth in Fig. 5.22 and at 2.5 cm depth in Fig. 5.23. 

At 2.5 cm, the better depth response of Tw is showing in the broadside 

traverse (DD/Tw = 0.55), and to a lesser degree in the end-on traverse. 

At 1 cm, the end-on responses are identical, but the broadside response 

ratio has changed to JD/Tw = 0.79; and at even shallower depths, DD 

broadside would probably overtake l:-N, whereas the end-on responses, tested 

to 0.5 cm depth, remain equal. On the test site, the ditch ~ust approx

imate to feature 1H approached end-on, while the more extensive berm 

must be better simulated by the broadside approach in which all the probes 

are over 1H at the same time. The shallowness of the berm, and the 

consequent dominance cf the DD response over it, must be accentuated by 

the fact that a major contribution to the yroduction of the anomaly comes 

from the continuous rise in resistivity up to the surface (Chapter 6.4.1), 

a condition impossible to simulate exactly in an electrolytic tank. 

The resistivity response pattern corresponding to a laminar model 

is by no means universal. Atkinson (1963) shows that many features, 

ranging fro:n pits to walls, behave like 3H and produce a pattern with 7r 

as in Fig. 5.26. Clearly the response is to their min inherent resisti vi ty, 

'::Jut it is interesting that, over a wall (Att:inson, Fig. 11) , although 

t:':.e spurious eff2cts are largelY31i~ina.te:i Nhsn -:ll'obe s;:)acing is reduced 

until COr.1Densurate "Ni t~"1 the "Nidth o:!:~ the wall, a b/in peak remains, 

suggesting; that there is a laminar co:nponent in the ~oisture regime 
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associated with the wall. Atkinson also found t:;at a pattern similar +;0 

'tV in Fig. 5.26 was obtained over a 10'N :,esisti vi ty burial pit in :;ravel 

(Atkinson, Fig. 10), a situation in which the whole bulk of the pit 

would be e:cpected to contrast wi tn the well-drained material into which 

it was cut. 

Sq and DD are perhaps supreme for shallow Jetection provided, with 

DD, that features are at least as wide as the probe spacing - Sq has been 

shm'm to be less critical. It has also been shown that T:w is able to 

respond well to shallow phenomena if the spacing is reduced to 0.5 ffi; and 
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FIG. 5.28. Resistivity measurements along a line across two 
Roman buildings, combining Wand DD configurations. 1 m probe 
spacing over" clay bedrock 

such a small spacing also much reduces the occurrence of spurious anomalies 

over small features. ~ounting the twin probes on a frame, as is done by 

the University of Bradford, is convenient and also removes noise due to 

errors in probe spacing; and the addition of a third probe, providing the 

alternative of, say, 0.75 m spacing, would give the option of obtaining a 

comparison of shallow and deeper penetra,tion. Schwarz (1967) has already 

used three probes in this manner. Such an apparatus . ' .... r:ngnu also '::le usable 

for rr1"'T'\ 
..L..l... 

T-.v remains, hO':le'rer, rather inconvenient :0:' 10::1.g 'search' travr"rses. 

both '::lec3use of ~h9 need :or a link to the :ixed probes and '::lecause the 
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fixed probes are moved to their new position, s~d their 3~acing adjusted 

until the reading is t~e same as the last recorded for the old fixed 

posi tion. For search traverses, 71 and :UD can be used in combination by 

means of a simple switch on the resistivity meter. This enables a reading 

t a be taLen ·,vi th both configurations at each point: a single :UD peak 

centred between two W peaks adds conviction because a genuine feature is 

thus seen three times (Fig. 5.28). Also, although DD can give the clearer 

picture, its readings are only approximately one-third of the size of 

those obtained with 71, which also has a better depth response, so that 

W can help to strengthen the credi bili ty of some weak features. 
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6. WEATHER ~~TD RESISTIVITY THE CF~LKLANIl Al'TD OT~R S'I'UDIES 

6.1. THE EXPERTMENT AI' }tALL 

The experiment carried out on the site of the Roman fort at Wall, 

Staffordshire (AI Chalabi and Rees, 1962; Rees, 1962) has already been 

referred to in Chapter 4. It seemed that any new experiment should be 

related to this, the first comprehensive controlled experiment, to 

facilitate comparison and because of the soundness of their approach. 

The site consisted of a complex of ditches, the deepest extending 

to 3.35 m below the surface, cut into soft Triassic sandstone and back

filled soon after their cutting with a mixture of sand, clay and turf. 

Probably in the seventeenth century, the area was covered with 0.6 - 1 m 

of pebbly sand. It has probably been pasture ever since and at the time 

of the experiment was covered with rough grass. 

A fixed line was marked on the ground and resistivity measurements 

repeated along it at approximately monthly intervals from October 1959 

to December 1960. The probe array used was the Wenner at 5 ft spacing, 

readings being repeated at 2 ft intervals along the line. Variations of 

anomaly size were studied in relation to recorded rainfall and estimates 

of evaporation and plant transpiration for the area. Because of the 

complexity of the site, no attempt was made to relate estimates of 

anomaly size to individual features; instead the 'average anomaly' of 

apparent resistivity, statistically related to the average difference 

between peaks and troughs in the curve, was obtained by taking the 

average difference regardless of sign between adjacent measurements. 

The following correlations were studied: average anomaly and water 

contributed during various periods from 1 week to 6 months before each 

measurement; average anomaly and water contributed for periods selected 

from these, but ending at some time before the measurements, to test 

whether there was a time lag before water entering the ground percolated 
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into the archaeological levels to produce effective anomalies. The 

overall correlation appeared to be best when contributed water was taken 

into account for a period of two to four months before the date of tte 

measurement. Starting from the best of these results - three months and 

four months - the time-lag test showed good correlation by considering 

water contributed up to the time of the measurement and back to one 

month before it, beyond which correlation fell off rapidly. The best 

correlation was obtained by stopping at one or two weeks before the 

measurement and, although this was only marginally better than with no 

delay at all, it was concluded that, for instance, a brief but heavy 

rainfall would have no immediate effect on measurements. 

The general conclusion was that, on a site of this nature, the 

maximum value of average anomaly would occur, and features be most strongly 

detectable, after a period of hot, drJ weather when the soil had suffered 

an overall loss of water. A study of weather statistics showed that, as 

a rough rule, best results would be obtained in July, but that good 

conditions would be likely to exist during the period between June and 

September. 

It is worth noting that at Wall the resisti vi ty problems were quite 

uncomplicated: anomalies were always in the same sense and, even at their 

worst, hardly less than half as large as at their best. 

6.2. TIE CHALKLfuTD EXPERr.::ENT 

6.2.1. DESIG~T OF THE EXPE:a.U1ENT. The experiment was conceived on a broader 

scale over a longer period and with closer control than that at 'Hall. Three 

sites were chosen wi th ditches of widely ~aduated size (Fig. 6.1) but wit':: 

similar and more typical histories than those at '!Tall: all had silted nat

urally at first, but their upper fillings '.vere of ploughsoi land ploughwash 

which had finally levelled them, or nearly so. The very thorough measure

ment of a single traverse was abandoned in favour of the normal succession 

of 'leapfrog' readings at the same interval as the probe spacing, more 
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valuable information being obtained by using the time saved to extend 

the work to the three sites and to make comparative measurements at two 

probe spacings and latterly with two configurations. Wenner measurements 

were made at the commonly used 1 m probe spacing and also at 5 ft for 

comparison with the Wall results, at roughly monthly intervals from 

July 1970 to January 1972. Because of the electrolytic tank results, 

Double Dipole readings at the same spacings were also taken for the last 

five months of the experiment. Interpretation was also simpler than at 

Wall because each ditch was single and well understood from nearby 

control sections. For this reason, the actual amplitudes of the anomalies 

have been used in calculation rather than the statistically related 

variations employed by Al Chalabi and Rees - which need not necessarily 

have referred to the features sought. As at Wall, all the sites were 

covered with rough grass. r:1ost of the measurements were made with a 

Martin-Clark Type 1A instrument. This was calibrated with special 

precision for the experiment, and any necessary corrections a-;Jplied. to 

the readings. 

It is unfortunate that no site with buried walls could be found in 

a situation suitable for long-term testing. However, it is known from 

experience that buildings of, flint , probably the most common ancient 

building material on chalk, are readily detectable throughout the year 

(e.g. the Boscombe Roman building, Fig. 7.8), so the problem is not 

critical. A possible test site might be provided by one of the known 

buried sarsen stones at Avebury. 

All three test sites lie upon the Upper :jhalk fOMlation. Woodhenge 

and Durrington Walls are on Salisbury Plain in Wiltshire, respectively 

beside and astride the A345 road 1.5 k~ north of Amesbury. The Rog's 

Back barrow is situated on the crest of this well-known ridge, the 

narrowest part of the North Downs, beside and partly "beneath the A31 

road 5 km west of :=:uildford. 
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6.2.2. DUrtRINGTON WALLS (N.G. SU 150435). After being engaged by the 

Ancient Monuments Laborato~J to undertake geophysical prospecting, one of 

the writer's first projects was to trace the course of the ditch of the 

great henge of Durrington Walls in preparation for the excavations of 

1967 in advance of the realignment of the A345 road (71ainwright and 

Longworth, 1971). The work was done with the single-handed use of the 

Square Array resistivity system, with some additional help from a coring 

tool and an Elsec proton magnetometer, and an air photograph published 

by O. G. S. Crawford (Crawford, 1929). The survey was carried out in the 

summer and, although the full circuit of the ditch was established (Fig. 

6.2 is based on the plot produced), the resistivity anomalies were quite 

slight and sometimes surprisingly complex. Because of this, and because 

the ditch was likely to be as large as any to be encountered, and also 

because of the subsequent termination of cultivation for archaeological 

reasons, it was later chosen as one of the test sites ,for the resistivity 

experiments. Mainly for convenience of access, the southern sector was 

selected for the test traverse. Of this, the most suitable part seemed 

to be where the ditch cut clear across the south-west corner of the field; 

however, prelimina~J measurements in July, 1970 produced confusing results 

here, and a place was finally chosen where the ditch is partly overlain 

by a lynchet, but was strongly revealed by a lush grass mark and gave a 

reasonably straightforward resistivity anomaly. Control was provided by 

Wainwright's section 180 m to the east and by levelling and coring along 

the line of the test traverse (Fig. 6.3). The following description of 

the layers in Fig. 6.3a is adapted from Wainwright and Longworth. 

1. Modern plough soil. 

2. Old plough soil and ploughwash. 

4. The slow silts which formed in the sheltered hollow between the 

upper sides of the ditch. The deposit is a fine, grey-brown 

sil t with a very few small rounded chalk lumps. 
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FIG. 6.2. Plan of Durring+.on Walls showing the circuit of the ditch as established by Square 
Array resistivity before the '?67 ~xcavation. The lines intersecting the ditch mark the positions 
of the measurement traverses. ~he test traverse is marked T. Woodhenge and the test traverse 
there are also shown. ?ar-:s o~ the ditches proved by excavation are stippled. 
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5. Brown, rather clayey soil containing rounded lumps of flint and 

chalk. A silt intermediate in speed between 4 and 6. 

6. Chalk rubble - clean and with air-spaces near the bottom of the 

ditch (6b) but interspersed with rainwashed chalk and earth 

nearer to the sides. 

7. Large angular blocks of chalk with no earth and a cellular 

structure. This rubble is derived from the upper sides of the 

di tch. 

8. A fine, rather clayey grey silt deposited in the inner and 

outer angles of the ditch bottom. This is the rapid silt which 

formed immediately after the digging of the ditch. 

12 and 13. Fine grey to brown silt and gravel lenses. Material of 

this type must have been deposited by water and the silted 

ditch have served as a temporarJ stream bed in Iron Age and 

Romano-British times. This may not have continued as far as the 

site of the test traverse. 

Some layer numbers are omitted above because the numbering system also 

applies to another section. The coring along the line of the test traverse 

(Fig. 6.3b) did not penetrate below layer 2, although bands of chalk, 

indicated by closer stippling, were encountered within this layer. These 

will be discussed further below. 

In addition to the resisti vi ty measurements, the grass mark was 

photographed in colour on each visit to ascertain the relationship of 

crop marks to resistivity over this type of ditch. The results are 

discussed below. 

Rainfall data for the Wil tshire sites were provided by the ~eteor-

ological Office, RAF Upavon, 11 kID to the north. Potential evapotran-

spiration figures were measured at the ~!1eteorological Office station at 

Larkhill, 2 krn to the north-west. Although it would have been sensible 

to obtain the rainfall figures from this nearby station also, Upavon was 
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chosen because of its proximity to a possible test site at Pewsey that 

proved to be unsatisfactory only after the essential ~easurements for 

the previous months had been supplied by Upavon, and it did not seem 

desirable to lose the continuity or indeed the enthusiastic support t~at 

Upavon had always given. 

6.2.3. WOODHENGE (N.G. SU 150433). A section cut in 1970, mainly to o"tltain 

environmental evidence (Wainwright, 1979), provided the opportunity 

for a test traverse across a medium-sized ditch only about 200 m from 

the Durrington Walls traverse (Figs 6.2, 6.4 and 6.5b). The traverse was 

set out only 2 m from the section so that this would provide the best 

possible control without physical interference with the measurements. 

The layering of the section is described in Fig. 6.5b. 

6.2.4. HOG'S BACK B3LL BARROW (~T.G. su 937484). This was rediscovered ~'Jy 

the writer and excavated in 1966 by the Surrey Archaeological SOCiety 

under his direction in advance of the add.i tio!1 of a second carriageway to 

the A31 road. Attempts on three occasions to trace the ditch of the barrow 

by resistivity had produced variable and mainly poor results. 

Although the new carriageway has destroyed the northern part of the 

barrow, the central reservation is wide here, and the old hedgerow (once 

the southern boundary of Windsor Forest) and part of the barrow are 

preserved, allowing the insertion of the test traverse as shown in Fig. 

6.6. The new carriageway now overlies the northern part of the barrow as 

shown in this plan. 

This site provided an example of the smaller type of ditch that is 

frequently encountered, as well as a geographical contrast with the other 

two test sites, 79 kIn a'.vay almost exactly due ·,'lest. The section in Fig. 

6.5a is adapted to the position and angle of the tra'lerse from the long 

excavated section 7.5 m north of it. Note the "berm, characteristic of a 

bell barrow, between the ditch a!1d the damaged dome of natural chalL (7) 

formerly protected from erosion by the mound of the barrow. The name 
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'~en Barrow' is used rather speculatively on the plan because this is 

the derivation of the name of the parish of '.'7an"borough in which the 

barrow prominently stood, and, in the a"bsence of other kno;vn candidates, 

it would seem that this was the barrow that gave its name to the parish. 

Rainfall data were obtained from the Ladymead pumping station, 

Guildford, 6 km to the ~fE, and potential evapotranspiration figures 

from the nearest [,Ieteorological Office station, at South Farnborough. 

9 km to the north-west. 

The Hog's Back measurements of 13 November 1971 were expanded into 

an intercomparison of probe spacings and configurations, primarily as a 

field check on the tank experiments; but the information obtained also 

proved to be of great value in understanding the nature of the resistivity 

anomaly caused by the ditch. 

6.3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERBlETT 

The monthly readings are plotted as graphs in Figs 6.7 - 6.10, with the 

profiles of the ditches indicated at the top of each set. As far as 

possible, the readings were made close to the middle of each month or 

slightly later. The measurement for December 1970 was delayed to 5 

January because of illness, and the JanuarJ measurement was therefore 

made later than usual to maintain a reasonable time spacing. 

Anomaly sizes and water balance are shown in Fig. 6.11, which 

attempts a comprehensive visual summarJ of the results of the project. 

Anomaly sizes are derived from the readings obtained over the ditches 

at their most typical: Hog's Back at 10.5 m; Woodhenge at 10.5 m; Dur-

rington Walls at 5.5 m (approximately). These are compared with the 

estimated mean resistivity level as measured over the undisturbed chalk. 

';'later balance is shown from April 1970, although data were collected :from 

the "beginning of the year for the calculations below.:'he .,mter balance 

figures were calculated by subtn,cting the potential evapotranspiration 

from the rainfall for each month: for the Hog's Back .<-' • 
lo rns 
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FIG. 6.8. Test traverse measurements on the three sites, January to June, 
1971 • Solid lines = 1 m spacing; dots = 5 ft spacing. Vertical scale is in 
hundreds of ohm-metres 
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adjustment to compensate for the difference in height between the site 

and the Farnborough measuring station (reduction of 0.9 ~m/100 ft height 

of site above station) C,ieteorol':::>gical Office, 1972). Figs 6.12 and 6.13 

show the same data as continuous curves smoothed oy taking thr'3e-poi:1t 

running means; and the water balance readings. which were quite erratic. 

e specially in 1971, are further smoothed manuall;y. 

A strikingly varied picture emerges. ~xcept after the driest ?eriods, 

the Jurrington ditch gave continuously low anomalies. Woodhenge oscillated 

bet?leen a high anomaly after periods of net water loss to low after 

periods of surplus; and the Hog's 3ack ditch was only effectively detect-

able (by the ·,'lenner configuration at least) in the dry concli tions. This 

behaviour was broadly the saI!'le at both electrode spacings, although the 

5 ft, with its deeper penetration, tended to be more sluggish in respon-

ding to the external conditions. 

Fig. 6.14 coopares the 7later balance curve (a) with the background 

resisti vi ty of '..1.ndisturbed chalk at :Uurrington 7lalls, measured where the 

soil cover was not more than 15 cm and the probes actually penetrated to 

the cha}!;:, so that the effect of the soil was minimal. The difference 

bet"neen curves (b) and (c) demonstrates the importance of smoothing in 

bringing out the trends of theiata. ?igs 6.15 and 6.16 coopare the 10 

curve in ?ig. 6.14 with similarly smoothed 1 :n curves for the absolute 

:::oesistivities measured over each of tne ditches. 

Data in a form cooparable to that of n Chalabi and ::tees was pro-

duced by calculating correlation coefficients between anomaly size and 

total water input over various periods , ... 
oe~ ore the ~easurements (T) and 

also ::or periods ending at various lengths of time (t) before the 

::1easurements (see table, Fig. 6.19). Ass'..1.ming that :::oesisti vity cl13.nge 

·'lith water jnput approximates to a hyperbolic :::1nction, Al Chalaoi and 

aees compared ~ater balance ~ith ~he reciprocals of the resistivity 

anomalies. '-='h:'s was not ]::"3.cticao13 in ~he .')resen-':. 'Nork, in wn.:.ch the 
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anomalies oscillated 3.bove 3.nci below zero, the reci:;lrocals rising to 

infinity at the crossover ?oint. It 3.1so seems fundamentally incorrect 

to make use of the reciprocal of an anomaly, which is the difference 

between two resistivity levels, because the reciprocal of a difference 

is not equivalent to the difference of the reciprocals of the same 

numbers. However, it should, using the assumption of a hyperbolic 

relationship, be valid to relate the reciprocal of the total resistivity 

to water input. 

It has been shown that chalkland soil holds 5.2% hygroscopic water 

unavailable for growth, and 9.8% water at the wilting point of plants. 

When saturated it can hold 16.45;~ water (~all and Robinson, 1945). A 

reasonably comparable soil cited by them is a sandy loam, and Tagg (1964) 

shows that, for this type of soil, the resistivity change over this range 

of water content is about 120 (satur3.ted) - 200 (wilting) - 400 (hygro

scopic) ohm-metres. '::he values observed at the test sites at 1 :n spacing 

ranged from 110 to 350 ohm-metres, i.e. ve~J approximately, and assuming 

the comparability of the soils, from saturation to between the wilting 

point and complete d~Jness. 'The curve given by ~agg shows that over this 

range there is not a great divergence from the assumption of linearity. 

In Figs 6.19 and 6.20 this is tested by comparing the reciprocal and 

linear assumptions for the Durrington ",'Talls ditch and chalk background 

at 1 m spacing, and there do not seem to be systematic d.ifferences oet-,'leen 

the curves. The ditch reciprocal values do -;:Jeak a month later than the 

linear, but the curves are ve~J flat here and the difference is probably 

not significant • The anomaly relationships were therefore calculated on 

the linear basis, and. they do ?roduce, at their best, slightly better 

correlations t'2an3.ny published by Al Chalabi and Rees - though one :!lust 

bear in mind th3.t differences of soil or method of anomaly Jalculation 

could be responsible for this. 

r~he correlations sl-:O'."ln in Fig. 6.19 were originally negative, ','li th 
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the exception of those based on reciprocals and the first two values of 

Durrington Walls 5 ft. Except for the reciprocals, the signs of all 

coefficients have been reversed for ease and clarity of presentation. 

The times of best correlation are starred, those in the T column being 

used as the starting points for the T-t calculations. 

6.4. INTERPRETATION O~ THE RESULTS 

The apparently wide variation in the resistivity patterns of the three 

ditches through the year is broadly explicable in terms of the higher 

porosi ty of the filling compared with the close-textured chalk bedrock. 

Such a filling might be expected to absorb more 'llater during periods of 

surplus, and give it up more readily by drainage and evapotranspiration 

during periods of net water loss. This pattern is followed fairly 

straightforwardly at Woodhenge but at the other two sites it is modified 

by other factors; however, in Figs 6.15 and 6.16, which compare total 

resistivity of the anomalies with that of the chalk background, the 

shapes of all the curves are similar, and it can be clearly seen how the 

observed anomaly patterns (Figs 6.12 and 6.13), the differences in height 

between the curves, which look superficially ver'J different, result 

simply from their degree of overlap and relative amplitude. 

In the following analysis, the Hog's Back ditch is considered first. 

Its relative simplicity and extreme response pattern, combined wi th the 

additional information gathered from the extended series of readings 

taken on 13 November 1971, provide important insights into the mechanism 

of resistivity anomaly production, in this type of circumstance at least, 

and the interpretation of the other two sites is considered in the light 

of these. 

6.4.1. HOG'S 3A':::Z. The high resistivity of this ditch follo'tling net Nate::' 

loss, and its lack of a low response in winter conditions, must beiue to 

... ' vne 11 -1-' ~ + J.. t· t· l (~. ,,-sma cross-seCvlon 0: wa"er-re~en lve ~a erla~ ~~g. o.)a, 13.ye rs 3 

and 4) that it contains •. ·H first sigbt, tlle explanation seemed to be 
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that the anomaly was tee result of the drying-out of these layers by 3. 

comoination of eva~otranspiration above and drainage into the coarse

textured primarJ silt oelow, aggravated by the large number of high

resistivity flints present and the fact that the prima~J silt is near 

enough to the surface for its high resistivity to be directly detectable 

by the instrument. The data obtained from the work carried out on 13 

November 1971, summarised in Figs 6.17 and 6.18 (and already discussed in 

the context of probe configurations in Chapter 5), require that this 

interpretation be modified and extended as enumerated below. 

1. In Fig. 6.17, the response at 5 ft of rNin is nil, and of 7enner and 

Double Dipole poor, although in each case at least two readings should be 

fully affected by the ditch which is deep enough to have a substantial 

influence on the measurement. This indicates that the mean resistivity of 

the ditch filling is not very high. 

2. There is a steady increase in response as probe spacing narrows, with 

a possible step change between) ft and 1 m; therefore the driest material 

is close to the surface. 

3. The double peaking of ~ remains at its closest spacing of 2.5 ft, 

al though at that spacing either one reading must be fully over the ditch 

or two successive ones should be equally influenced by it. This indicates 

that there must be a continuous gradient of increasing dryr:ess reaching 3. 

maxirmun at the centre of the ditch; and the persistence of simple double 

peaking indicates that the response is to an effectively horizontal laminar 

feature. 

4. At 2.5 ft, and to a lesser extent at 1 r::, a 'shoulder appears on t',e 

left-hand si:le of the 71, Sq and DD peaks, but is a8sent from Tw. It a"Jpears, 

however, on Tw at 0.5 :no The com~act con=igurations, wi t:l relatively 

shallow current penetration, 3.:-:-8 clearly d.etecting the ber;n of the barrow, 

·llhere topsoil dept::. reaches 0.4 m, only 0.15 - 0.2 m deeper than nOITlJ.l, 

whereas it is lL.'1.detecta8le oy T".v except at ver:-J n?rrow spaci~ss .:'l'..is 
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confirms the ver-'J high sensi ti vi ty of the ne.rrow-spacing compact config-

urations at shallow depths, compared '.vi th the bias 0: TV! toward deep 

penetration. It has been calculated by Parasnis (1962) that 70. 6~:b of 

the current (in homogeneous earth) does not penetrate deeper than the 

spacing of the current probes which, bearing in mind the noisiness of 

practical measurements, may be regarded as the effective limit of 

detection (see also Fig. 4.1). 

In summary, the evidence from the Hog's 3ack ditch shows that, in 

this type of case at least, resistivity sees not so much the feature 

itself as its dr'Jing effect on the layer of soil over it, or rather the 

action of the feature in impeding the replacement of moisture lost by 

evapotranspiration. (1) shows that the mean resisti vi ty of the ditch 

contents is not bigh, and that layers 3 and 4, even when acting as a 

barrier to water movement, retain enough water to compensate for the lugh 

resistivity near the surface and of the primar'J silt. ~ater retention 

!:lust be aided by the well established facts that its transfer by capillary 

action in soils is slight (Hall and Robinson, 1945; Russell, 1957), and 

that a coarse layer impedes drainage from a close-textured layer overlying 

it by reducing the hydraulic conductivity (Hillel and Talpaz, 1977; 

Clothier, Scotter and Kerr, 1977); and the effect of the retained moisture 

must be emphasised by the high sensitivity of resistivity measurement 

(already demonstrated theoretically and in the electrolytic tank) to low 

resistivity features. Fig. 6.21 attempts a visual summary (at the same 

scale as Fig. 6.5a) of the likely water regime within the ditch section 

in the form of notional 'contours' of resistivity increasing toward the 

surface. 

The virtual absence of any ancmaly in conditions of saturation 

indicates that the r.J.gh and low resistivities 0: the la:;-ers in the:l::'t:::h 

conti::l.Ue to olie aliother in these conditions, and 

tl1e superficial drying effect is decisive. A very small ~ositive ancr;aly 
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does in ~act -ter-d to persist, but this is commensurate with the noise 

level of the ";'[e'!1ner readings, and would not be of practical use. However, 

as Figs 6.10 and 6.11 show, the Double Dipole at 1 m spacing was 

particularly effective for the Hogls 3ack ditch; it actually extended the 

period (at least to January 1972) when it was detectable, and might we 11 

have been able to detect it throughout the period of suppression. This is 

probably due to a combination of the fact that evapotranspiration does 

not entirely cease even in conditions of excess water input (Hall and 

Robinson, 1945), and the particular effectiveness of DD at shallow depths. 

r,y comparison with 7ioodhenge (below), the similarity of the ditch resis-

ti vi ty to that of the background is unlikely to be due to the general 

saturation of the upper layers, but to a genuinely delicate balance of 

:-esisti vi ties wi thin the components of the ditch filling which may be 

common among ditches of about this size. 1here do seem to be slight 

variations on either side of zero anomaly depending on the nature of the 

fillings; for instance, a comparable ditch at '1adv/orth (Clark, 19(7) 

tended to give a very slight low anomaly in the same conditions: perhaps 

tl:e large number of flints in layer 3 of the Bogls 3ack ditch tip the 

balance the other way. 

6.4.2. !,;,OODHElTGE. Here the soil filling is deep enough ~or its low 

resistivity to be dominant throughout the periods of water surplus when 

the Hogls 3ack ditch is suppressed. In these conditions, the anomaly due 

to the ditch is a broad low displaced rather to the left of the deepest 

part of the comparative section. This is probably due to a combination of 

three factors: the ditch is actually turning in this direction; layers 

2 and 3 remain deep beyond the main ~argin of the ditch on this side; 

and the "buttress of unql~arried chalk, and t:-_e relatively sterile fill 

bet""een it and the side of the ditch, must continue unde:- the traverse 

line, creati~g conditions similar to those in the ~ogls Jack ditch, whic~ 
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slowly diminished and eVentually reversed, while a high peak, like th2.t 

over the Hog's Back ditch, develops over the buttress and sterile fill. 

There is also a tendency, as in August 1971 (Fig. 6.9) for positive peaks 

to develop over the berm-like extension of the ditch to the left (probably 

a ramp produced by a combination of weatt.ering and erosion by the plough), 

and over what remains of the bank to the right: 10-20 cm of chalk lumps 

beneath about 20 cm of soil. 

The layers in this ditch, including the uppermost, contain three 

turf lines separated by ploughwash. These probably have particularly good 

water retention, aiding the production of a low resisti vi ty anomaly. 

Wi thout them, the ditch might haveoehaved more like that on the Hog's 

Back. 

6.4.3. DURRINGTON WALLS. The anomaly pattern at Durrington -Nalls is 

similar to that at 7100dhenge, except that the variations are less extreme 

and the whole profile is 'lower'. ~vidently tlris massive ditch is buffered. 

against water loss by the good water absorbence of layer 2 2.nd the 

absorbence and retentivity of layer 4 - the two layers having a total 

depth of about 4 m - above the drainage barrier of the coarse lower silts. 

'rhe fine silt of layer 4 probably forms a particule.rly effective water 

reservoir. It is notable that, even in the very dI'"J conditions of July 

and August 1970, the 5 ft spacing never gave a 'high' anoffialy. showing 

that it was penetrating to water reserves less accessible to the 1 ill 

spacing, and absent from the smaller ditches. As discussed in 6.4.4, t:'1e 

1 m spacing was !!lore rapidly responsi'Te to Vl82.ther conditions here t~:2." 

in the s~aller Jitcbes the ~ore water-retentive rnateri2.l of ali turf li~es 

levels (3illel and Talpaz, 1977), further e~ohasisin€ the con~r2.st in 



their water contents a~d increasing the isolation of the watar retained 

below. However, although more res90nsive to contribu-:ed water, the 1 :n 

s9acing normally gave low anomalies which must have been due to some 

direct response to the water stored at lovler levels. 

This analysis is supported by obse:::-vations 'sillle making the auger 

borings to establish the upper part of the:ii tch profile (Fig. 6.3'0) on 

28 April 1972. Under relatively d~J soil, the top of the chalk layer at 

o 7J was extremely wet, with 2.5 em of very wet soil above it - a direct 

demonstration of a coarse layer acting as a barrier to downward movement 

of water. At 2 ill the soil became distinctly damper below 95 cm, and at 

4 m below 90 cm. At 6 m (apparently over the 'Neathering ramp, where the 

relative textures of the layers were probably reversed) i:'lcreased wetness 

was less noticeable. 

Apparently con:used readings at Jurrington '~alls following dry 

conditions, e.g. July 1970 and October 1971, 'sith high peaks at 6 - 7.5 m, 

must be due to the d~Jing-out of the shallow filling over the weathering 

ramp; indeed, the occurrence of this peai.e is evidence, not produced by 

the coring, that the profile here is compara':Jle to that 0: the excav:cted 

section (Fig. 6.3). A similar rise at the beginning of the traverse may 

"::le due to the chalk layer mentioned above which is probaoly the buried 

tail of the lynchet in one of its phases 0::::' de"lelopment (Fig. 6.1) 3etween 

these effects, there is Ii ttle room, in this narrow part, for the real 

ditch anomaly to oe produced at all in d~J conditions. It was al~ost 

certainly such phenomena that led. to the difficulty in selecting a test 

site in July 1970. 

It should perhaps be added here that the position of the traver88 

7/3.8 chosen so that the dr:fing ef:ect of trees on lynchet would "::le 

~inimal: t~e nearest tree ~as a small elder 2.5 ill up the ban~ from 

zero :;Joint, tn.8 :;:oli3.68 of which hardly overlap:;Jed t~,e traverse. 

·"r.' rn~"Q 
J f~:" ~ ..!..-J_~ 6.12 - 6.16 sum~arise 
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::'elationship o=~ -{Iatar bal3.:1.c8 to 3.nomaly prociuction. In them it is 

tempting to see the phase difference between the water balance and 

resistivity curves as the interval necessary fo::-the '.'later status at an:.r 

time to produce a corresponding resistivity effect; but there is in 

every case an almost inmediate response by the resistivity curve, in 

the for:n of a reversal of slope, at times of changeover between water 

gain and deficit. TIns is supported by the correlation coefficients 

(Figs 6.19, 6.20) wlrich show response periods considerably longer than 

the phase differences. 

Fig. 6.14 shows that there is a modest oscillation in the resisti vi ty 

of the 7?il tshire chalk, the deeper chs.lk detectaole at 5 ft s-paci ng beine; 

verJ slightly more stable throughout the year than the shallower detec-

table at 1 m spacing. The pattern is similar in Surrey (Fig. 6.16) but 

more subdued, possibly due to some difference in the texture of the chalk 

(or even the texture or tlrickness of the ove::-burden), because the 

precipitation patterns and amplitudes are very similar. That the climatic 

changes are greatly smoothed by the chalk is shovm by the poor correl-

ation with the precipitation figures. 

The ditch fillings, and therefore the sizes of the anomalies, 

more responsive to the changes in water balance (Figs 6.12,6.13). At 

7Toodhenge and the Hog's Back the 5 ft response isiiminished but 

synchronous with the 1 m; only at Jurring-ton ','TalIs is there a time lag 

between the two, which has been discussed above. Thus the correlation 

curves for both 1 m and 5 ft for ','loodhenge and Hog's Back peak simul-

taneously (Fig. 6.20), at about 4 months and 4~ months respectively. 

':.'~'lis shows that both are responiing to :he mean full period of ','!ate::' 

deficit, and. to a similar period of water gain urltil '=~ieli capacity' 

(maxir::urn -.vater retention in ecuili 'oriuP.1 7vi tn cirainage) is reached. S'he 

correlation for the ~og's 3ack is noticeably better thrcughout, because 

0: tc.e simple relationsillp there ceb/een ',v2.ter deficit ani anomaly 
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production. 

The Burrington Walls 5 anomaly shov/s a long-term correlation 

with water input that :nay not even have reached its maximum at 6 months, 

the longest pe~iod conside~ed. This is in Leeping with the stability of 

the lower layers of the ditch (but see below). The 1 m correlation pe:J.Ks 

relatively early at 2 - 3 months, but the correlation is poor; however, 

the total appa~ent resistivity ove~ the ditch at 1 :n spacing correlates 

well at 5 months, and the contrast between these results emphasises the 

slow overall responsiveness of the ditch filling to e:dernal factors, 

compared with the variations, often quite short-term, that occur close 

to its surface. The physical implications 0: this behaviour have alrealy 

been briefly considered in 6.4.3. 

Clearer and more practically useful i~=ormation is given by the 

graphic presentation in Figs 6.12 and 6.13. These sho',7 that tte high 

resistivity anomalies on the Hog's 3ack increase as long, and only as 

long, as the water deficit conditions favourable to their production 

persist, willIe low resisti vi ty anomalies at Durrington ',Valls and 'I'lood-

henge tend to level off after about 4 mon-';hs of 'NateI' gain either because 

field capacity is reached, or because of the downturn in the rate of 

increase of water i0put. In the calculations ao07e, the time correlation 

for tne Hog's 3ack is thus probably more the result of the accident of 

nature that def:nes the length of the water defici t period, while the 

poor correlation for Durrington 71a11s reflects tl"_e struggle of the 

correlation expression to deal with data which, although showi0g a clear 

::'esponse to water gai!1, are sluggish in response to water deficit. 

The ::lino::' :?eaks at '=i'sQrue.ry 1971 in the e.noClaly curves for Dur-

ring-ton '.7a.Es e.n:: '.7oodhenge (Fig. 6.12) are the result of the ~m:"li!1g 

:~ean3 in~ludi~g re 12.. ti vely s~3.11 anomalies fo:, Js.nuary and :,Tarch, co-t~'1 

i'le to SU?p::'8ssion 0: rssis-';ivi ty contrasts "'cJy nes.vy rain c.uring tr~e 

~ee~ ]revious to t~e ~e3sureme~t3. In t~is contex-'; it is interesting to 



WATER HOG'S BACK WOODHENGE DURRINGTON WALLS WILTS CHALK 

T 1 m 5:ft 1 m 5 ft 1 m 5 ft 1 til total 1m total 1 m 1 m 
recipe recipe 

1 week .240 .158 .013 .006 .023 -.293 .219 .256 .396 .409 

3 weeks .465 .383 .175 .209 .109 -.113 .403 .458 .496 .546 

1 month .439 .409 .329 .328 . .351 .066 .533 .548 .438 .480 

2 months .696 . 642 .664 .66~ .606* .293 .681 .642 .406 .423 

3 months .800 .152 .809 .151 .596 .481 .742 .121 .509 .496 

4 months .812 .841 .839* .829* .600 .621 .156* .161 .521 .508 

5 months .880* .859* .824 .821 .548 .650 .143 .800* .596* .515* 

6 months .861 .834 .804 .195 .448 .105* .688 .139 .518 .545 

t 
I 

-1 week .889* .818* .865 .844 .651 
I 

.140 

-3 weeks .834 .813 .813* .852 ·724* .148* 
FIG. 6.19. Correlation 

-1 month .819 .806 .866 .85Y .655 .114 coefficients between anomaly 
size and water input for 

-2 months .104 .115 .156 .140 .666 various periods before each 
measurement 

-3 months .489 ·521 .515 ·558 .520 
I 

i 
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FIG. 6.20. Correlation coefficients between anomaly size and ':Iater input 
during T months before each measureDent (from ~ata in Fig. 6.19) 
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FIG. 6.21. Correlation coefficients between anomaly size and water innut 
during T-t months ending t months before each measurement (from data i; 
Fig. 6.19). Symbols as in Fig. 6.20 
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FIG. 6.22. Approximate form of vertical water content/resistivity contour distribution for the 
Hog's Back section, as deduced from the work described in this chapter. Cf. Fig. 6.5a 



consider the T-t correlations in ?igs. 6.19 and 6.21. For the gog's Jack 

these show an improvement if the week previous to the measurement is 

discounted; for ~oodhenge ani Durrington Walls about three weeks. Al 

Chalabi and Rees interpreted this as meaning that weather iuring the 

period t up to the time of measurement should have little effect on 

anomaly size, because its contribution to anomaly production was 

relatively slight. However, the input of rain prior to the Wiltshire 

measurements of January and March 1971 produced an immediate effect in 

opposition to the long-term effect of rain. Thus the fall in correlation 

as T-t tends to zero must be in part at least a reflection of the 

disturbing effect of such recent rain, which therefore cannot be ignored. 

6 • 5 • CRO P ~;1AR.,{S 

In tee course of tJ::e resisti 'Ii ty tests, nei the:::- tJ::e Eog's Back nor the 

~oodhenge ditches produced a crop mark - or rather a grass mark - visible 

from the ground, except that, in dl"J pe!'iods, the grass over the Wood

henge ditch was just detectably lusher than that beside it. At Durrington 

Walls a very clear mark occurred, indeed. it was mainly the clarity and 

definition of this that led to the final choice of position for the test 

traverse; and, as the crop mark mechanism is related to that of resistiv

ity, it seemed worthwhile to monitor the behaviour of this ,iuring the 

experiment. Some discussion is also append.ed on the crop mark that led 

to the discovery of 7loodhenge, and ot:cer crop marks close to that site. 

6.5.1. :0URRINGTGN WALLS. Colour photographs of the mark were taken in 

October 1970, and on each monthly visi t to the site in 1971, excluding 

Janual"J, all from exactly the same spot, and notes were also taken. 

~he status of the field was that it J::ad recently been taken out of 

cultivation (as previously mentioned). It had. been seeded with grass, 

and was cut fo:: hay ye9.rly. The mark consisted of this grass, 'Nl t:l a 

proportion of <.vild ]l9.n ts, contrasting:;:' t[-~ T,r.e ;STcunc over l.mcl::'stur<oed 

chalk, 12 to 25 C::l deep in the vic::'nity of tl:.e iitcn, <ifl:.ere t~:e gr2.SS 



a 

b 

FIG. 6 . 23 . The Durri ngt on Walls grass ma r k, looking eas t on 
( a ) 12 October 1970 ; ( b ) 15 Februa~J 1971 . The tes t t r ave r se 
i s in the middle dis t ance . The l ynche t that pa r tly overlies 
t he ditch is on the r i ght , and the embankmen t of the new road 
bui lt after the excavation can be se en i n t he di stance 
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grew relatively ttinly with few other plants rr.ixed with it. The proE;ress 

of the mark is chronicled below. 

13.7.70. Mark mostly lodged; (::::olour contrast reduced by general dryness 

of the conditions. Lodging of the crop in the south-west corner of 

tl:.e monument, visible on an air photograph taken in Hay 1924, was 

one of the phenomena that enabled Crawford to trace parts of the 

ditch (Crawford, 1929). 

10.8.70. Grass cut about two weeks previously. For the effect of this, 

see below. 

14.9.70. Mark beginning to become re-established. 

12.10.70 (Fig. 6.23a). A good contrast between the lush mark and the 

yellrnvish grass over the undisturbed chalk. Contrast seemed to be 

increasing. 

28.11.70. Mark had lost colour contrast, but remained as contrast in 

grass height. 

15.2.71 (Fig. 6.23b). Frost and snow. ~ilark visible as long grass. 

22.3.71. l!Jark reduced to rather battered-looking long grass without 

colour contrast: everything very light brown. 

19.4.71. i'lark showing well as s-:;rong green mark in new grass. 

17.5.71. Everything verJ green and lush, but mark a little darker and 

longer thsn the rest. 

21.6.71. Field recently cut but not cleared, but the mass of light brown 

cut stems of the grass over the ditch quite distinctive compared 

wi th the shorter green grass visible over undisturbed ground where 

the cuttings were more thinly spread. 

19.7.71. Cuttings cleared. ?1~ark noticeably greener than rest of field. 

16.8. 71. ~Luch like previous month. 

20.9.71. ;,Iark verJ green compared wi th the rest of the field.. 

12.1 C. 71. :.'!ark showing as lush, rather yellow, light-coloured vegetation 

comparee. '!Ii th the rest, of tte fie Ie., 'Nhich W2.S rather brown. Grass 
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over di ten 20 to 25 em high, considerably taller tl:an elsewhere. 

13.11.71. Similar to previous month. ~;rark quite silvery-looking. 

13.12.71. Field generally light brown, but mark lighter and still wi th 

taller grass and distinctly visible. 

The first and second of these observations, for 13 July and 10 August 

1970, coincide with the only time when high resisti vi ty anomalies were 

obtained - at 1 m spacing - and the loss of colour contrast indicates 

that the grass was feeling the strain of this. Othenvise the mark 

maintains its greenness in contrast with the background for much of the 

growing season and even in winter is visible because of the length of 

the dead grass. And again, at the height of the 1970 summer the lodging 

made it visible. 

The limit of the mark was at 17.2 m on the resistivity traverse, 

and its breadth is indicated in Fig. 6.3b by the tall plant symbols. In 

spite of the apparently indeterminate position of this limit in relation 

to the ditch, it was sharply defined anri did not vary. It may perhaps 

therefore be presumed that the depth of soil at the limit of the mark 

- about 0.8 m - represents the greatest depth to which the grass roots 

can penetrate in search of moisture: and it must be freeriom of ramifica

tion rather tl:.an the moisture tJercentage in the soil that allows strong 

growth to occur in the drier months. Although in d.rought conriitions the 

chalk can contain a greater percentage of water than the soil filling 

the ditch, the roots cannot penetrate the chalk to obtain it. 

6.5.2. '.vOODHElWE. The unusual nature of tr..is site. originally tc.ought to 

be a disc barrow, was recognised from tee air by Squadron Leader Insall, 

V.C. His first observation was in December 1925, wc.en only indeterminate 

chalk marks were visicle ill the ploughsoil. :!e latec:' ·,vrote: 'In [the 

folloVlingJ July, ·,',hen the wheat 71as well up over tr.e site, t'::Jere was no 

fClrther doubt. Five or six or ~~erc.aps even seven closely-set rir..gs of 

spots appeared! and were pc.otographed. I cli~~ed on to a hayrick ir.. the 
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same field a few days leter, and although a few Qark patches could be seen 

in the standing wheat, no pattern was visible, and they would have passed 

unnoticed. From the air the details of the site were as clear as on the 

photograph, if not clearer' (1nsall, 1927). I.fo E. Cunnington (1929) adds: 

'Having been shown the photographs by Squadron Leader Insall, a visit was 

made to the site in the beginning of AUgllSt, when the taller deeper 

coloured growth of the wheat forming a continuous band along the course 

of the ditch, and tufts over the pits, were clearly seen, but without the 

advantage of a bird's eye view it was not possible to see on what plan 

they were arranged. 

'Photographs of the site had been taken from the air in previous 

years, but had shown only the circle of the earthwork itself, always 

plainly discernible on the ground. A photograph taken later in August 

after the wheat was carried, also showed nothing, although on the ground 

it was possible to trace some of the larger holes by the deeper colour 

and stronger growth of the stubble. It was a fortunate chance that 

Squadron Leader Insall should have seen the field just when the wheat 

most plainly revealed the secrets hidden at its roots. 

'We were told by the farm 7lorkers that the peculiar and irregular 

way in which the corn g:-ew at this spot was always noticeable at harvest 

time, for the corr.. grew so thick in patches that it got beaten dO'lm and 

consequently difficult to reap. 

'The earthwork lies in the corner of a large open arable field, and 

at the time the photograph revealing the rings was taken, the whole field 

including the earthwork was covered with a fiYle crop of wheat, nearly at 

ft;.11 height. It will be realised, tr.:.erefore, that what is seen on 

the ptotograph was due to irregularity in colour or growth of the wheat 

covering the actual surface of tt;e ground. The soil here is only a fe'N 

inches deep over the chalk, into w:-ich tb_8 long fibrcus roots of t':"'_e 

""heat penetrate with difficulty. On the othe:- hand, ',vterever a hole has 
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been dug do',vn previously into it, the disturbed chalk disintegrates and 

becomes compa::oatively soft, and is moreover generally mixed with soil, so 

that the long rootlets penetrate, and finding consenial conditions, the 

corn grows better than on the surrounding undisturbed ground ••• It was, 

therefore, realised at once that the dark spots shown on the photographs 

probably represented pits of some kind, just as the dark ring enclosing 

them represented the taller and deeper coloured growth of corn over the 

filled-in ditch.' 

The photograph taken by Insall on 30 June 1926 is shown in Cunnington 

(1921 and 1929) and also in Clark (1940). Prints from the original 

negative of this and. a near-vertical shot taken at the same time were 

also kindly lent to the writer by the Aie:- ?hotoge:-aphs Dni t of the ~Tational 

~Ilonuments Record (m\'ffi :iTos. 3D 1543/131 and 3D 1543/132). On these 

photographs, there is a lighter band along the centre of the dark crop 

mark of the ditch. The obvious explanation foe:- this is that it represents 

the beginning of the S~T~er drying-out process, but, accord.ing to the 

resisti vi ty, at least where the test trav"erse was placed, such an effect 

would be expected to develop eccentrically - cf. July 1910, Fig. 6.7. In 

1911, a ;nore typical year but still relatively dry, the ditch anomaly in 

July (Fig. 6.9) is still low; also, on the photographs, the cODparatively 

insubstantial post holes an,i s lighter ring ii tclles, probably o:~ bare:-o'Ns, 

are all dark. Cunnington sectioned these and snowed that the majority a7'O 

similar in shape and filling to the Hog's Back ditch, though most a::oe 

smaller, yet all showed as dark marks in the crop. The darkest mark was 

produced by the outer ditch of Cunnington's Circle 1, which was unexcep

tional apart from the fact that it contained a deeper and cleaner chalk 

rubble primarJ filling than the others, in which the rubble was more 

contaminated with soil. It seems inescapable that this ditch was 

benefiting from the condition of clean chalk rubble in some way; and the 

dark edges of the 7700dhenge crop mark seem to have overlain the sides of 
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the deep part of the ditch where the chalk rubble produced by the primary 

silting process was closest to the surface. R. Palmer (private communi

cation) states that many crop marks on the Chalk behave in this way, with 

especially strong growth defining their edges. It thus seems likely that 

the crop is able to make use of moisture accumulated at the interface 

between the rubble and the finer soil above it by the mechanism discussed 

above (6.4.1); and it is even possible that, in conditions of increasing 

water deficit, some or all of this moisture may be derived from the chalk 

blocks themselves and from the chalk sides of the ditch, predominantly in 

the vapour phase: the large surface area of the blocks should be conducive 

to this, and the warm conditions encouraging to both upward movement of 

the water in the bedrock, and vaporisation. By some such processes, a 

lush crop is able to survive, sometimes indefinitely, after resistivity 

readings are detecting the relative dFJness of the upper part of the 

filling in contrast with the undisturbed chalk; but in extended drought 

these conditions break down, and the ditches become parched. This has 

occurred on a photograph of the same field taken on 18 July 1930 (NMR 

No. SU 1543/155), and photographs taken by P. Goodhew, at the height of 

the drought of 1916 (RCHM, 1979; NNffi Nos. 1543/161 and 1543/168), not 

only show all the circles and the ditch of Woodhenge as parch marks of 

dramatic clarity (though the outer ditch of Circle 1 remains the least 

parched), but also reveal many slighter ditches, probably of Romano

British fields, never previously seen. Thus it seems that a ditch may be 

too small to produce a positive growth mark, but still capable of produ

cing a parch mark in conditions of extreme stress - which is reminiscent 

of the resistivity behaviour of the Hog's Back ditch. The fact that the 

marks existed at all demonstrates the ability of the undisturbed Upper 

Chalk to retain and deliver moisture steadily even in such conditions. 

6.6. O~HSR CLI~L~TE S'='UDISS 

6.6.1. LONDON CLAY (N.G. SU 9855051. This study, on '3. bedrock tYDe not 
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previously investigated, was conceived as complementaI"J to the chalkland. 

work. It was relatively brief, the features less well understood, 3.nd the 

weather less carefully monitored, so that it might ae usefully extended 

at a later date. It was carried out during 1975 at the University of 

Surrey, Guildford, ini tially by ~l. D. Janes as part of a final year B. Sc 

project in the Department of ?hysics (Janes, 19(5), and the measure~ents 

were completed by his supervisors, A. G. Crocke:!:' and the writer. 

A farm called Deer Earn once stood at the foot of the northern slope 

of Stag Hill, which is entirely of London Clay, and was demolished when 

the university campus was created. Guildford Cathedral stands on the crest 

of the hill. Careful use of ma.;Js enaaled the site of the farm to be 

relocated, ::md a 25 ill test trave:!:'se was la'::'d out across part of it. A 

substantial high anomaly over a.;Jproximately the first 10 m of the traverse 

proved to be suitaale for the measurements: although it was not possible 

to ascertain its exact cause, it was probably a pond backfilled wi til a 

mixture of rubble and clay. 1 m ",11 and DD were used for all the measure

ments, which we:!:'e repeated monthly from Februa:r.! to :Jovember 1975. '::he 

instrument used was a Martin-Clark Type 2. As eX.;Jected on clay, background 

resisti vi ty was always low, never exceeding 15 oh;n-metres in spite of the 

drought of that year. The strength of response follmved a patte:!:'n very 

similar to that of the Hog's Back ditch, the '::lest reSDonse being from 

June to November, peaking in September -Nhen the anomaly reached 214 ohm-m 

above the base level with VI and 296 ohm-m with DD. It was at its weakest 

in tray (w = 12 ohm-m; DD = 18 ohm-m) , just before the commencement of the 

rise in mid-June. In February, ?,Iarch and. April, it was at a Quite const2.nt 

level cf about W = 15 clml-m; DD = 23 ohIn-m .. n though, unlike that on tte 

Hog's 3ac:.c, the anomaly never disappeared, it -.'las only in thed.:!:'iest 

conditions, on 7 Septem'::le~, tb~0 some slight additional anomalies, 

possi sly caused ay -,vall foundations of fa~:n bu::ldir:gs, a;'peared. 3y 15 

September, after r:ea'rJ rsiCl fo::, several days, these a.gain Ciisapyeareri, 
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and the main anomaly was reduced from the fe3.~ level given aoove to 

~ = 82 ohm-m; TID = 113 ohm-me ~he consistently hig~er values given by 

DD are also reflected in the relative base levels of the two configur-

ations, and are therefore likely to be due to a gradient of general 

dryness toward the surface rather than shallowness of the feature causing 

the anomaly. Over the strongest part of the oain anomaly there was a 

coincidence of double peaks with Wand single peaks with DD, especially 

in the driest conditions, and the small anomalies exhibited a similar 

tendency. 

6.6.2. F~~~CE. An experiment was carried out by Hesse near the Centre 

ITational de la Recherche Scientifique, Garchy, ?ouilly-sur-Loire, ~Tievre, 

in central France, during the years 1962-63 (~esse, 1966a). The bedrock 

~as limestone with a soil depth of up to 30 em, apparently with a cover 

of short turf. A test tra.verse, for which 1 m ',7 was used, was laid out 

across a feature which subsequently proved to be c. covered, air-filled 

s tone sarcophagus in a gra.ve pit; its anomaly was always high wi th respect 

to the background, and at its oest in the form of very d,istinct twin 

peaks. ;i~aximum response again occurred c.uring the latter part of the 

year, certainly from August to October: figures are not given for July. 

It is especially interesting that Hesse f s experiment coincided 'Ni th 

one of tne coldest winters of the century. ;,:easurements during' a brief 

ttaVl after ten days of heavy frost froo 11 January 1963, when the ground 

o 0 
temperature remained between a and -10 C, showed a rise in base level 

from about 80 ohIn-m to 500 ohm-m, and the anomaly due to the feature was 

largely obli terate,i by parasitic peaks. The freeze continuec. almost 

uninte rrupted until 5 February, and even on 12 Feorua7J the resisti vi ty 

base le'1e1 had only fallen bact:: to aoout 250 ohrn-ill, anc. the ;Jar2.si tic 

effects were still stronger than the anoL:laly caused 'O~T the sarcophagus. 

On the other nand, the effect of a. more nor~al ;Jsriod of frest in :ecem-

ber 1962, lasting four iays wi~h mini~um ~ir temperatures between -5 o 
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and -10°C, was not detectable. It is possible that ~ost of the difficulty 

was due to the frost causing high contact resistance; and the continental 

climate of central France probably exacerbated its effect: Russell (1957) 

states that in the fairly typical 3nglish conditions at Rothamstead, Herts, 

there is very little temperature variation between summer and winter at 

depths as small as 20-30 cm, and that a grass cover has a considerable 

effect in smoothing out extremes of temperature. 

6.7. CONCLUSIONS 

6.7.1. OPTTIl1illJ RESISTIVITY CONDITIONS. The periods for best detection of 

features of various sizes and types on different bedrocks are suwmarised 

in the table. Fig. 6.24. It shows that, with the exce';ltion of the larger 

ditches on Chalk, there is a quite close similarity in periods of optimal 

response for a wide variety of bedrock types and patterns of weather, ',vi th 

a 'core time' common to all the sites of July-September.I'his may prove 

to be broadly applicable to the bedrocks of north-west Europe. Further 

experiments are required, for instance on gravel, although in the mean

time tentative extrapolation from the present data is perhaps permissible: 

on the basis of texture, one would expect that gravel would behave rather 

like the sandstone at ·Vall. 710rk has not been done on pits, which may 

probably be considered as similar to ditches, providing allowance is made 

(for instance) for the better water retentiveness of those with a closer

textured filling. Eowever, on all the bedrocks so far studied, except the 

Chalk, conditions have proved not to be critical because features - except 

for the slightest - are detectable throughout the year (with the possibly 

general exception of heaV1J and prolonged freezing as in the 'Ninter of 

1963), and there is evidence t"C.a t ths is also true c:;: stone structures 

on Chalk: the Roman building at Boscombe, descr::'bed in the next chapter, 

'Nas surveyed in continuous rain in ?ebruaY:'j, yet gave anomalies up to 

120 Ohll1-:::et res. 

The ideal time to survey a site on Chalk '.vi th ,ii tches and other 



SITE BEDROCK FEATURE DIlVlENSIONS ANOMALY 'llYPE 
MEAN PEAK MONnIS 

BEST MON'llHS 

WALL Triassic Ditches Width variab. Low June - July 
Staffs Sandstone Depth 3.~ m September 

max. 

HOG'S BACK Upper Chalk Ditch Width 2.5 m High July - September 
Surrey Depth 1.1 m November 

SURREY London Clay ?Rullble Width c. 10 m High June - September 
UNI VF:RSITY ?Walls & 0.5 ill November 

Depth ? 

I'OUILLY Limestone Stone coffin Width .£.0.5 m High ?July - ?October 
THevre Depth .£.1.5 m October 

DUHRINGTON Upper Chalk Ditch Width 17.7 m Low December - March -
WALLS Depth 6.0 In June April 
WiJts 

VlOOD!lB;NGE Upper Chalk Ditch Width 6.3 m Low/High December - March -
";; il ts Depth 2.1 m June April 

FIG. 0.24. Optimum times for uetection of features of various sizes and types on different bedrocks 
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features of varying or unknown size is rather difficult to c~oose. One 

survey during the first half of the year and. anotter in the second would 

be ideal, but often difficult or uneconomical to achieve. For a single 

survey one must choose the second half of the year when all sizes are 

detectable, even though the large are relatively weak and the intermediate 

unpredictable. Providing the onset of rain is not too relentless, as it 

was in November 1970, good results may be obtained in :0ecember when the 

larger ditches are giving reliably low anomalies, and those of the small 

ditches still remain high. At Woodhenge, the high anomalies caused by the 

unexcavated chalk buttress and a last remnant of the bank revealed the 

presence of the ditch when the filling was least detectable in summer 

and autumn. From December to ':iIay 1971 the ridge was lost in the normal 

low ditch anomaly, so .j.' .j. vua v surveys at different times of the year over 

such a ditch could be used to.ascertain its outline as well as information 

about its more detailed structure. In this Wq, as with the use of suitable 

configurations or probe spacings to define the berm of the Rog's Back 

barrow, resisti 1nty can be used to produce information of great subtlety. 

The production of anomalies can be :?redicted most reliably if the 

soil r,vater oalance is moni tared . .. ~s already c.iscussed, ~cigh resisti 'vi ty 

anomalies on Chalk (small ditches) seem to in::::rease as long as the water 

1eficit conditions favourable to their production persist, while 10\'1 

resisti vi ty anomalies (large ditches) tend to level off after about 4 

months of water gain. For practical purposes, it is probably best to 

consider the time lapse required from the onset of favourable conditions 

to the production of a clear anomaly. If this anomaly is defined as 25 

or..m-m wi th 77enner, the times for 1 m and. 1.5 m (approx. 5 ft) probe 

spacings are as given in the table, Fig. 6.25. This will also apply to 

probe s:cacin~s of equivaleYlt penetration '{lith other confi;;urations, "ilith 

some ~odification to allow for the fact that, for instance, Jouble JiDole 

~ives a ~ore effective defiYlition of small features than does 77enner. 



FEATURE & ?nC3E TnIE Fnm: 3.S~,:L;'B.KS 

COlElITIOXS SPACING ONSET 

Large ditch (m'r) 1 m 1 I:lOnth :Tot critical except afte!' 

(7iater gain) 1 r , • J m 2 months 
very dry periods 

'~edium ditch ('JH) 1 m 3 months Long delay because of need 

(7Jater . \ 1.5 3 months 
to wait until high anomaly 

galn) m is reversed 

Small ditch (HB) 1 m 1 r.1onth Long delay at 1.5 m because 

(Water deficit) 1.5 2.5 months 
this spacing is unsuitably 

m 
large for the feature 

FIG. 6.25. Time from onset of appropriate water balance to production of 
25 oh.'Il-m anomaly for the Jur!'ington ',valls, 7ioodhenge and Hog's Back 
ditches, using the ~,Venne I' configuration 

6.7.2. THE NATUB.E OF p.ESISTrnTY AlTC?SlLIES. In combination with the 

electrolytic tank work (see 5.3), this study has shown that small ditches 

in Upper Chalk behave essentially as horizontal laminar features of high 

resisti vi ty. 'The laminar effect cas also been obser'red over a variety of 

high resistivity features on clays and limestones, and largely eXjJlains 

difficul ties with probe configurations such as the 7Tenner which p!'oQuce 

a double response to such features. It seems not to be confined to narrow 

features, but it is probably almost entirely oonfined to features givi:1.g 

high-resistivity anomalies 'Jecause of their ?eculiar interaction ;,'lith the 

evaporation pattern of the soil. LOW resistivi ty =~eatures tend to cehave 

more three-dimensionally and, as the electrolytic tank work has shown, 

even laminar in form tend to give DOI'e cob.erent anor.::alies with arrays 

suc~ as '.','enner. 

The laminar effect seems to 'Je largely due to interaction between 

tleo feature and. 8vapoi;!'2.r,s]iration mainly caused ~Jy overlyin;- gr2.ss or 
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experimental measurements would be desirable. 

6.7.3. CROP MARKS ArID RESISTIVITY. The crop mark behaviour of the larger 

ditches parallels their resistivity response quite closely, but the 

smaller ditches seem able to continue to support a lush mark at the same 

time as resistivity anomalies are beginning to rise. This must mean that 

the better rooting conditions provided b~ the fillings, combined with 

deeply stored water, are the dominant effects with the crop, while 

resistivity measurement readily penetrates the relatively damp chalk, 

detecting the water in-it which is inaccessible to the roots, except as 

it gradually reaches the surface of the chalk mass. Thus the upper filling 

of the ditch, depleted of moisture by the roots themselves, stands out in 

contrast as a high resistivity anomaly. ~he moisture reserves of the 

larger ditches, however, tend to counteract this imbalance, most effec

tively in the case of the massive ditch of Durrington Walls. 

Evans and Jones (1977) report the appearance of crop marks only after 

the potential soil moisture deficit has reached 50-90 rom, on terrace 

sands and gravels in Staffordshire and Kirkcudbrightshire. On the Chalk, 

the positive crop marks clearly begin in less extreme conditions, and it 

would seem that the parching effect is more closely allied to their 

findings. 
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7. APPLICATIONS A1ID DEVELOP:JEFTS 

7.1. SURVEYS WITH THE OPTHmM PROBE CONFIGURATIONS 

Some of the most effective work carried out with the Wenner configuration 

before this study has already been briefly described in Chapter 1. Below 

are given some examples of surveys made with the Square and Twin config

urations. In spite of its potential, the Double Dipole has not yet been 

so extensively used, at least in Great Britain, probably because of its 

relative inconvenience compared with Tw. However, its use in combination 

with W for test traverses is now established, and was very effective, and 

more convenient than Tw, for the large Grime's Graves survey (7.1.3). 

The material used below has been chosen to include comparisons with 

magnetic surveys to demonstrate the relative merits of the two methods: 

there is a bias, however, in favour of resistivity because, as it is the 

slower method, it tends to be used only where it is likely to be most 

effective. A great many highly successful magnetic surveys have been used 

to cover areas vaster than could be economically surveyed by resistivity 

but, as the second part of this chapter will attempt to show, more rapid 

resistivity methods are imminent which will significantly increase its 

competitiveness with magnetic survey. 

The opportunity is also taken below toiemonstrate a variety of 

methods of presenting survey results, with some discussion of their 

appropriateness in the different cases. 

7 . 1 • 1. SQUA . .l.~ A __ "R.RAY SURVEYS WITH 2.5 ft (0. 762 m) :::'ROTOTYPE 

EAST WANSDYKE. At the crossing of the dyke by the Ridgeway on the 

lhrlborough Downs, 'Nil ts, the Square Array was used, during small-scale 

excavations by Green (1911), to examine two causeways across the ditch 

to ascertain whether either was original. Both were accompanied by gaps 

in the bank and one, called Red Shore. '.vas the causew'ay that actually 

carried the supposed ridgeway route through the dyke. A single traverse 
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RESISTIVITY :N RED SHORE AREA M-C SQ.UARE ARRAY bl, 
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was put along the axis of each causeway, at right angles to the dyke and 

substantially overlapping the ground on either side. The results are 

shown in Fig. 7.1. The base resistivity level is low because, although 

the bedrock is Chalk, it carries a thin capping of low-resistivity Clay

with-flints. The resistivity results clearly show that there is no change 

over the Red Shore causeway, but a very substantial rise over the other, 

indicating that this causeway is largely composed of chalk blocks inter

spersed with air gaps, derived from the throwing-down of the bank. Thus 

it seems that the Red Shore gap is indeed original. This technique has also 

proved useful for checking whether gaps in the defences of the Surrey 

hillforts Anstiebury, Holmbury and Hascombe ~ill were original entrances 

(Thompson, forthcoming). These forts stand on Lower Greensand hills, and 

the sandstone blocks of which the ramparts are largely composed produce 

resistivity patterns similar to those of the chalk blocks in Wansdyke. 

BURTON FLEMING. This site, on the Yorkshire ~olds, was part of an extensive 

cemetery of square Iron Age barrows, of which only the ditches and central 

graves had survived the plough (Stead, 1976). These lay in a shallow 

valley containing a subsoil of chalk gravel, with some admixture of 

glacial material, over the Upper Chalk bedrock. A 100 ft square was 

surveyed intensively at 2.5 ft spacing with the 2.5 ft Square Array, 

after the Wenner configuration, at wider spacing, had produced incon

clusive results, and a magnetic survey (~lsec proton magnetometer) had 

responded only in one small area, to what proved to be a concentration 

of natural magnetite particles of glacial origin. 

The result of the survey is shown in Fig. 7.2, where it is compared 

with a plan of the subsequent excavation. Use is made of the 'dot density' 

method of representation (Scollar and Y~ckeberg, 1966), each reading 

being represented by a group of randomised dots proportional in number 

to the difference between the reading and a base level typical of 

un~isturbed ground, giving an overall 'half-tone' effect that aids the 
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eye in subtleties of interpretation - as well as being readily acceptable 

and comprehensible to archaeologists. The best definition of buried 

remains is obtained by careful selection of the base level and of the 

rate of increase of dot density: a good general ~~le is to make zero 

density level at the mode or mean of the readings, or at a suitable value 

between these limits (the more anomalies there are, the more displaced 

and inappropriate the mean will be, and the data may become bimodal), and 

to allow the density to increase to total blackness at two standard 

deviations, either above the base level or below it, depending on whether 

high or low values are significant. 

The present survey took place in early October, 1967 when the water 

retention of the ditches, though slight, was rather better than that of 

the open-textured subsoil, so that low readings were significant. The 

base level was chosen to give the best definition of the barrow in the 

bottom right quadrant of the area: few ditch readings diverged by more 

than 3 ohms below the base level of 18 ohms, so dot size and density 

were adjusted to saturate at 15 ohms. The dotting was done manually with 

a felt-tip pen, using 10 dots per ohm. 

The quadrant mentioned was the first surveyed, in showery conditions 

which, immediately affecting the background resistance level, caused the 

'stripy' effect in this part of the plot. The survey was completed after 

an interval of two days during which there was more rain, so that the 

level of the whole of the rest of the plot is too low, especially at the 

top edge of the survey where the effect is aggravated by deepening topsoil 

close to the edge of the field. More sophisticated data treatment, 

designed to overcome such problems, is discussed later in this chapter. 

?1~ graves show poorly, if at all, because the subsoil they contain 

was, in the nature of things, put back immediately after being dug out, 

and so differs little from the undisturbed ground. It is interesting 

that the corners of the barrows tend to be best defined, because in this 
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position both the readings forming the Square Array mean value are strongly 

affected by one arm of the ditch or the other. 

COTTAM. This site (Stead, 1979), like Burton Fleming which is only a short 

distance away, consists again of a group of square barrows on Wolds Upper 

Chalk geology, but there are interesting differences between them. The 

ditches at Burton Fleming were undetectable with a magnetometer able to 

+ resolve down to - 1 nanotesla, but those at Cottam were clearly detectable 

with this magnetometer, giving anomalies frequently as high as 8 - 10 nT, 

peaking at 14 nT, and low resistivity anomalies of 2.5 - 3 ohms from a 

base level of about 6 ohms - up to 50% reduction in apparent resistivity. 

The barrows weye more monumental in scale than those at Burton Fleming, 

the largest being almost twice as wide; the ditches, beneath topsoil about 

30 cm deep, were similar in width to the Hog's Back ditch but rather 

deeper. Their low resistivity response was probably in part due to the 

hardness of the Chalk here, caused by filling of the Foraminifera cells, 

which make up half its bulk, with calcite (Sorby, 1879), whereas in the 

southern Chalk they are empty, thus allowing the water retentivity to be 

higher. Also, there is probably a Boulder Clay component in the 7Tolds soil, 

giving it relatively low resistivity and high magnetic susceptibility. 

Figs 7.3 and 7.4 compare dot density plots of the magnetic and 

resistivity surveys. Althcugh these were made at twice the reading inter-

val (5 ft) of that at Burton Fleming, and coarser dots (at only 5 per 

ohm for the resisti vi ty survey) were used for economy in plotting, the 

effect is just as clear because the barrows are relatively large and the 

readings present a strong contrast with an uncomplicated background. 

This is especially obvious in the magnetic plot, but the resistivity plot 

seems more diffuse because the starting leve 1 for plotting -nas made 

deliberately Qigh to bring out subtle features. This has been effective 

in revealing traces of the gra'/es in "';he t-no easterly barrows, but it 

has again, as at Burton Fleming, shown up the deepening soil at the 
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southern edge of the field. The interpretation (Fig. 7.5) combines the 

information from both surveys, probable pits being marked between the 

barrows where resistivity a~d magnetic anomalies coincide. Subsequent 

excavation confirmed the effectiveness of this survey (Stead, 1979). 

SHARPE HOWES. This survey, again on the Yorkshire 'Holds, was done in 

mid-September 1967, the same year as Burton Fleming. A round barrow being 

excavated by T. C. M. Brewster appeared not to have an encircling ditch, 

but a series of quarries at the cardinal points. Three had been sectioned, 

but it was required to check that they were indeed discrete pits without 

further excavation. Square Array surveys were made at 2.5 ft reading 

intervals, and, as there was little likelihood of background resistivity 

variations of significance over the small areas i~volved, and the features 

were strongly defined, contouring was chosen as the most suitable and 

graphic method of representation, with an interval of 2 ohms. All the 

quarries were successfully defined. Fig. 7.6 shows (a) the plot of the 

north quarry, alongside (b) a computer contour plot used as an aid to 

its production. Fig. 7.7 shows the much larger west quarry. Only the 

contours fitting in best with the excavated sections have been selected 

for the final plots. There is a noticeabl3 tendency for contours to turn 

inwards on approaching the trench sides because of the effect of the 

trench both as an infinite resistivity feature and in drying out the 

adjacent soil. 

BOSCOMBE EAST FARL'I.1:. A gas pipeline trench across the Upper Chalk downland 

of Salisbury Plain in TIiltshire cut through the heavily plough-eroded 

foundations of several walls of Roman date, partly overlying a substantial 

Iron Age ditch. To establish the plan of the building, a survey was made 

with the Square Array on a 1 m grid, partly in Februa~J and partly in 

April, 1970. Background reading levels were about 7 - 10 ohIns, and hardly 

changed between the two surveys; and over the building readings rose to 

a maximum of 22 oh~s. 
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FIG. 7.6. Sharpe Howes barrow. (a) Section and resistivity 
contour plot of north quar~J; (b) Computer contour plot used 
as basis for (a). Scale 1/60. Contour interval 2 ohms 
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Fig. 7.8a shows an initial dot density plot superimposed on a plan 

of the walls cut by t~e pipe trench, as interpreted from sections on 

either side of the trench. The walls were of flint and mortar at a depth 

of about 20 cm. An interesting detail is that the sections of the 

southernmost piece of wall did not have the same staggered relationship 

as the others, but the survey subsequently explained this as due to the 

trench cutting the building exactly at its corner here. The plot was 

produced by computer, using an arbitrary starting level as previously 

described. It revealed the shadowy plan of a corridor building which 

seemed to have the corridor on the north-east side (although this was 

oddly interrupted by a cross wall) and a possible verandah on the south

west downhill side. 

A drawback of plotting from an arbitrary base level is that, as 

already mentioned, variations in background resistivity due to geolog

ical or topsoil depth changes are likely to make some parts of the 

picture too dark and others too light, obscuring the variations of 

archaeological origin. Once the data are in a computer, this can be 

overcome by filtering routines of varying sophistication (Bartlett, 1979). 

In the present case, a simple filter was used (Scollar, 1959) whereby 

from each reading is subtracted the average of a group of surrounding 

values, and the resultant differences, knows as residuals, are plotted. 

This in effect sets up a separate, localized, base level for each 

reading, emphasising the narrower resistivity gradients likely to be 

archaeological in origin at the expense of the broader background changes. 

If the distance between the central and surrounding readings is suitably 

chosen, the size of anomaly passing through the filter can be defined, 

and a specific type of archaeological feature can be selectively 

emphasised in the presence of others. 

The plan of the Boscombe building was greatly clarified by this 

treatment (Fig. 7.8b). The picture was much improved by using a ve~J 
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simple filter in which the mean of the four immediately adjacent readings 

was subtracted from each reading, but the final plot was obtained with a 

fil ter of double this spacing using the mean of a square of eight readings 

the more values used, the less is the chance of the mean being affected 

too much by one rogue reading, or by those that lie over the feature 

itself and are thus of similar value to the central reading. In Fig. 1.8b 

half the 'verandah! was rejected by the filter because it was too wide 

and the building emerged as consisting of two blocks, one wider than the 

other and with a porch-like extension on the south-west side. The wall 

across the corridor showed that the two blocks were probably of different 

periods, the wall presumably being demolished to its foundation when the 

building was enlarged. A small selective excavation confirmed this inter

pretation, and revealed that the part of the !verandah! that had been 

filtered out was a mass of rubble used to consolidate the Iron Age ditch 

when the building was erected. Further~ore the filtered plot showed 

clearly walls which were difficult to distinguish from rubble in the 

excavation. The half-tone effect of dot density is capable of considerable 

subtlety, encouraging the eye in recognising sometimes the most fragmen

tary patterns - for instance the few dots filling the gap in the north

east wall in Fig. 1.8b are acceptable to the eye as representing the -Nall 

even though they reflect only a minute resistivity contrast where the 

wall remains were too slight even to be noticed in the side of the pipe 

trench. 

1.1.2. TWIN ARRAY 

SHALFORD EAST ~~~TOR. The site of this probably fourteenth centu~J house 

at Shalford, Guildford, Surrey, was discovered by the writer in 1960. It 

is in a field, normally pasture, beside the flood plain of the River 

Tillingbourne, and lies on the A therfield Clay. It was at first thought 

to be an iron-working site because of the presence of a couple of blocks 

of slag on the surface, but trial excavation by the Surrey Archaeological 
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Society revealed the foundations of a building constructed from mortared 

blocks of slag that must have been derived from an unknown site. Such a 

structure seemed suitable as a test bed for comparing magnetic and 

resistivity detection, and the first comparative survey, carried out by 

students taking the final year Archaeometr,y Option of the ~bysics 

Department of the University of Surrey, on 19 November 1977, is reported 

here. 

The main feature revealed by the trial excavation was the massive 

foundation of the east end of the building (Fig. 7.8A). Just sufficient 

information was obtained about the rest of the building to show that it 

broadened toward the west, and there was evidence that some of the 

foundations at least were slighter. A sleeper wall of a separate timber

framed building, probably a kitchen, judging by the associated finds, 

was found 7.1 m to the north. The foundation of the east end of the main 

building was up to 0.9 m thick; the sleeper wall was 0.36 m wide. 

The resistivity survey, using the Twin Array at probe spacing and 

reading interval of 1 m, covered an area 20 m square; the magnetic survey, 

wi th an Elsec 1 m base length fluxgate gradiometer, using the same reading 

interval, was curtailed on the west side because of lack of time. For 

the resistivity survey, the fixed probes were set at 2 m spacing to 

ensure that they were brought to an acceptable level on the 50 ohm scale 

of the Type 2 Hartin-Clark meter used, but in the event the readings on 

this low-lying clay-based site were unusually low and this need not have 

been done. The background resistance reading level was about 16 - 18 

ohms, and typical readings over the building foundations were 22 - 24 

ohms. Magnetic anomalies were typically 4 - 6 nT, riSing to as much as 

18 nT for individual extreme readings over the massive east foundation. 

The two surveys are plotted side by side as computer-produced dot 

densities in Fig. 7.9; both were treated in the same way, using a 3 m 

radius, 8-element filter, the residuals being plotted from the mean to 
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FIG. 7.10. Shalford East Manor. Computer symbol density plots of (a) resistivity survey; (b) magnetic 
survey, using a 2 m radius, 8 element filter in each case. Scale 1/200 
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mean + 1.5 standard deviations. The resistivity plot quite clearly shows 

the basic shape of the building which is superimposed on the excavation 

plan in Fig. 7.8b. The definition of the magnetic plot is not so good, 

probably in part because of the random orientation of the slag blocks, 

although this effect was not as serious as expected, possibly because the 

inherent magnetism of the slag is not very great, so that the more 

orderly effect of 'temporary' magnetisation by the Earth's field due to 

their magnetic susceptibility may be making a significant contribution. 

Neither plot shows the kitchen building with any clarity, although other, 

probably significant, substantial anomalies are present. Fig. 7.10 

compares the two surveys as symbol density plots produced by a line 

printer: these are stronger but, having fewer density levels, lack the 

interpolative subtlety of the dot density plots, and the use in this case 

of a narrower filter of 2 m radius may also have been less suitable. 

It should perhaps be pointed out here that a magnetic gradiometer 

tends to be 'self-filtering', producing a level baseline unless there 

are localised magnetic anomalies; but resistivity measurements are always 

responsive to background variation. and more generally in need of filter

ing. This is well demonstrated by Fig. 7.11 which shows as coarse s~mbol

density plots the results of plotting the Shalford magnetic and resistivity 

surveys without filtering: the magnetic plot differs little from the 

filtered version in Fig. 7.10, but the resistivity plot is very heavy to 

the east of the building, which would not be recognisable without prior 

knowledge of its presence. This difference in response of the two types of 

measurement is also demonstrated by Fig. 7.21. 

Further experiments are planned for the Shalford site. 

GUILDFORD PARK M_~~OR. This moated site, once a Royal hunting lodge and 

now mostly the lawn of the present farmhouse, ','vas surveyed with the Twin 

Array before excavation under A. G. Crocker in 1973, using, as at Shalford. 

1 m for both probe spacing and reading interval. The site is on London 
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FIG. 7.13. Guildford Park Manor. Computer contour plot. For scale 
see Fi g. 7. 1 2 
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Clay. Part of the survey is shown (Fig. 7.12) plotted by manual dot density 

(by R. Lock) and by computer contouring (Fig. 7.13) to compare the effec

tiveness of the methods. The contour interval is 1 ohm; high readings are 

shown as increasing density in the dot plan, which was a direct plot with

out filtering. The main building is to the right, and the backfilled part 

of the moat runs up the plots on the left. Gaps in the survey caused by 

obstacles are heavily outlined in the contour plot. The building - which 

was not the main subject of the excavation but was confirmed by a small 

trial trench - stands out clearly on the plots, both of which suggest 

that it is divided into two eQual parts by a major internal wall. The 

continuity of the walls is rather more obvious in the dot density than in 

the contour plot, and might have been further improved by a different 

selection of dotting steps and background level, or by filtering - the 

optimum is conveniently chosen by experiment, providing the speed of a 

computer is available. The contour plot also might have been improved by 

such adjustment; but one of its disadvantages is that it makes no 

immediate visual distinction between areas of high and low readings, as 

does the dot density. 

The high readings over the moat were not in keeping with a back

filling of natural clay, and it was surmised that it had been backfilled 

with rubble from the demolition of the buildings. 3xcavation confirmed 

that this was so. 

CORBRIDGE. This site, in the grounds of Corchester School, just outside 

the north wall of the Roman fort and supply base of Corbridge, Northum

berland, was surveyed because of the possibility of development. TheTe 

was known to have been development in this direction in Roman times, 

during a period of expanding civilian occupation (Birley. 1954). 

An automatically recorded magnetic survey was made with the fluxgate 

gradicmeter, and a resistivity su::-vey with 1 m Tw (3artlett, 1976), the 

latteT over a smaller part of the area because of its relative slowness. 
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Both surveys were plotted twice by computer as dot densities, comparing 

positive and negative representations in each case. The positive plots 

were made to saturate at mean + 2 standard deviations, the negative at 

mean - 1 standard deviation. All plots were treated with a 3 lJl radius 

fil ter. 

Both surveys produced highly responsive results. The original traces 

of the magnetic survey (see 7.2.2 for method) are shown as a montage in 

Fig. 7.14. Numerous substantial peaks suggest the presence of industrial 

activity especially in the eastern two-thirds of the area. Both the 

positive and negative dot density plots (Fig. 7.15), made from data 

recorded at 1 m interval on the ~.hcrodata logger (see 7.2.3) in parallel 

with the trace recording, confirm this picture, although the negative 

plot perhaps over-emphasises minor effects because of too rapid satura

tion. All the magnetic plots show roughly east-west bands of differing 

clarity; most are relatively clear of anomalies and probably represent 

roads or streets, while that at the top of the survey is either a road 

with substantial side ditches, or simply a ditch system, possibly 

enclosing the area of activity. ~he resistivity survey (Fig. 7.16), 

covering only the southern and western parts of the area, is dramatically 

clearer, especially the negative plot. A road or street, with a sharp 

bend at its western end, runs across the survey area; from it run, 

northward and southward, side alleys defining modules or 'insulae', 

mostly either 20 ft or 30 ft wide. The street and alleys are not well 

defined on the magnetic dot density plots (they might have been improved 

by further ~reatment), but the traces confirm them as magnetically quiet 

strips, as would be expected. The traces also indicate t~at there is 

more industrial activity south of the street; on its north side, the 

modules may ~epresent rectangular shops end-on to the street as discovered 

elsewhere at Corbridge, but it is possibly significant that the 30 ft 

module width is also shared by army granaries and workshops on the site. 
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FIG. 1.15. Corbridge. Dot density plots of the magnetic survey. 
Same scale as Fig. 1.14 
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This is a good example of the power of ~agnetic and resistivity surveys 

used in combination to produce complementary information that can greatly 

illumine the archaeology of even a complex site without excavation. 

The resistance level over the street typically rose to about 28 ohms 

above a base level of about 20 ohms. 

THE GIANT OF CERNE. At the instigation of Yorkshire Television, an 

extensive resistivity survey has been carried out on this well-known 

Dorset hill figure cut into Upper Chalk, primarily in an attempt to obtain 

information about any lost features that might add to the evidence for 

its identity and date. Making full use of the results of the research 

described herein, the survey has been conducted with the optimum spacing 

of the Twin Array - 0.5 m - and at the optimum time of year for the 

detection of shallow features (cf. the berm of the Hog's Back barrow), 

to produce a detailed map of soil depth variations over much of the figure. 

with readings at 0.5 m spacing. Coring at selected points has confirmed 

the validity of the picture which is in the process of computer treatment 

at the time of writing. Some lost features do indeed seem to be emerging, 

especially in the region of the figure's conspicuously empty left arm. 

Magnetic and electromagnetic surveys have proved ineffective because of 

the low magnetic susceptibility of the soil. Gravett (1971) has already 

examined the Long Man of Wilmington, Sussex, briefly with similarly 

promising results, and the Red Horse of ~Jsoe has also responded well to 

resistivity survey. 

7.1.3. DOUBLE DIPOLE. 

GRIME'S GRAVES. One of the most extensive resistivity surveys so far 

carried out in Britain was undertaken under the writer's supervision 'oy 

A. ~Iillett and assistants on behalf of the British f..1useurn at the Neolithic 

flint mining complex of Grime's Graves, Norfolk, to map any extension of 

the area of pits beyond those still visible at the surface. It was also 

especiaJly desired to detect any traces of domestic occupation on the 
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site. Much of what is written below is taken from the writer's contribution 

to the publication produced after the first part of the survey, 3,330 sq. 

m, had been completed (Sieveking et al, 19(3). 

The massive shafts of Grime's Graves seemed ideal subjects for 

resistivity detection. Being packed for much of their depth with chalk 

rubble containing much air space, they were expected to have a distinctive

ly high resistivity compared with the solid chalk into which they were 

cut. On the other hand, they were expected to be fairly sterile magneti

cally, and poor subjects for this type of detection; therefore, any 

occupation deposits, with their well-known effect of enhancing soil 

magnetism, might well have been detectable among them, and it was decided 

to carry out a basic resistivity survey complemented by a magnetic survey. 

Initial experiments over levelled pits visible as grass marks close 

to the main complex were made with the Wenner and Double Dipole arrays at 

1 m and 2 m spacing. The instrument used was the Martin-Clark Type 2. Low 

values were obtained in all cases, although it had been expected that the 

2 m spacing, with its commensurate depth of penetration, would have been 

affected by the rubble filling of the lower parts of the pits. At the 

time it was assumed that the upper soil filling was damper throughout, 

but the present research suggests that it too was mainly dry, but that 8. 

damp interface with the rubble was being detected. It also seemed t~lat if 

a spacing wide enough to penetrate to the rubble were to be used, there 

might be too much loss of detail, which, in our ignorance of what the site 

might produce, we were unwilling to risk at this stage. The 2 m spacing, 

which also permitted quite rapid ground coverage, seemed a good compromise, 

and the survey was carried out using ~/DD at this spacing. The tests and 

the main survey took place in,conditions of net water loss. 

The survey proceeded in parallel with excavation, and comparison o~ 

the two made it clear that interpretation was going to be difficult: 

downhill acrose the site, there 'Nas an overall geological change from 



Chalk to a deepening overlying deposit of sand, and the subsoil was much 

affected by fissures of various widths caused by glacial action, many 

similar in size to archaeological features; thus there were increasing 

background resistivity values combined with changes in anomaly strength 

and possible confusion with natural features. Dry contact conditions also 

tended to cause occasional erroneous readings. Fairly sophisticated 

computer treatment was therefore adopted: experiments were made with 

'band-pass' filters to reject effects likely to be both larger ~~d smaller 

than the pits - substantial geological changes, minor glacial fissuring, 

and individual erroneous readings for instance. The best overall effect 

was obtained by setting the upper limit with a filter in which the average 

of a ring of eight readings at a radial distance of about 8 m from each 

measurement point was subtracted from the central reading. The resulting 

residual values were further treated with a filter of about 2 m radius, 

the residuals of this being subtracted from the first set. Values passing 

between the limits thus defined by these two filters were plotted at a 

density of 10 dots per ohm, with a maximum of 25 dots per reading for 

saturation. Comparison of plots of positive and negative residuals showed 

that the most convincing pattern was produced by the former which, rather 

than showing the pits themselves, seemed in most cases to reveal the 

rings of upcast material around them. A line of small contiguous pits 

seemed to define the limits of mining activity where the sand was becoming 

increasingly deep, and a linear, possibly opencast, mining pattern seemed 

to be detectable over parts of the area. 

Subsequent excavation showed that the limit of activity as defined 

was probably correct, while one of the apparently large pits was in fact 

a shallow depression in the natural chalk containing a cluster of minor 

pits and working floors: this ~ight, in retrospect, have been expected, 

because the majo:::- pits of the true Grime's Graves type would have been 

difficul t to obliterate by the subsequent ploughing to which the site 



had been subjected at some period in the past. 

The computer treatment was confined to the DD measurements, but 

straightforward contour plots of both the DD and W readings were prepared 

by Millett. The survey was later considerably extended around the periphery 

of the known pits, but the full evaluation of it and the different plotting 

methods in relation to the excavation carried out has not yet been com-

pleted. It can be said, however, that this difficult survey, subtly 

interpreted, has added considerably to our understanding of Grime's Graves. 

Magnetic surveys over parts of the same ground were also successful, as 

hoped, in defining occupation sites in preference to pits, although the 

occupation was slight and the magnetic anomalies commensurately so. 

7.2. METHODOLOGICAL DE~~LOPMENTS 

7.2.1. WENNER/DOUBLE DIPOLE SWITCHING. The use of these two configurations 

in combination is one of the simplest developments to arise from the 

w 

o ~o 
DO 

FIG. 7.17 

research described herein. The inclusion of a changeover switch for this 

purpose for the first time in the Type 2 Martin-Clark meter has been 

mentioned in 3.2.2; the effect of using the two configurations together 

is described in 5.3, and examples of the use of the combination are 

given in 7.1.3 and Fig. 5.28. The necessary interchange of electrode 

connections is illustrated in Fig. 7~17, and is achieved by means of a 

straightforward double-pole two-way toggle switch on the instrument face. 

7.2.2. WHEELED RESISTIVITY. This was designed to produce high-speed 

resistivity surveys by exploiting the Twin configuration in combination 

wi th the 111artin-Clark Type 4 constant current resisti vi ty meter and the 

Ancient Monuments Laboratory automatic survey plotting system normally 

used with the fluxgate gradiometer (Clark and Haddon-Reece, 1973; Clark, 



1975). In this, a succession of traverses at 1 ~ interva~ and 30 m long, 

are recorded as traces on an X-Y plotter (Smith's Servoscribe M). The 

distance signal is produced by the instrument carrier moving, as he walks, 

a line which passes over two pulleys supported by tripods at each end of 

the traverse run, one of the pulleys being geared to a potentiometer that 

controls a battery output to produce the X signal on the recorder. The 

recorder traces are proportionately stepped on automatically in the Y 

direction in preparation for each traverse. The survey plot is thus built 

up as a series of parallel traces deflected by the response of the instru

ment to buried archaeological features, giving a pseudo-relief effect 

(e.g. Fig. 7.14; Fig. 7.21a). 

The Twin configuration, requiring only two moving ground contacts, 

is eminently adaptable to wheeled operation, and a prototype apparatus 

was designed by the writer and kindly constructed in the workshops of the 

Department of Physics, University of Bradford. The original drawings are 

reproduced as Figs 7.18 and 7.19, and the actual apparatus, slightly 

modified from these, in Fig. 7.20. Rubber-tyred wheelbarrow wheels were 

used, to each of which was attached a duralumin plate with a radial series 

of flat mild steel blades designed to ensure, as far as possible, 

continuous contact with the ground, maximum contact area and ease of 

insertion, which was further facilitated by sharpening as shown in Fig. 

7.19. Each whee 1 thus formed a single electrode with the critical 

dimension, the probe separation (Aitken, 1974), kept constant. Separate 

spikes were used in preference to continuous discs, because of the smaller 

tendency of the spikes to ride up over stones and even vegetation; they 

were made square-ended because it was thought that their slicing action 

would ensure their insertion, but a point might have been preferable. 

Electrical contact with the IVheels -.vas made by CJeans of short sprung 

levers with phosphor bronze ends in contact with brass discs on each 

wheel, protected by flanges from the grosser soil contamination, and 
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FIG. 7.20. The wheeled resistivity apparatus in use. To the 
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best seen in the photograph of Fig. 7.20. The built-in distance trans-

duce~ in the form of a wheel linked to a potentiometer on a trailing 

arm, was not constructed, and the magnetic potentiometer system was used, 

rather awkwardly, for the trials. The version of this system shown in use 

in Fig. 7.20 is an early one consisting of a simple stretched resistance 

wire and contact, rather than the cord, pulleys and rota~J potentiometer 

version that succeeded it and has been described above. 

Fig. 7.21 compares sets of traces of an area 30 m x 15 m at the Iron 

Age site at Gussage All Saints, Dorset, on Upper Chalk with some Clay

with-flints (Wainwright and Spratling, 1973), surveyed (a) by fluxgate 

gradiometer, (b) by the wheeled resistivity system. Anomalies due mostly 

to pits tend to be more strongly defined in the magnetic survey, showing 

only as minor depressions in the resistivity survey, for which the 

conditions, in the early part of the year, were not ideal; nevertheless, 

there is a pattern of fluctuation in resistivity which reflects subtle 

variations in bedrock depth not detected by the magnetometer. The two 

plots demonstrate well the basic flatness of the gradiometer response 

(see 7.1.2) compared with that of resistivity. which, as so often, changes 

across the width of the survey area. It is also interesting that both 

surveys show 'spikes' which look very similar, but in fact are of quite 

different origin: in the case of the magnetic survey, they are caused by 

superficial recent iron, e.g. horseshoes, while in the resistivity survey 

they are caused by momentary loss of contact when one wheel or the other 

is lifted by stones (the site is very stony) out of contact with the 

ground. (c) shows the lowest traverse of the resistivity plot repeated 

three times to demonstrate reproducibility. 

In spite of these encouraging initial results, the wheeled eystem 

has not been subsequently used. The reasons are as follows: (1) The 

a?paratus requires much effort in operation, and would ~enefit :rom the 

addition of a motor which, in addition to providing the motive power, 
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FIG. 1.21. Continuous trace recording. Two surveys of the same 
30 x 15 m area (a) by fluxgate gradiometer, (b) by wheeled 
resistivity. (c) demonstrates the reproducibility of the lowest 
resistivity trace. The original traces were 15 cm long. The 
instrument sensitivity settings are shown to the right: the 
background level of the resistivity traces was approximately 
39 ohms 
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would add weight and thus improve contact, especially in dry conditions 

and on hard ground. (2) Because of the almost routine need for filtering, 

for which resistivity surveys must be converted to digital form, indivi

dual readings have so far proved most convenient. (3) The existing distance 

transducer is unsuitable. None of these is a major impediment, but time 

has not been available to overcome them. If fully developed, this system 

would certainly prove useful, especially if used in parallel with auto

matic logging of data for subsequent treatment if required. 

7.2.3. STEPPED TNIN ARRAY SURVEYS WITH AUTOMATIC RECORDING. Considerable 

use has been made in the Ancient Monuments Laboratory of the Microdata 

Miniature Incremental Data Logger ;;10del 200. This is a weatherproof 

portable instrument designed to collect data at fixed time intervals 

determined by an internal clock, or collection may be initiated by an 

external switch. It has twelve data channels, most of which are normally 

inhibited in our work, and a third. possible mode of operation is to allow 

it to run freely and to record the instrument signal cn channel 1 and a 

distance signal on channel 2, while inhibiting the remainder: this allows 

readings to be collected at intervals of about 0.6 m at a steady walking 

pace: it is ideal for fluxgate gradiometer surveys with a distance 

transducer, and would also be suitable for wheeled resistivity. The 

logger accepts analogue signals up to 4 V, converting them to digital 

form, for which 256 levels are available, stored on a standard-sized 

magnetic tape cassette. 

A resistivity recording system, well adapted to one-man operation, 

has been designed using Tw combined with the external call switch option 

and a Martin-Clark Type 4 constant current instrument. Because of its 

weight, tee logger is placed on the ground off the survey area. ~he 

electrodes are mounted on a frame with the resistivity meter ar.d act"L<.atir,g 

swi tch, and a lio_uid crystal readout which enables the survey to be 

visually monitored. 
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An earlier version of this system made use of an X-Y plotter in 

place of the data logger, and an example of the traces produced with this 

is shown in Fig. 7.22. Separate probes were used, and stepping in the X 

direction was achieved with a hand-held box containing a rotarJ potentio

meter advanced a fixed amount by a manual rotarJ switch with detente at 

every reading position. The vertical lines on the traces are caused by 

open circuit conditions between readings. The traces were separated 

manual;y by means of the recorder Y zero control, and were widely spaced 

to avoid the confusion between them to which this stepped form of 

presentation is especially prone. The 'instant hard copy' record provided 

by the plotter is, as with magnetic surveys, so useful as a guide tCl the 

progress of a survey that it will probably be added as an option to the 

recording system with the data logger. 

A fourth surveying system at an early experimental stage makes use 

of the recording apparatus described above, but short probes are attached 

to the bottom of the operator's shoes or boots, while the length of his 

pace is regulated by a rope between them. This has the advantages that 

a survey may be conducted at a steady walking pace, and the full weight 

of the body is automatically applied to the probes at the instant of 

insertion. Also, tapes for measuring along the traverses can be dispensed 

with and replaced by guide markers at the ends of the traverses. The 

unusual pbysical sensation of walking with hobbled legs is rapidly 

overcome: the psychological sense of indignity perhaps rather more slowly. 
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8. SilllllARY OF CONCLUSIONS, AN]) RECm111ENTIATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.1. CONCLUSIONS 

8.1.1. RESISTIVITY METERS. Although developed manual-balance instruments 

such as the Martin-Clark Type 3 will probably remain in use for a 

considerable time, the future probably lies with the constant current 

principle exemplified in the Martin-Clark Type 4, which is essential for 

rapid survey systems such as those described at the end of the last 

chapter. As mentioned in 1.1, the introduction to archaeology of contact

less instruments may be possible, although the subtle adjustment of 

detection parameters obtainable with probes may be more difficult, or 

impossible, to achieve with these. 

8.1.2. PROBE C01TFIGURATIONS. The configurations found most effective, in 

order, were Twin Electrode, Double Dipole, Square Array and Wenner, with 

the possible addition of the Triple Electrode, which would merit further 

investigation. Tw and DD gave unambiguous single peaks for a wide range 

of feature forms, sizes and depths; this was also true of Sq, provided 

pairs of orthogonal readings are averaged at each measuring station. 

Indeed Sq, used in this way, is probably the most consistently effective 

of all (e.g. Fig. 5.26), but its penetration is more limited than that 

of Tw, and it is less flexible than DD, and can be more inconvenient to 

use in difficult, e.g. dry or stony, conditions. 

A horizontal, high resistivity laminar feature, equal in width to 

the probe spacing, was found to simulate the behaviour of many archaeo

logical features. W, like other configurations, produced dou'::lle pea::Cs 

over this, indeed the feature seemed unique in that the response of most 

configurations to it took the form of a simple peak bebleen each C? pa::'r 

at all depths. 'N also gave double peaks over the bigh resistivity isolated 

cylinder and with the narrower low resisti vi ty features, but merely a 

broadening ',vith the high resisti vi ty square-section featu::-e of side equal 

to the probe spacing. 71i th the low resisti vi ty ho::-izontal laminar =eatu::-e 
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equal in width to the probe spacing, and with hig~ resistivity features 

narrower than the probe spacing, ',1 gave 3. triple peak of subdued form 

more closely in accord with the theory for spherical forms. As low 

resistivity features tend to be soil-filled excavations and thus in the 

broader category, it would therefore seem that the choice of configura~ion 

for their definition is not so critical as for high resistivity features 

which tend to be narrow (e.g. walls) or apparently so (e.g. the Hog's Back 

ditch) and thus poorly represented either by the extended triple or double 

peaks. In spite of its tendency to complexity of response, W remains 

useful as a compact array with good penetration, useful in combination 

with DD, with its better definition but shallower penetration. 

The above remarks apply to the use of the linear arrays end-on. When 

used broadside, all give unambiguous single peaks. 

The depth penetration of the configurations is related to the 

separation of the current probes and is thus, in decreasing order, Tw, 

71, DD/Sq. 

With Tw and DD, the response to a three-dimensional feature can 

become double-peaked beyond certain limits of probe spacing: feature 

depth : feature side ratio. This was determined experimentally for DD, and 

is shown in the optimisation diagram (Fig. 5.27), which also includes Sq. 

It was found that Tw can be used effectively for relatively shallow work 

with a spacing of 0.5 m, at which peak twinning would be minimal and of 

little effect in producing a misleading representation of the shape and 

position of buried features. For instance, Lynam (1970) shows theoreti

cally for a sphere (always an extreme case) that twinning is virtually 

absent at all depths for a sphere of radius equal to the probe spacing; 

for the same sphere at double the probe spaCing, twinning becomes 

seriously noticeable when the depth to the top of the sphere is less t~an 

0.8 times its raQius. 

8.1 .3. SLI~L~~!C 3F?SCTS. An extended e:{peri:-n8nt was COndl.lcted. O'le~ cii tc~e3 
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of thI'ee sizes, filled mainly with ploughsoil, on Upper Chalk sites in 

southern England. The results, explicable in te~s of the balance of 

precipi tated water, and the porosity and water capacity of the fillings, 

differed strikingly with ditch size, to the extent that the ideal times 

of the year for detecting large and small ditches were shown to be 

mutually exclusive and their anomalies opposite in sense: except in very 

dry conditions, the great di tch of Durrington Walls always gave low 

readings, which were particularly clear during winter and the first half 

of the year, following a period of net water gain by the soil; while the 

small Hog's Back ditch was obliterated by the winter rains, but appeared 

as a strong positive anomaly in the second half of the year following a 

net loss of water. The inteI"!llediate Woodhenge ditch behaved in a 

confusingly intermediate manner, changing from negative to positive each 

year, but was most reliably detectable when Durrington was also at its 

best. The finding are summarised in Figs 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, and a 

discussion of the best times and conditions for surveys is given in 6.7.1. 

Although it was not systematically collected, there is evidence that 

stone structures - at least of non-absorbent stone such as flint - on 

the same Chalk bedrock are detectable throughout the year. Other 

experiments summarised show that features of various types on sand, clay 

and limestone bedrocks are all most clearly detectable in conditions of 

net water deficit, and this probably applies to the stone structures on 

the Chalk. An attempt at a comprehensive resume of the known findings is 

given in Fig. 6.24. 

The work on the Yorkshire ':voIds, repo:-ted in 7.1.1, shows that one 

should be cautious when extrapolating any of these experimental conclu

sions in detail over large distances, even when ,iealing wi th the same 

nominal geological fOI"!llation. 

In the course of the climatological work, the opportunity was taken 

to monitor the development of grass marks over the features being studied, 
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and to examine records of the previous appearance as crop marks of these 

and adjacent ditches. The lush mark over the large ditch of Durrington 

~alls was found to parallel its low resistivity response. For small 

ditches, there is evidence that lush marks persist after their resistivity 

anomalies become high, and that they become parch marks only in extreme 

conditions. Intermediate phenomena - as with resistivity, though different 

in pattern and timing - occur over the intermediate ditch of Woodhenge. 

Attempted explanations of these patterns of behaviour are given in 6.5 

and 6.7.3. 

8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.2.1. CONFIGURATIONS. Further electrolytic tank studies would be 

desirable to complete aspects of the work rather cursorily treated here, 

e.g. the vertical cylindrical feature, especially in its conductive fo~, 

which would closely simulate many archaeological pits. Further study of 

the conductive horizontal laminar feature would be rewarding, as well as 

laminar features both broader and narrower than the electrode spacing. 

The work should be concentrated on the more successful configurations 

Tw, DD, Sq and N - and Tr should be further investigated. A greater 

attention to shallower feature depths would also be desirable, especially 

as it has been shown that many anomalies originate very close to the 

surface; and Fig. 5.26 shows how complex response can become in such 

conditions. 

Tank work should be compared with theoretical approaches, and attempts 

made to overcome the problems of relating the two - as exemplified by 

Fig. 5.25. Simulation by the use of conductive paper (Teledeltos) is also 

of some value, either '.vi th a field plotter, enabling one to exan:ine 

potential distribution, or, simply by using a resistivity meter making 

contact with one edge of the paper as if it ~ere the surface of the earth, 

it is possible to obtain a good qualitative impression of anomaly forms, 

feature sha)es being created with great ease by cutting out or painting 
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them with conductive paint. 

8.2.2. OPTIMISATION OF ELECTRODE S~ACING. This study should be extended 

to Tw, and less importantly W, to complete the work started on DD and Sq, 

and the work on these should be further checked and refined. 

8.2.3. CLIMATIC EFFECTS. These studies need to be extended to gravels, 

and more thorough work on clay and limestone bedrocks would be desirable. 

Stone and chalk foundations on a sandstone base are notoriously difficult 

to detect, and merit a special study, with which it would also be desir

able to include gravel. Once these basic rock types have been studied, 

the work might be extended to more localised regional types and conditions, 

of which a good example is the Lower Chalk of the Yorkshire 'Holds, which 

is harder and probaoly less water-retentive than that studied in southern 

3ngland, and has a soil apparently modified by a glacially transported 

component (see 7.1.1). Tests over a wider variety of feature types and 

conditions, including, if possible, bare ground, would be of value, both 

on the bedrocks already studied, and on others. 

The seasonal soil moisture distributions laboriously and tentatively 

deduced from the work described here should be tested either by laboratoFJ 

measurements on samples taken from borings, especially into ditches, or 

by measurements in the borings themselves, for instance by the neutron 

scattering technique. 
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A??E?mIX I. RESISTIVITY CALCUL..4.TIOHS -nTH ~ETWIN COHFIGUR-\,~ION 

Because readings obtained with this configuration a~e predominantly t~e 

sum of effects due to the soil resistivity beneath the moving probes and 

also the fixed probes, the computation of the a~parent resistivity (Pm) 

of the ground beneath the moving probes is less straightforward than wi th 

the configurations in which all the probes are moved. Two alternative 

methods of solving the problem are given below. 

METHOD 1 : USE OF TWO FIXED PROBE SPACINGS 

The contribution of the fixed probes to the readings is calculated by 

observing the change in anyone reading when the spacing of the fixed 

probes is changed by a known amount. Consider (Fig. 1. 1) fixed probes 

Fixed Moving 

R 

• 

FIG. 1. 1 

with an initial spacing a, giving a contribution r 1 to the total measured 

resistance R1 , and a second spacing ~ giving a contribution r 2 to a total 

resistance R2 • Then, assuming that the ground beneath the probes is of 

uniform resistivity Pj, 

and 

Subtracting (1.2) from (1.1), 

Pj Pj 

a ~ 

Pj 

27Ta 

Pj( ~ - a) 
a~ 

(1. 1 ) 

(1. 2) 



Whence Pt = 

Substituting (1.1) in (1.3), 

(3(r1-r2 ) 

{3-a 

(R1-R2 ), and we can therefore write 
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(1. 3) 

( 1.4) 

(1. 5) 

The contribution to the total reading R1 from the moving probes is R1-~ 

and, if their spacing is a, then the apparent resistivity of the ground 

beneath them is 

(1. 6) 

ME~HOD 2 PARTITIONING OF ~mASURBD R~SISTA .... TlTCE 

A position of the moving probes is found where they overlie undisturbed 

ground, and where it is assumed that the apparent resistivity is equal 

to that beneath the fixed probes, so that the reading Ro can be equally 

divided between the two, and the resistivity beneath the fixed probes is 

therefore 

RO 
Pt = 27ra -2- (1. 7) 

At any position of the moving probes, the apparent resistivity beneath 

them will then be 

(1. 8) 

where R is the reading at that position. 

APPLICATION OF THE METHODS 

The two methods were tested in the preparation of Fig. 6.18. Reliable 

data for more than one fixed probe spacing were available only for a = 1 m 

({3 = 0.5 m) and a = 2.5 ft or 0.762 m ({3 = 0.5 m). For a = 1 m, :fethod 

gave a background level (at 25-26 m along the traverse) of Pm = 201 ohm-
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metres, exactly the same as that obtained by Method 2. For a = 2.5 ft 3. t 

the sa'De position, :'.:ethod 1 gave Pm = 177 ohm-metres, while ~.!ethod 2 gave 

187 ohm-metres. 

It was decided to use Method 2 for the plotting of Fig 6.18 because 

(a) it was the only method available for all spacings, and gave rather 

better consistency of background level between the 1 m, 2.5 ft and 0.5 m 

spacings; (b) it was suspected that Method 1 might be subject to errors 

due to the different penetrations of the a and ~ spacings at the fixed 

probe end giving different values for Pf because of resistivity gradients 

in the ground, especially difference in resistivity between the topsoil 

and the natural chalk. 


